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Synopsis
Connections are a vitally important part of any structural framework. Thisstatement may seem
obvious, yet it is surprisinghow often insufficient attention is given to the design of this essential
aspect of steelwork projects.
This thesis concentrates on developing a specification for designing steel connections with the
main emphasis on the practical and economical design of typical connections. The design
methods of the specification are developed according to the new South African design code
which iscurrently in draft form, namely SANS10162:Code of Practice for the Structural Use of Steel:
Part 1: Limit States Design of hot-rolled steelwork - 2002.
An object-oriented framework and associated graphical user interface for designing the
connections are developed and implemented. The primary objectives of the implemented
framework are:
• Being generic in the sensethat it allows for easy addition of additional connection types,
• To implement the design paradigm of the South African code, without fixing specific
parameter values programmatically in the implementation and
• To build on an existingarchitecture that allows for structural analysis,structural steel member
design and distributed collaboration in the design process.
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Opsomming
Verbindings vorm In uiters belangrike deel van enige staal struktuur. Alhoewel hierdie stelling dalk
vanselfsprekend mag wees, isdit egter verbasend hoe selde voldoende aandag aan die ontwerp
van hierdie essensiëleaspek van staalwerk projekte gegee word.
Hierdie tesis konsentreer op die ontwikkeling van In spesifikasievir die ontwerp van staal verbindings
met die oog op praktiese en ekonomiese ontwerp van tipiese verbindings. Hierdie
ontwerpmetodes isgebasseer op die nuwe Suid Afrikaanse ontwerpkode wat tans in proef-vorm is,
naamlik SANS 10162: Gebruikskode vir Stoa/bouwerk: Dee/I: Grenstoestandontwerp vir
warmgewa/ste staa/werk - 2002.
In Objek orienteerde raamwerk en In geassosieerde grafiese gebruikerskoppelvlak word ontwikkel
en geimplimenteer. Die primêre mikpunte van hierdie geimplimenteerde raamwerk is:
• Om generies te wees in die sin dat dit die byvoeging van addisionele verbinding tipes
toelaat,
• Om die paradigma van die Suid Afrikaanse kode te implimenteer sonder om enige waardes
van spesifieke parameters programmaties vas te lê, en
• Om dit op In bestaande argitektuur te bou wat strukturele analise, strukturele ontwerp en
verspreide samewerking in die ontwerpproses toelaat.
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GLOSSARY
¢ = resistance factor
Ub = actual pressure on base plate
a = weld throat thickness; edge distance
A = area
Ab = crosssectionional area of the bolt based on its nominal diameter
a, = effective edge distance
Ae = effective compressive area for base plates; effective area for tension members
Ahd = crosssection area of holding down bolts based on the nominal diameter of the
threaded portion
Areq = required effective compressive area for base plates
av = vertical edge distance
b, = beam section width
be = column section width
bbp = base plate width
bep = end plate width
Br = factored bearing resistance of member or component
Cu = compressive force in member or component
d = bolt diameter
e = weld leg size
leu = specified compressive concrete strength
Fst = stiffener force
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress
jy = specified yield stress
g = gauge distance
hb = beam section height
he = column section height
h, = haunched section height
hw = clear depth of section web between flanges
La = angle cleat length
lbp = base plate length
l, = effective length
lep = end plate length
L; = net angle cleat length
Lw = weld length
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Mr = factored moment resistance of member or component
M; = bending moment in member or component under ultimate load
n = number of bolts
ng = number of pitch gaps
n, = number of bolts in tension
pid = persistent identifier
Pu = factored or ultimate axial force in member
Q = prying force
re = root radius of the section
s = pitch distance
sid = selection identifier
t = thickness
tbp = base plate thickness
tfb = beam flange thickness
tJc = column flange thickness
tp = end plate thickness
T, = factored tensile resistance of member or component
tst = stiffener thickness
T; = factored or ultimate tension force in member
twb = beam web thickness
twc = column web thickness
Vr = factored shear resistance of member or component
Vu = factored or ultimate shear force in member
Wbp = base plate width
wep = end plate width
Xu = specified ultimate tensile stressof weld metal
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11. Introduction
Connections are a vitally important part of any structural framework. A designer should never
select a section for a member. whether it's a beam. a column. an angle or any other type of
member. without considering how it is to be connected at its end. Thedesign of connections isan
intergral part of the overall design process and its importance must be kept in mind by the designer
at all times.
The behaviour of structural steel connections is complex and time-efficient design procedures are
essential for engineering. The South African code SANS10162:Code of Practice for the Structural
Use of Steel: Part 1: Limit States Design of hot-rol/ed steelwork - 2004 describes such procedures.
These procedures were analysed for a representative sample of connection types with the aim of
designing an object-oriented computational framework for connections in general. Thisframework
had to meet the following requirements:
• A specific aim was to create a generic framework which is easily extensible with respect to
addition of connection types. The hierarchical structure of the connection analiser classes
discussed in section 4.3.1 constitutes the largest contribution in meeting this requirement.
• The design paradigm of the South African code must be implemented without fixing
specific parameter values programmatically. Thisallows for possible modifications to design
parameters provided by the code. This requirement is met by creating an externai
database and XML document containing these variable parameters. The database
contains e.g. the available bolt grades. bolt diameters. steel grades. weld classifications.
etc. TheXMLdocument contains all the design and resistance factors for bolts. welds. and
structural steel. The database and XMLdocument are discussed in section 4.
• The structural steel connection framework must be build on an existing architecture that
allows for structural finite element analysis. structural steel member design and distributed
collaboration in the design process. The existing structure supports heterogeneous multi-
models in an application by allowing more than one finite element analysis model. steel
member design model. steel connection design model and seamlesstransfer of information
between models. The steel connection model can for example obtain the member data
from the member design model and the forces from the finite element analysismodel. The
existing architecture also supports collaborative design in a communication network by
allowing collaboration between different and common models.
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2The thesis starts off with a brief description of the existing architecture in section 2. The most
important classesand their relevance are discussed.
The detailed design specification for the connections is then described in section 3. The
implemented specification is based on the new South African Code which is still in draft from,
namely the SANS10162: Code of Practice for the Structural Use of Steel: Part 1: Limit States Design
of hot-rol/ed steelwork - 2002.
The development and implementation of the connection design framework is then discussedand
illustrated in section 4 and the thesis ends off with illustrated examples and hand calculated
verifications of the design of each example.
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2. Brief Background on Existing Architecture
The existing programming architecture is called Juma. Juma provides an object oriented
application environment that allows multiple models and model types to exist inside an
application. The model types include e.g. finite element models, steel member design models and
steel connection design models. A steel connection design model suitable for inclusion in the Juma
architecture isdeveloped in this thesis.
The fundamental difference between using an object oriented framework and procedural
approach is that data is "clever" and has meaning outside a specific algorithm. Thisenables the
sharing of data at object level which enhances collaboration possibilities and transfer of
information between heterogeneous models.
An object is an instance of a class and isdescribed by its attributes and methods. Themethods of
an object are normally referred to as its functionality. A class therefore serves as a mould for
objects of the class, in other words, describing the attributes and methods of the objects.
2.1. Basic Structure
Thestructure of Juma as shown in Figure2.1 isdivided into the following basic folders which are also
known as packages:
o classes
Thispackage contains all the compiled files which are used by the computer to
run the application.
o doc
Thispackage contains the java documentation of the application.
o component
Thispackage contains the components of each model type separated in their
own sub package, e.g. fe for finite element components. Thispackage also
contains two classes,AppObj eet and pid, which are used by all components.
o interFace
This package is also subdivided into further packages, one for each of the
different model types. The interfaces of each model type are contained in their
corresponding package. Thispackage also contains two classes, IAppObj eet
and IModeL which are used by all components and model types.
Universityof Stellenbosch Department of Civil Engineering
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4o model
Thispackage contains the model of each model type and is also separated in
their own sub package.
o service
Thispackage contains all the analysis and design classes of each model type.
ClassApplication forms the basisand allows multiple models and model types.
o gui
This package contains all the graphical user interface components of each
model type.
I IJuma
1---1_ ssMember
I---~.AppObject.java
~ Pid.javaT ;n;-~::~b&
~ IAppObject.java
~ IModel.java
1----tIII model
:sConn
ssMember
~ Model.java
1----.. servee
ê :sConn.ssMember~ Application.java
I-- __ ~gui
t=::sConn
"ssMember
1----. classes
'------. doc
Figure 2.1 : The Juma structure
Therest of this chapter will briefly discussthe relevance of each class mentioned in the structure of
Juma. A more detailed description isprovided in the Java Documentation of the application.
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2.2. Class Descrpitions
2.2.1. pid
ClassPid represents a persistent identifier (pid) which is used to identify objects. Objects of class
Pid are therefore wrappers of the names of persistently identified objects of an application. Using
instances of class Pid as identifier "wrappers" simplifies the effort of renaming objects, since the
reference of the pid-instance does not change even though the name changes.
Persistent identifiers (pids) enable objects to reference other objects in a persistent way. Objects
generally refer to other objects in the memory space of a computer by location in memory. The
pid is independent of the current location of an object in memory or in a file. Stringsare used for
pids. They correspond to the names of the objects. The names of the objects are used as a key to
the objects in object maps in the application.
Important attributes of an object of class pid:
• private String name;
•
The name of the object for which the pid isused.
private static HashMap pidMap;
The HashMap where the names of the objects are mapped to their corresponding pids.
Important methods implemented in class P'i.d are:
• public static Pid getPid(String name)
Thisstatic method obtains a Pid instance associated with the given name. If such an
instance does not exist, a new instance is created with the associated name and the
name to pid mapping isentered in the pid Map.
• public String getName ()
Thismethod returns the name of the object for which this Pid instance servesas pid.
• public void rename(String newName)
Thismethod iscalled by a persistently identified object when it is renamed. The name is
set to the newName Stringand the pid's mapping in the pid map isupdated.
2.2.2. IAppObj ec t
Thisinterface prescribes the basic functionality of all application objects (AppObj eet) whether they
are finite element components or steel connection components.
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6The relevance of interfaces isdiscussed at a later stage. Methods prescribed by this interface:
• public Pid getPid ();
Thismethod will ensure that all the AppObjeets will have the ability to return a persistent
identifier(pid) object when asked. The pid object contains the name of the
AppObjeet.
• public String getName ();
Thismethod will ensure that all the AppObjeets will have the ability to return the name
of the AppObjeet when asked. The name iscontained in the pid object of AppObjeet.
• public String getSid ();
Thismethod will ensure that all the AppObjeets will have the ability to return a selection
identifier (sid) when asked. The selection identifier represents the name and version
number of the AppObjeet. The selection identifier allows the possibility of working with
different versionsof the same AppObjeet.
• public void setReferences(Model model);
This method will ensure that all the AppObjeets will have the ability to activate the
references of associated AppObjeets using the fact that AppObjeets are persistently
identified and reachable via their names and/or their selection identifiers.
2.2.3. AppObject
ClassAppObj eet is the basis class in applications structured around persistently identified objects.
For this purpose it implements interface IAppObj eet and therefore contains all the methods
prescribed by interface IAppObj eet.
Important attributes of an object of classAppObjeet:
• private Pid pid;
The pid wrapper that references a unique name for each AppObj eet.
• private Version version;
•
The current version of the AppObjeet.
private statie HashMap autoNameMap;
Thismap keeps track of the auto-names issued.
Important methods not prescribed by interface IAppObj eet and implemented in classAppObj eet
are:
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• public void rename (String newName)
The name of an AppObj eet can be changed using this method. A history of previous
names isrecorded in the history-listof the object's pid. When the object is renamed, the
version isset to a new starting-out version.
• public static String getAutoName(String headerpart)
This method generates a unique name for an object. In this implementation the
"headerPart" isgiven, e.g. "Bolt",which isthen concatenated with a unique number.
2.2.4. IModel
The IModel interface describes the fuctionality of Model objects. A Model object encapsulates all
the components used in the framework and can be seen as a set of sets of component objects.
Methods prescribed by this interface:
• public void addComponentSet(String fullName);
Thismethod adds a new component set to the model. The fully qualified name of the
class of objects that will be assembled in this set must be given, and the class must exist
in the classpath.
• public void addSpecialSet(String specialSetName) ;
Thismethod adds a new set to the model. The name of the set must be given, and it
does not have to be the name of a class, since any collection of objects may be
elements of special sets.
• public void removeSet(String interfaceName) ;
Thismethod removes a set from the model. Thisset may either be a component set or
a special set.
• public void addComponent(AppObject component);
Thismethod adds an AppObj eet to all the component sets where the name of the set
matches a class or interface of which the object is an instance of. It also adds the
object to the model map. The model map maps the name of the object to its
reference.
• public void remove Component (AppObject component);
Thismethod completely removes the given component from the model. In other words
it removes it from the model map, from all component sets,and from all special sets of
the model.
• public AppObject getComponent(String name);
Thismethod returns the reference of the AppObj eet.
• public boolean setContains(String setName, String eomponentName);
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Thismethod checks whether an AppObj eet with the given name is contained in the
given set.
• public Iterator getlterator(String setName)i
Thismethod returnsan iterator over a given set of the model.
• public int getSizeOfSet(String keyOfSet)i
Thismethod returns the sizeof the given set of the model.
• public HashSet getSet(String setName)i
Thismethod returns the reference of the set with the given name.
• public void setReferences(Model model) i
Thismethod invokes the setReferenee (Model model) methods of all the components
of the model.
• public void setModelReferences()i
Thismethod retrieves the references of the model components from the Application
object map and populates the component sets of the model with these. It also
reconstructs the special setsof the model.
2.2.5. Model
An object of class Model is a set of setswhich contain components of a specific model type. The
components may be of any class or implement any interface. Typical components of a structural
steel connection model are bolts, welds, plates, bolt holes and steel members.
Important attributes of an object of classModel:
protected HashMap componentMapi
All the AppObj eets that are part of the model are referenced in thismap. The keys that
are used in the model map are the names of the AppObj eetS. Thus,by knowing the
name of an AppObj eet, the object iseasily found in the context of a model.
• private HashMap componentSetsi
ThisHashMap is used to manage the different component sets. A component set is a
set of objects that implement the same interface or belong to the same class. This
allows for operations on functionally equivalent objects in a model. In this case, the key
associated with the componet set is a String that is equal to the name of the
implemented interface of the component set.
• protected HashMap specialSetsi
This HashMap is used to manage components of special sets which depend on the
application and designer. These sets each have a String name and the objects are
explicitly added to such a set.
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9Figure 2.2 shows a model with a model map and component sets. The four AppObj ectS are all
referenced in the model map. They are also referenced in the component setswhose keysmatch
the interface names that they implement.
Model X
I Interface IC I
7!',,
____ I,,,,,
Interface lA I I Interface IB I
1'1' l' A, , ,-- - ---T----- ---Map: name --> referenceI obLA I I obLB I
I obLe I I obLD I AppObject B
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AppObject A
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I ~ I lobLAl I obLe I...
d
al al
I I lObLAl IObj D I
d ... mo Ol H AppObject C AppObject DG'tIl
0
I I
obLe , obLDU I obLB I
,__
U
H
Figure 2.2 : The model data structure
2.2.6. Appl.ication
ClassApplication provides the foundation for the existence of multiple models in the application
by maintaining a set of models. It also maintains a static HashMap of all the AppObj ects in the
memory. This hash map maps the selection identifier (sid) of each AppObject to the object
reference. It isused to obtain a specific version of an AppObj eet.
A sid uniquely identifies a specific version of an object and consistsof the persistent identifier (pid)
combined with the version number. Figure 2.3 shows a graphical representation of the Application
structure.
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Figure 2.3 : The application data structure
The most important attributes of class Application are:
The application map that maps the sid of all the AppObj ects to their corresponding
references for all the AppObj ects of the aplication.
• public statie HashSet modelSet;
The set containing all the models in the application.
• public static Model activeModel;
The active model.
Important methods implemented in class Application:
• public static void setActiveModel(Model model)
• public static Model getActiveModel()
Thismethod sets the active model equal to the given model.
Thismethod returns the currently active model.
• public static void addModel(Model model)
Thismethod adds the given model to the set of models in the application.
• public static void removeModel (IModel model)
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Thismethod removes the given model from the application's model set and the
application map.
• public static void addAppObjeet(AppObjeet appObjeet}
Thismethod adds the given AppObj eet to the application map using its sid as key.
• public static void removeAppObjeet(AppObjeet appObjeet)
Thismethod removes the given AppObj eet from the application map.
• public static AppObjeet getAppObjeet(String sid)
Thismethod returns the AppObj eet with the given sid.
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3. Connection DesignSpecification
The specification for designing steel connections isdeveloped according to the new South African
code SANS10162:Code of Practice for the Structural Useof Steel: Part 1:Limit States Design of hot-
rolled steelwork - 2004. The number of connection types was limited to the most commonly used
connections in portal frames. Figure 1shows two portal frames with the different connections types
used and implemented in this thesis.
Extended End Plate Ridge Connection
./
Extended End Plate Beam Column Moment Connections
~ Welded End Plate Beam Column Shear connections/
~ Base Plate Pinned Connections--- lo,,_
Haunched Flush End Plate Ridge Connection
Haunched Flush End Plate Beam Column Moment Connections
Angle Cleat Beam Column Shear Connections
~ Base Plate Moment Connections- -- __.,~
Figure 3.1 : The implemented connection types
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These connection types are divided into four basic groups, where each group has different
alternatives. The four basic groups are column base plate connections, beam-column shear
connections, beam-column moment connections and ridge connections.
The base plate connection types are divided into two possible alternatives, namely pinned base
plate connections and moment base plate connections. Pinned base plate connections are
designed to transmit only axial and shear forces. Moment base plate connections are designed to
transmit moments aswell.
The beam-column shear connection types are designed to transmit only shear forces and are
divided into two alternatives, namely welded end plate connections and double angle cleat
connections.
The beam-column moment connection types are designed to transmit axial, shear and moment
end forces. Two alternatives are implemented namely extended end plate connections and
haunched flush end plate connections.
The ridge connection types are divided into the following two alternatives: the extended endplate
connection and the haunched flush end plate connection. The ridge connections are also
designed to transmit axial, shear and moment end forces.
The above mentioned groups and their corresponding alternatives are discussed in more detail
below.
The design process is divided into a standard design case and an advanced design case. The
standard design case provides the designer with a default design of the connection based on the
standard input data. The standard input data includes for example the number of bolts, the weld
electrode classification, the bolt grade, etc. The default design provides the designer with
recommended/required values for the design parameters of the connection. The recommended/
required parameters include for example the bolt diameter, the base plate width, the end plate
thickness,etc.
The advanced design case allows the designer to change the recommended/required
parameters calculated by the standard design case and then checks whether the connection will
effectively transmit the given end forces. The remainder of this chapter will discuss the design
procedure for each connection in detail.
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3.1. Column BasePlateConnections
Thedesign objective for column base plate connections is finding the most economical base that
can effectively distribute the column load onto the concrete foundation. Thecurrent practice isto
use simple, unstiffened base plates of sufficient thickness so as to minimise fabrication costs. A
number of different types of column base plate connections are avalilabie but only the two most
commonly used alternatives are implemented in this thesis. Thesealternatives are pinned base
plate connections and moment connections. The implemented variations of each alternative are
shown in Rgure 3.2.
H+H,FH! ~ ,
I
(a) (b)
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"' ,o~+=r
o ! 0
(d)
I
(c)
:H=1:
o ! 0
(e)
Figure 3.2 : Design alternatives for base plate connections
The pinned alternatives (a), (b) and (c) are designed to transmit axially applied loads and
horizontalshear loads only. Themoment alternatives (d) and (e) usea thicker base plate to enable
a moment to be resistedand are therefore designed to transmit not only the axial and shear forces,
but the moments too. The placement of the bolts also allows for the transfer of moments to the
foundation.
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3.1.1. Axis Definition for Base Plate Connections
The definition of axis for base plate connections isshown in Figure3.3.
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x I I,
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!
._. y x-' !
.- x
I
z zx
~ ./\v-,----
H ~ MyVy ?----4
Figure 3.3: Axis Definition for Base Plate Connections
3.1.2. Pinned Base Plate Connections
Columns subject to axial load are usually designed to have nominally pinned bases.
The distribution of pressure between the base plate and the concrete isassumed to be uniform. It is
necessary first of all to assessthe required effective base area determined by the concrete bearing
resistance and then to check the bending resistance of the projecting elements of the plate
subject to the upward pressure.
The design process is implemented through the following steps:
I. Determining and checking the Effective Area Edge Distance ae:
Effective Area Required Axial Load = AB f'req
r
where Br = Unit Factored Bearing Resistance of the concrete
= O.4!cu [SABS 0100: Subclause 3.5.3]
and feu = Specified Compressive Concrete Strength (28 days)
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Figure3.4 : Effectivecompressive area for base plates
where Ae = effective area
tfc = column flange thickness
be = width of the column flange
he = depth of column section
twc= column web thickness
a; = effective edge distance
For the standard design case, ae isgiven an initial value of zero and increased with 5
mm until Ae ~ Areq. Forthe advanced case the value of o- can be calculated.
II. Determining and checking the thickness of the base plate:
At this stage the effective edge distance is known for both the standard and
advanced design case. The required plate thickness can then be calculated as
follows:
where tbp = required base plate thickness
¢ = 0.90
ab = Br = O.4fcu
jy = specified yield stress of the base plate
ae = effective edge distance
16
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The standard design case rounds the above required thickness up to the nearest
standard plate thickness and sets this value as the base plate thickness. The
advanced design case checks whether the preferred base plate thickness is larger
than the above required thickness.
III. Determining and checking the bolt diameter:
The designer has the choice of selecting two, four or six bolts. The bolt diameter is
designed to resist the horisontal shear and the bearing onto the concrete of the
foundation. Therequired bolt diameter iscalculated accordingly.
Shear:
[SANS 10162-1: 2004 : Subclause 25.2.3.3]
where Vr = shear resistance of the bolts
Vu = applied shear force
¢JM = 0.67
n = no. of bolts
Ju = specified ultimate bolt tensile stress
Ahd refers to the cross section area of the holding down bolt based on the
nominal diameter of the threaded portion.
where dl = nominal diameter of the bolt
If the bolt threads are intercepted by the shear plane, the factored shear
resistance shall be taken as O.70Vr.
:. dl ;;:: 4v"
O.70(O.60¢hd7rnfu)
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Bearing:
Br = 1.12¢cArifcu ~ VU [SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 25.2.3.2]
where Br = bearing resistance of the bolts
Vu = applied shear force
¢c = 0.60
n = no. of bolts
feu = specified compressive concrete strength (28 days)
A refers to the bearing area, taken as the product of the nominal bolt
diameter, d. and the assumed depth of 5d.
:. A = d x 5d = 5d2
The larger value of dl and dz isset as the required diameter and rounded up to the
nearest standard bolt. Thestandard design case setsthe bolt diameter equal to the
required value. The advanced design case checks whether the preferred value is
larger than the required value.
IV. Determining and checking the base plate length and width:
The required values for the width and length below are rounded up to the nearest 10
mm.
wbp = width of base plate
=b, +2ae
IbP = length of base plate
= he +2ae
Universityof Stellenbosch Department of Civil Engineering
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The standard design case sets the width and length of the base plate equal to the
rounded values above. The advanced design case only checks whether the
preferred values for the width and length are larger than the values above.
V. Determining and checking the weld size:
The weld size is dependent on two factors. These factors are the tension due to
tension in the column and the horisontal shear due to the factored shear force. It is
assumed that the full weld around the column resistsboth the tension and shear.
where Lw = length of the weld
he = column section height
be = column section width
twe= column web thickness
Tension:Failurecan either occur at the throat area or the fusionarea of the weld:
Fusionarea:
t; = 0.67¢wLwefu ~ Tu [SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.13.2.2(a)]
where T, = tensile resistance of the welds
T; = tension force
¢lw= 0.67
e = weld leg size
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the base plate
Throat area:
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.13.2.2(b)]
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where T; = tensile resistance of the welds
T; = tension force
f/Jw = 0.67
a = O.707e = weld throat thickness
e = weld leg size
Xu = specified ultimate tensile stress of the weld metal
Shear: Failure by shear can also occur at either the throat area or the fusion area of
the weld:
Fusionarea:
Vr = 0.67¢wLwefu ;:::Vu [SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.13.2.2(a)]
where Vr = shear resistance of the welds
Vu = applied shear force
f/Jw = 0.67
e = weld leg size
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the base plate
Throat area:
Vr = 0.67¢wLwGXu ;:::Vu [SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.13.2.2(b)]
where Vr = shear resistance of the welds
Vu = applied shear force
f/Jw = 0.67
a = O.707e = weld throat thickness
e = weld leg size
Xu = specified ultimate tensile stress of the weld metal
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The required weld size is taken as the largest of the four values calculated above
and rounded up to the nearest standard weld size. The standard design case sets
the weld size equal to this required value and the advanced design case checks
whether the preferred value is larger than this required value.
VI. The pitch and gauge distances of the bolts and bolt holes:
The gauge length g and pitch distances s of the bolts and bolt holes for base plate
pinned connections as shown in Figure3.5 are dependent on the bolt diameter.
Recommended values for pitch and edge distances for holding down bolts are
given in Table 3.1.
2 Bolts
~
~
0 I ~ ~ ~ II Jc» I Jc»
~ 0
1
~ 0 0
I
L L
1 S L S1 4 Bolts
~ I I I I
6 Bolts
o 0 0 I
Jc»J 000 l
Figure 3.5 : Gauge and pitch distances for base plate pinned connections
Table 3.1. Recommended Pitch and Edge Distances for Holding
Down Bolts
Bolt Diameter (mm) 20 24 30 36
Edge (mm), a 35 40 50 60
Pitch (mm), s 70 80 100 120
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The pitch distance for the standard design case is taken as the recommended pitch
distance. The preferred pitch distance for the advanced design case must be larger
than minimum pitch distance of 2.7 times the bolt diamter as stated in SANS 10162-1:
Subclause 22.3.1 but smaller than the value to allow for an edge distance, a,
between the column flange and closest boltholes .
., smin = 2.7d
where d = bolt diameter
h -2a
.'. smax = _w"---_
ng
where hw = clear depth of the column
a = edge distance (Table 3.1)
ng = no. of pitch gaps = Ih(n-2)
n = no. of bolts
The recommended gauge distance isdetermined by the following formula:
g =bbp -2a
where bbp = width of the base plate
a = edge distance (Table 3.1)
The gauge distance for the standard design case is taken as the recommended
gauge distance above. The preferred gauge distance for the advanced design
case must be smaller than the recommended value above but larger than the value
to allow an edge distance between the column web and the bolts.
where a = edge distance (Table 3.1)
twc= column web thickness
3.1.3. Moment Base Plate Connections
Many column bases are required to transmit end moments as well as axial and shear forces. As
long as the moment is small, a compressive stresswill be present over the whole area of the base
plate, varying from a minimum at one edge of the plate to a maximum at the other. In this case
the design procedure described in 3.1.1 is used. The placement of the bolts and bolt holes is,
however, different.
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However. when the moment is large. a continuous pressure distribution is not possible because
tensile stressescannot be developed between the base plate and the concrete foundation. The
tensile force required to maintain equilibrium isprovided by the holding down bolts. Thedistribution
of the loads can be represented by the simplified diagram shown in Figure3.6.
Mu lj
~~ +~u
1:
b
Tu. i +
~.~~
ljd2
Figure 3.6 : Load distribution for base plate moment connections
Thedesigner has the choice of selecting four or sixbolts. Thestandard design case
calculates an initial bolt diameter to resist at least the shear and bearing on the
bolts. The moment is brought into consideration through a simplified method. The
initial diameter ischecked at the next step.
The design process isimplemented through the following steps:
I. Determining an initial diameter for the bolts:
Shear:
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 25.2.3.3]
where Vr = shear resistance of the bolts
Vu = applied shear force
rpM = 0.67
n = no. of bolts
Ju = specified ultimate bolt tensile stress
Ahd = nominal cross section area of bolt
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. d > I 4Y:
" shear - ~ 0.60¢hdJrnfu
Bearing:
Br = 1.12¢cAnfcu ~ VU [SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 25.2.3.2]
where Br = bearing resistance of the bolts
Vu = applied shear force
¢c = 0.60
n = no. of bolts
feu = the specified compressive concrete strength (28 days)
A refers to the bearing area, taken as the product of the bolt diameter, d.
and the assumed depth of 5d.
:. A = d x 5d = 5d2
V:. d . > u
bearing - ~ 1.12 * 5¢cfeu
Moment:
It is asumed that the lever arm for the moment is 1.2 times the height of the
column section. Pleasenote that this step is only a simplified method to find
an initial bolt diameter.
where T, = tensile resistance of the bolts
M; = applied moment
Pu = appled axial force
¢hd = 0.67
Ab = nominal cross section area of bolt
nl = no. of bolts in tension
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Ju = specified minimum bolt tensile strength
he = height of the column section
The numerator under the square root may be negative for cases where the moment
isrelatively small. In this case the value of dtension is taken as zero. The initial diameter
is taken as the maximum of dshear, dbearing and dtension rounded up to the nearest
standard bolt diameter size.
II. Calculating an initial base plate length and width:
At this stage the initial bolt diameter and the associated edge distance given in
Table 3.1 are known. The initial length for the base plate is taken as the column
section height plus four times the edge distance.
where 4p = baseplate length
he = column section height
a = edge distance (Table 3.1)
The initial width of the base plate is taken as the maximum of two limiting values.
The first value equals the column section width plus two times the edge distance
while the other value equals the required width to allow for the edge and gauge
distances of the bolts.
where be = column section width
a = edge distance (Table 3.1)
:. b(2) = (iz -l)g + 2a
where n = total number of bolts
g = gauge distance
a = edge distance (Table 3.1)
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b = initial base plate width
III. Checking the initial boH diameter:
Thisstep checks whether the initial bolt diameter calculated by the standard design
case is sufficient. At this stage the base plate length and width, the bolt diameter
and the associated edge distance given in Table 3.1 are known. The unknown
parameters of Figure3.6 can now be determined.
where lbp= baseplate length
a = edge distance (Table 3.1)
Taking moments about the tension bolts, ds can now be determined and then the
unknown force T; can be calculated.
where
and ab = O.4/cu
:. Mu +~c - bd2ab(d1 - dy{) = 0
:. ybabii - babd1d2 +M'; + ~c = 0
Theabove equation isquadratic in d2 with solution:
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:. Cu = bd2(Jb
= 0.4bd2fcu
Checking the capacity of bolts:
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 25.2.2.1]
where T, = tensile resistance of the bolts
¢hd = 0.67
An = {(d - O.938PY
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nl = no. of bolts in tension
Ju = specified ultimate bolt tensile stress
P = pitch of the bolt thread
If T,< T; , the bolt diameter is increased with one size and step II and III is repeated.
The interaction between shear and tension must also be checked:
[SANS10162-1: 2004 : Subclause 25.2.4]
where
and T, = tPhdAnnJu
T; = applied axial force
Vu = applied shear force
¢hd = 0.67
An ={(d-O.938Py
n = no. of bolts
nl = no. of bolts in tension
Ju = specified ultimate bolt tensile stress
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If (J(,.) + (i?) > 1.4 t the bolt diameter is increased with one standard sizeand this
step II is repeated. Step II and III is repeated until both requirements stated above
are met. The advanced designed case only insuresthat the chosen bolt diameter is
larger than the diameter calculated by the standard design case shown above.
IV. Checking the base plate length and width:
Thisstep is only used in the advanced design case where a different width and/or
length than that calculated by the standard design case are chosen. It ensuresthat
the length and the width fall between their corresponding limits.
The lower limit for the length equals the section/profile height of the column plusfour
times the recommended edge distance which, depends on the bolt size. For
practical purposes, the upper limit istaken as twice the section/profile height.
The lower limit for the width depends on two factors namely the section/profile width
and the required gauge and edge distances. The lower limit is therfore taken as the
maximum resulting from these two factors. The limit for the former factor equals the
section/profile width of the column plus two times the recommended edge
distance. The limit for the latter factor equals the sum of the required gauge and
edge distance that covers the whole width of the base plate. The upper limit for the
width equals three times the section/profile width.
V. Determining the base plate thickness:
The thickness of the base plate is dependent on the bearing pressure beneath the
plate aswell the bending due to the tensile forces of the bolts.
Required thickness due to the bearing:
where tbp = required base plate thickness
¢ = 0.90
(Jb = Br = O.4fcu
jy = specified yield stress of the base plate
a, = effective edge distance
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The parameters used for calculating the required base plate thickness due to
bending caused by the tension bolts are shown in Figure3.7:
.M =~x.. f
nt
x=.l(l -h )-a2 bp e
where tbp = required base plate thickness
¢ = 0.90
Mr = bolt force x lever arm
jy = specified yield stress of the base plate
Ie = effective length
where T; = total tension force
x = the lever arm
nl = no. of tension bolts
where lbp= length of the base plate
he = height of the column section/profile
a = recommended edge distance of the bolt
------r----"'\\ /'~~--~----~~---/ ~----+---~
,
)~Oo
J ,l/ .
I----{D-H< ----+'-----r-
\\ le2
\
a
a I
Figure 3.7: Base plate bending moment parameters
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Assuming a 30° load dispersion angle, the effective bending length Ie can be
divided into two parts as shown in Figure 3.7.
If X tan 60° < %' let leI = X tan 60° else lel = %'
If X tan 60° < a let le2 = X tan 60° else le2 = a
where g = gauge distance
a = recommended edge distance
The plate thickness is taken as the greater value of thp of the two expressions above.
Thisvalue is rounded up to the nearest standard plate thickness.
VI. Determining the weld size needed:
The weld size is dependent on two factors. These factors include the possible tension
due to bending and the possible horisontal shear at the weld. The possible tension
force due to tension in the column is incorporated in the former factor.
Tension: It is assumed that only the weld around the column tension flange resiststhe
tension. Failure can either occur at the throat area or the fusion area of the weld:
where Lw = length of the weld in tension
b, = column section width
tfc= column flange thickness
twc= column web thickness
Fusionarea:
1',. = 0.67¢JwLwefu ;:::t; [SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.13.2.2(a)]
where T, = tensile resistance of the welds
T; = factored tension force
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¢lw = 0.67
e = weld leg size
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the base plate
Throat area:
1',. = 0.67¢wLwaxu ~ t; [SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.13.2.2(b)]
where T; = tensile resistance of the welds
T; = tension force
¢lw = 0.67
a = O.707e = weld throat thickness
e = weld leg size
Xu = specified ultimate tensile stress of the weld metal
Shear: The shear force is assumed to be carried by the welds surrounding the web.
Failurecan also occur at either the throat area or the fusion area of the weld:
where Lw = length of the weld in shear
he = column section height
tfc= column flange thickness
Fusionarea:
v,. = 0.67¢wLwefu ~ Vu [SANS 10162-1: 2004 : Subclause 13.13.2.2(a)]
where Vr = shear resistance of the welds
Vu = applied shear force
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t/Jw = 0.67
e = weld leg size
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the base plate
Throat area:
v;. = 0.67¢wLwaxu ~ V
U
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.l3.2.2(b)]
where Vr = shear resistance of the welds
Vu = applied shear force
t/Jw = 0.67
a = O.707e = weld throat thickness
e = weld leg size
Xu = specified ultimate tensile stress of the weld metal
The required weld size is taken as the largest of the four values calculated above
and rounded up to the nearest standard weld size. The standard design case sets
the weld sizeequal to this required value and the advanced design case checks
whether the preferred value islarger than thisrequired value.
VII. The pitch and gauge distances of the bolts and bolt holes:
Thegauge lengths g and pitch distance s of the bolts and bolt holes for base plate
moment connections as shown in Figure3.8are dependent on the bolt diameter.
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4 Bolts 6 Bolts
L s l
1 1
0 0
H
0 0
l s l
I I
0 0oHo
0 0
Figure 3.8 : Gauge and pitch distances for base plate moment connections
Therecommended pitch distance isdetermined by the following formula:
S =lbp -2a
where lbp = length of the base plate
a = edge distance (Table 3.1)
Thepitch distance for the standard design case is taken as the recommended pitch
distance above. The preferred pitch distance for the advanced design case must
be smaller than the recommended value above but larger than the column height
plus twice the edge distance.
:. Smin = he + 2a
where he = column section/profile height
a = edge distance (Table 3.1)
Therecommended gauge length isdetermined by the following formula:
wbp- 2a 2(wbP - 2a)g= =--"---
(n-2)/2 (n-2)
where Wbp = width of the base plate
a = edge distance (Table 3.1)
n = no. of bolts
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The gauge distance for the standard design case is taken as the above gauge
distance. The preferred gauge distance for the advanced design case must be
smaller than the recommended value above but larger than minimum pitch
distance of 2.7 times the bolt diamter asstated in SANS 10162-1: Subclause 22.3.1.
:. gmin = 2.7d
where d = bolt diameter
3.2. Beam Column Shear Connections
Beam-column shear connections are also known as flexible beam end connections and are used
where moment transfer from the beam end to its support is not required. Thisis one of the most
common types of connections used in structural steelwork.
It is clear from the arrangement of the elements that they are intended to transfer vertical shear
only. Two most commonly used alternatives, namely the welded endplate and the double angle
cleat, shown in Figure3.9 are implemented.
t-
t-± -
(a) (b)
Figure 3.9 : Design alternatives for beam column shear connections
Alternative (a) transfers the load from the beam end into the welded end plate and then into the
flange of the supporting column. Alternative (b) transfers the load through bolted angle cleats
instead of the welded endplate. For design purposes the angle cleats or end plates are
considered to be completely flexible and to carry shear only, although they do in faet have a small
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tendency to resistend rotation. It is also assumed that there is no misalignment of holes and that
each bolt in any group carries an equal share of the load.
3.2.1. Axis Definition for Beam Column Shear Connections
Thedefinition of axis for beam column shear connections isshown in Figure3.10.
: Y
x:,DS, ---- z x ---------- ~ ----------xt--..z -----
x:
Y :Y
Figure 3.10 : Axis Definition for Beam Column Shear Connections
3.2.2. Welded End Plate Connection
I
End plates welded to the supported beam and bolted to the supporting column are popular
because of their ease of fabrication. The tighter length tolerances for beams with end plates
present no problems when beams are saw-cut to length and the use of simple jigging procedures
makes it possible to locate the plates with a high degree of precision during assembly and welding.
Thetwo implemented alternatives for welded end plate connections are shown in Figure3.11.
4 Bolts 6 Bolts
Figure 3.11 : Design alternatives for welded end plate connections
Thedesign process isimplemented through the following steps:
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I. Determining the size of the bolts:
The designer has the choice of selecting four or sixbolts. The bolt sizeisdetermined
by shear capacity and the bearing onto the column flange.
Shear:
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.12.1.1]
where Vr = shear resistance of the bolts
Vu = applied shear force
¢b = 0.80
Ab = nominal cross sectional area of the bolt
n = no. of bolts
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the bolt
If the bolt threads are intercepted by the shear plane. the factored shear
resistance shall be taken as O.70Vr .
. d> I 4Vu
. . - ~ O.70(0.60(A:rrnfu)
Bearing:
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.10 (c)]
where Br = bearing resistance of the bolts
Vu = applied shear force
¢br = 0.67
t = column flange thickness
d = bolt diameter
n = no. of bolts
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the column
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Therequired diameter is taken as the maximum of the two values calculated above.
The standard design case uses this required value as the bolt diameter and the
advanced design case only checks whether the preferred diameter is larger than
the required.
II. Determining the end plate thickness:
Thethicknessof the end plate islimited by the bearing of the bolts on the plate.
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.10 (c)]
where Br = bearing resistance of the bolts
Vu = applied shear force
tPbr = 0.67
t = end plate thickness
d = bolt diameter
n = no. of bolts
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the end plate
The thicknesst is rounded up to the nearest standard plate thickness. Thestandard
design case takes the above value as the thickness while the advanced design
case only checks whether the preferred thicknessislarger than the required above.
III. Determining and checking the length and width of the end plate:
With a view to avoid unwanted restrictionon the rotation of the beam end, the end
plate should not be extended down to the bottom flange of the beam. It is
recommended that provision be made for a rotation of 0.03 radians at ultimate
load,ie:
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where t = end plate thickness
Lmin = minimum plate length
hb = beam section height
and I] isshown in Figure3.12.
L
Figure 3.12 : Welded end plate length parameters
:.lep 2 h-33t where
let :.lep = hb - 33t
lep= end plate length
The end plate length must also accommodate the required edge and pitch
distances for the bolts and bolt holes.
:. Lmin =max(O.5hb, 2a + (J'i -1)s)
where hb = beam section height
a = recommended edge distance (Fable 3.1)
n = number of bolts
s = recommended pitch distance (Fable 3.1)
Theend plate length lep isrounded up to the nearest 10mm and set as the end plate
length for the standard design case. The advanced design case only ensuresthat
38
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the preferred length lies between the allowable limits. The lower limit equals Lmin as
calculated above and the upper limit equals the beam profile/section height minus
twice the beam flange thickness.
The recommended end plate width for the standard design case equals the beam
profile/section width rounded down to the nearest 10mm. Thewidth must however
also accommodate the edge and gauge distance of the bolts and bolt holes.
.. wmin = 4a + twb
where Wmin = minimum end plate width
a = recommended edge distance (Table 3.1)
twb= web thickness of the beam
The advanced case ensures that the width issmaller than the column profile/section
width but larger than four times the recommended edge distance of the current
bolt size.
IV. Determining and checking the required weld size:
The weld size is only dependent on the shear force. Failure can occur at the fusion
area or the throat area. The length of the weld is taken as the perimeter of the top
beam flange in contact with the end plate plus the perimeter of the beam web in
contact with the end plate.
where Lw = length of the weld in shear
wep= end plate width
lep = end plate length
twb= beam web thickness
lfb = beam flange thickness
Fusionarea:
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.13.2.2(a)]
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where Vr = shear resistance of the welds
Vu = applied shear force
f/Jw = 0.67
e = weld leg size
.!u = specified ultimate tensile stress of the end plate
Throat area:
Vr = 0.67¢wLwaxu ;;:::Vu [SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.13.2.2(b)]
where Vr = shear resistance of the welds
Vu = applied shear force
f/Jw = 0.67
a = 0.7071 e = weld throat thickness
e =weld leg size
Xu = specified ultimate tensile stress of the weld metal
The required weld sizeis taken as the larger of the two values calculated above and
rounded up to the nearest standard weld size. The standard design case sets the
weld size equal to this required value and the advanced design case checks
whether the preferred value islarger than thisrequired value.
V. The gauge and pitch distances for the bolts and bolt holes:
The gauge lengths g and pitch distance s of the bolts and bolt holes for welded
endplate connections as shown in Figure3.13are dependent on the bolt diameter.
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Figure 3.13 : Gauge and pitch distances for welded end plate connections
The bolt group is centered both vertically and horizontally with respect to the end
plate. The recommended pitch and edge distances in Table 3.1 for the specific bolt
sizeare used to calculate the parameters shown in Figure3.13.
The standard design case takes the recommended pitch value in Table 3.1 as the
pitch distance. The preferred pitch distance for the advanced case must lie
between two allowable limits. The lower limit equals 2.7 times the bolt diameter as
stated in SANS 10162-1: Subclause 22.3.1. The upper limit equals the end plate
length minus two times the recommended edge distance and then divided by the
number of pitch gaps.
:.Smin =2.7d
where d = bolt diameter
where lep= end plate length
a = edge distance (Table 3.1)
ng = no. of pitch gaps = (n-2)/2
n = no. of bolts
The recommended gauge length for the standard design case is taken as half the
beam width. The preferred gauge distance for the advanced design case must be
smaller than the end plate width minus twice the recommended edge distance but
larger than the minimum of 2.7 times the bolt diameter as stated in SANS 10162-1:
Subclause 22.3.1.
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where wep = width of the end plate
a = recommended edge distance
.. groin = 2.7d
where d = bolt diameter
3.2.3. Double Angle Cleat Connection
Bolted angle cleats represent a simple and economical form of beam-end connection. Theangle
cleats may be fabricated independently of the beams and be attached to the beams either in the
shop or on site. Some fabricators produce large quantities of the more common sizesand hold
them in stock until required for a particular job. Thetwo implemented alternatives for double angle
cleat connections are shown in Figure3.14. Thesealternatives contain only equal leg angle cleats.
-
o
o
o
-
I----
o
o
I----
6 Bolts 9 Bolts
Figure 3.14 : Design alternatives for double angle cleat connections
Thedesign process isimplemented through the following steps:
I. Determiningand checking the bolt size:
Thedesigner has the choice of selecting sixor nine bolts. Thebolt diameter is limited
by the shear, the bearing on the web of the beam and the bearing on the flange of
the column.
Shear:
Vr = O.60rjJbAbncfu ~ VU [SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.12.1.1]
where Vr = shear resistance of the bolts
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Vu = applied shear force
¢Jb = 0.80
Ab = nominal cross sectional area of the bolt
nc = no. of bolts through column flange
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the bolts
If the bolt threads are intercepted by the shear plane, the factored shear
resistanceshall be taken as O.70Vr .
. d> 4Vu
.. - V 0.70(0.60¢VrnJ;J
Bearingon the web of the beam:
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.10 (c)]
where Br = bearing resistance of the bolts
Vu = applied shear force
¢Jbr = 0.67
twb= beam web thickness
d = bolt diameter
nb = no. of bolts through beam web
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the beam steel
Bearing on the flange of the column:
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.10 (c)]
where Br = bearing resistance of the bolts
Vu = applied shear force
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tPbr = 0.67
t;-c = column flange thickness
d = bolt diameter
nc = no. of bolts through column flange
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the column steel
The required diameter is taken as the maximum of the three values calculated
above and rounded up to the nearest standard bolt. The standard design case
takes this required value as the bolt diameter while the advanced case only checks
whether the preferred diameter is larger than the required.
II. Determiningand checking the width and the length of the angle cleats:
A minimum horizontal edge distance for the bolts of the beam end as shown in
Figure3.15 is two times the bolt diameter (Structural Steelwork Connections - p. 109).
Therecommended values for the horisontal edge distance for beam ends, a* aswell
as the recommended edge and pitch distances for bolts are given in Table 3.2.
These distances are used to determine the recommended leg size of the angle
cleats which isalsoshown in Table 3.2.
Figure 3.15 : Horisontal edge distance of beam ends
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Table 3.2 : Recommended edge distances, pitch distances and angle
cleat sizes
Bolt Horisontal Edge
Pitch Distance Leg sizeof
Diameter Edge Distance Distance
(mm) (mm),a* (mm),a
(mm),s angles (mm)
12 25 25 50 60
16 35 30 60 70
20 40 35 70 80
24 50 40 80 100
30 60 50 100 120
The standard design case takes the recommended values in Table 3.2 as the angle
leg width while the advanced case only checks whether the preferred value is larger
than the recommended above.
The length of the angle cleat is determined by the pitch distances between bolts
and the edge distances as illustrated in Figure3.16. It is however also determined by
the shear it needs to transmit. The minimum length is first calculated from the
recommended pitch and edge distances in Table 3.2 and then the shear capacity is
checked.
-r-a
-f ~
-la
I '-E~La I S-E~ _la
Figure 3.16 : Angle cleat parameters
La = length of the angle
nb = no. of bolts through beam web
where
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s = recommended pitch distance
a = recommended edge distance
The required length due to shear:
~ = 2 x 0.6¢Lifu ~ v.. [SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.11]
where Vr = shear resistance of the angles
fjJ = 0.9
L; = net angle length = La - nb(d + 2) [mm]
La = length of the angle
nb = no.ofbolts through beam web
d = bolt diameter
t = thickness of angle
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the angles
V:.L ~_"-
n ¢tfu
:.La ~~+nb(d+2)¢tfu
The length for the standard design case is taken as the maximum of the two values
calculated above and rounded up to the nearest 10 mm. The advanced design
case only checks whether the preferred value is larger that the required as
calculated above but smaller than the clear depth of the beam web.
where hw= clear depth of the beam
re = root radius of the beam
III. Determining and checking the thickness of the angle cleats:
The thicknessof the angles islimited by the bearing of the bolts on them.
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.10 (c)]
where Br = bearing resistance of the bolts
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Vu = applied shear force
¢br = 0.67
t = angle cleat thickness
d = bolt diameter
nc = no. of bolts through column flange
Ju = specified ultimate tensile strength of the angles
The available thicknessesfor angle cleats depend on the width of the angle cleat.
The thickness is therefore rounded up to nearest standard thickness for the current
angle width. If there isno available thicknessfor the current angle width, the width is
increased until a sufficient angle thickness is found. The standard design case takes
this value as the thickness of the angle while the advanced case only checks
whether the preferred thickness is larger than the value calculated for the standard
design case.
IV. The final pitch and edge distances for the bolts and bolt holes:
The final pitch and edge parameters as shown in Figure 3.17 are calculated in this
step.
+----+~ ah
-f ~
-I av
I'-Ev-La I 'r~
\..V 1 av
Figure3.17 : Final angle cleat parameters
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The pitch distance for the standard design case is taken as the recommended in
Table 3.2. The preferred pitch distance for the advanced design case must lie
between two allowable limits. The lower limit equals 2.7 times the bolt diameter as
stated in SANS 10162-1: Subclause 22.3.1. The upper limit equals the angle length
minustwo times the recommended edge distance and then divided by the number
of pitch gaps.
:.smin =2.7d
where d = bolt diameter
L -2a
:. smax = ---=.a __
ng
where La = angle length
a = edge distance (Table 3.2)
ng = no. of pitch gaps = ni-I
nb = no. of bolts through the beam
The horizontal edge distance, ah is taken as the recommended edge distance given
in Table 3.2. Both the standard and the advanced design cases take this
recommended value as the horisontal edge distance.
The vertical edge distance, av is calculated as follows and used for the standard
design case:
where av = vertical edge distance of angles
La = angle length
nb = no. of bolts through the beam
s = recommended pitch distance
The preferred value for the advanced design case must lie between its allowable
limits. The lower limit equals the recommeded edge distance and the upper limit
equals the angle length minus the pitch distances and minus the recommended
edge distance.
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:. av(max)= La - (nb -l)s - aand:. av(min)= a
a = recommended edge distance
La = angle length
nb = no. of bolts through the beam
s = pitch distance
where
3.3. Beam Column Moment Connections
As the name implies, beam to column moment connections are required to transmit an end
moment from a beam to the supporting column. The moment is always accompanied by a
vertical shear and sometimes by an axial force in the beam. The alternatives used for
implementation in this thesis and shown in Figure 3.18 are the most commonly used beam to
column moment connections in portal frames.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.18 : Design alternatives for beam-column moment connections
The essential requirements for a moment connection are adequate strength, sufficient capacity for
rotation and ease of fabrication and erection. The strength must be sufficient to allow the
development of a moment approaching the full plastic moment of the connected members.
The third requirement, namely ease of fabrication and erection, has long been a challenge to
designers, but it can be said that the connection types shown in Figure 3.16 represent acceptable
modern solutions that adequately meet this requirement Theseconnection types involve bolts and
have therefore the advantage of simpler erection. All-welded joints are costlier and usually require
site welding, but are far stiffer than the bolted ones.
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3.3.1. Axis Definition for Beam Column Moment Connections
Thedefinition of axisfor beam column moment connections isshown in Figure3.19.
: Y
x:
z Bl' ---- z x ---------- - - - - -- - - --x
x:
Y :Y
Figure 3.19 : Axis Definition for Beam Column Moment Connection
3.3.2. Resolution of Forces
First,the moment and shear at the beam end needs to be converted into an equivalent set of
forces applied to the connection elements. The assumption used for this thesis is that the beam
flanges transmit the whole of the moment and the web the whole of the shear force. Any axial
forces may be assumed to be transmitted by the flanges only. Figures3.20 and 3.21show how the
various components of the moment and forces applied by the beam end are assumed to act for
each of the alternative connections above.
hb = depth of beam
tfb = thickness of beam flange
~ = hb -lfb
. T. _ Mil cos 0 Pl'U sin 0 1>"" cos 0.. ,,- + +
h2 2 2
I
~
I
I
I
II
1>,,11 cosO
2
:. v" = Pl'U cos 0 - Phil sin 0
Figure 3.20 : Resolution of extended end plate beam column end forces
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he = distance from center of beam compressive
flange to midway between tension bolts
:. v" = Pvu cosO - Ph" sinO
Figure 3.21 : Resolution of haunched flush end plate beam column end forces
Theabove simplification greatly facilitates the subsequent design and analysisof the connection.
3.3.3. Extended End Plate Connection
Asshown in Figure 3.18, extended end plate connections consist of an end plate shop-welded to
the beam end and site-bolted to the column. The end plate is extended beyond the tension
flange of the beam to accommodate additional bolts and thus increase the resistinglever arm of
the connection. Because of their strength, rigidity, relative simplicity of construction and ease of
erection, connections of this type are one of the more popular moment connections in the
steelwork industry.
Bolted end plate connections have been the subject of intensive research because of their
complexity of load transfer and behaviour of the end plate in bending. The design assumption is
made that the four bolts local to the beam tension (top) flange provide all the resistance to the
tensilecomponent of the moment and that the force isequally divided amongst the four. Thusthe
resolution of beam end reactions Tw Cu and Vu as shown in Figure3.18, can be adopted, with T;
resistedequally by the uppermost four bolts, Cu resistedby the beam bottom flange in bearing and
Vu resistedequally by all the bolts.
o 0 o 0
6 Bolts 8 Bolts
Figure 3.22 : Design alternatives for extended end plate beam column connections
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The two implemented alternatives for extended end plate beam column connections are shown in
Figure 3.22. Thedesign process isimplemented through the following steps:
I. Determining the fillet weld thickness:
The beam flange is at right angles to the column web. The beam flange tension
force has to be transmitted through the welds into the end plate, through bolts into
the column flange and hence into the column web. According to the assumptions
made above, only the weld surrounding the tension flange resiststhe tension force
I'; Theweld sizecan however also be limited by the shear force Vu• The weld has
further two failure areas namely the throat area and the fusion area.
Tension:
where Lw = length of the weld
bb = beam section width
twb= beam web thickness
Fusionarea:
1',. = 0.67¢wLwefu ~ t; [SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.13.2.2(a)]
where T, = tensile resistance of the welds
T; = tension force
t/Jw = 0.67
e = weld leg size
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the end plate
Throat area:
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t; = 0.67¢wLwaxu ;:::t; [SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.13.2.2(b)]
where T; = tensile resistance of the welds
T; = tension force
¢lw = 0.67
a = O.707e = weld throat thickness
e = weld leg size
Xu = specified ultimate tensile stress of the weld metal
Shear:
where Lw = length of the weld
hb = beam section height
tjh= beam flange thickness
Fusionarea:
Vr = 0.67¢wLwefu ;:::VU [SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.l3.2.2(a)]
where Vr = shear resistance of the welds
Vu = applied shear force
¢lw = 0.67
e = weld leg size
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the end plate
Throat area:
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v,. = 0.67t/JwLwaxu ;?: VU [SANS 10162-1: 2004 : Subclause 13.13.2.2(b)]
where Vr = shear resistance of the welds
Vu = applied shear force
¢Jw = 0.67
a = O.707e = weld throat thickness
e = weld leg size
Xu = specified ultimate tensile stress of the weld metal
But according to the Structural Steelwork Connections handbook the leg length e
may not be lessthan O.71th:
:.e~0.7tfb
where e = weld leg size
tjh= beam flange thickness
The required weld size is taken as the largest of the five values calculated above
and rounded up to the nearest standard weld size. The standard design case sets
the weld sizeequal to this required value and the advanced design case checks
whether the preferred value is larger than thisrequired value.
II. Determining and checking the boH diameter:
The uppermost four bolts, symmetrically grouped around the beam tension flange,
and the upper part of the end plate act together. Thebeam tension flange may be
assumed to be resistedequally by each of the four bolts acting in tension. The end
plate may also be assumed to be subject to bending, with additional tensile forces
induced in the bolts due to prying action of the plate.
The bolts are limited by three factors that include the tension force through the top
flange of the beam with the prying action present, the shear force and the bearing
of the bolts on the column flange.
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Tension:
The prying force isassigned any value not lessthan 10percent of the aplied load
per bolt (Structural Steelwork Connections - p.35). The prying force is therefore
assumed to be 10percent of the applied force per bolt.
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.12.1.2]
where T; = tensile resistance of the bolts
T; = tensionforce
f/Jb= 0.80
Ab = nominal cross sectional area of bolt
nl = no. of bolts in tension = 4
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the bolts
Shear:
Vr = 0.60f/JbAbnfu ~ VU [SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.12.1.1]
where Vr = shear resistance of the bolts
Vu = applied shear force
f/Jb= 0.80
Ab = nominal area of bolt
n = total no. of bolts
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the bolts
If the bolt threads are intercepted by the shear plane, the factored shear
resistance shall be taken as O.70V,.
. d> I 4Vu
.. - ~ 0.70(0.60f/Jb7rnfJ
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Bearingon column flange:
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.10 (c)]
Universityof Stellenbosch Department of Civil Engineering
where Br = bearing resistance of the bolts
Vu = applied shear force
tPbr = 0.67
t = column .flange thickness
d = bolt diameter
n = total no. of bolts
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the column steel
The required diameter d is taken as the maximum of the three values calculated
above. The standard design case takes the required value as the bolt diameter
while the advanced case only checks whether the preferred value islarger than the
required.
III. Determining and checking the width of the end plate:
The end plate width for the standard design case is taken as the beam
profile/section width rounded up to the nearest 10mm. Theadvanced design case
ensures that the width is smaller than the column profile/section width but larger
than the beam profile/section width.
IV. Setting the gauge and pitch distances:
The standard design case takes the recommended gauge distance value of half
the end plate width as the gauge distance. Both the recommended value and the
value specified by the advanced deisgn case (if specified) must however lie
between two limits. The upper limit equals the end plate width minus twice the
recommended edge distance. The lower limit equals twice the recommended
edge distance.
where wep = end plate width
a = edge distance
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If however gmin > gmax, the end plate width is increased to allow for the minimum
gauge distance gmin'
The upper pitch distance SJ as shown in Figure 3.23 is taken as the sum of the
recommended pitch for the current bolt diameter and the beam flange thickness
and rounded up to the nearest 5 mm.
The lower pitch distance s} for the six bolt connection is taken as the mid flange
distance minus half s, and minus the recommended edge distance. Thisvalue is
then rounded down to the nearest 5 mm.
:. gmin = 2a where a = edge distance
-----' ___ -0 0
-----' ----0 0
-----'----0 0
S
-----' ___-0 0
1
__, ___-0 0
2
__,r-rO 0
3
~'.-- rO 0
S
S
Figure 3.23 : illustrating the pitch distances for extended end plates
. -h SI•• S2 - b -tjh ---a
2
where hb = beam height
tjh= beam flange thickness
The lower pitch distance S3 for the eight bolt connection is taken as the
recommended pitch distance. The pitch distance s} equals that calculated for the
six bolt connection but minus S3. There is no preferred value allowed for the
advanced design case.
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V. The length of the end plate:
The end plate length for the standard design case is taken as the beam
profile/section height plus the recommended edge distance a plus half the upper
pitch distance SI shown in Figure3.23.
where lep= end plate length
hb = beam section height
a = recommended edge distance
SJ = upper pitch distance (Figure 3.23)
The advanced design case ensures that the preferred value is larger than the
recommended above but not larger than 1.5 times the beam profile height. The
latter isassumed for practical purposes.
VI. Determining the end plate thickness:
The end plate thickness is determined from the possible prying action of the plate
but is also limited by the bearing of the bolts. Thedesign parameters for the prying
action are shown in Figure3.24.
---Q a L g-T -'.-:,~ l ~~/ '\ 1,/ 's ~'\._J~ .. _
v- -
Figure 3.24 : Design Parameters for Prying Action
At this stage the bolt diameter ti, weld sizee, gauge distance g and pitch distances
are known. Parameter b shown in Figure3.24can then be determined:
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where e = weld size
SI = upper pitch distance
tjb= beam flange thickness
Now we assume that the bolt force equals their tensile resistance:
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.12.1.2]
where T, = tensile resistance of the bolts
T; = tension force
¢Jh = 0.80
Ab = nominal cross sectional area of the bolt
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the bolts
:. Prying force Q=T _ Tu
r 4
where Q = pryingforce per bolt
T, = tensile resistance of the bolts
T; = tension force
Theend plate moments that develop are:
:.Ml =Qa and
Finding the tributory length is the next step. A load dispersion angle of 60° is
assumed:
If a <btan60° let lj = a
else let
If g < 2b tan 60° let
else let
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The resistingmoment of the end plate per bolt isthen:
Mr = f/JZptfy
=~e:)ly ~ max(IMd.IM,ll =Mmu
where Mr = moment resistance of the end plate
f/J= 0.90
I = tributary length
tp = end plate thickness
jy = specified yield stress of the end plate
. t >•• p-
The required thicknessdue to bearing of the bolts mustalso be considered:
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.10 (c)]
where Br = bearing resistance of the bolts
Vu = applied shear force
f/Jbr = 0.67
t = end plate thickness
d = bolt diameter
n = total no. of bolts
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the end plate
The maximum of the two values above is taken for the standard design case and
rounded up to the nearest end plate thickness. The preferred thickness for the
advanced design case isonly allowed to be larger than the above value.
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VII. Checking the column flange at the beam tension flange connection:
The unstiffened column flange at the beam tension flange may be subject to
transverse bending. If not sufficiently thick it will also be subject to prying action. The
strength therfore has to be checked.
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 21.3 (b)]
where T, = tensile resistance of the column flange
¢J= 0.90
tfc= column flange thickness
he = specified yield stress of the column steel
If T,< T; a column web stiffener must be provided at the beam tension flange. The
parameters of a stiffener are shown in Figure3.25.
he - 2t je
Figure 3.25 : Parameters of a stiffener
Fst = Tu - T, = stiffoner force
where T; = tensile resistance of the column flange
T; = tension force
Tr(st) = ¢JAstfyst
= ¢J(be - twe - 2re)tstfyst ;?: Fst
where ¢J= 0.90
be = column width
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twc= column web thickness
re = column web-jIange root radius
tst = stiffener thickness
hst = specified ultimate tensile stress of the stiffener
The stiffener thickness tst isrounded up to the nearest plate thickness.
VIII. Checking column web compressive yielding and buckling local to beam compression
flange:
The unstiffened column web at the beam compression flange may be subject to
compressive yielding and local buckling and must be checked for both.
Compressive yielding:
[SANS 10162-1: 2004 : Subclause 21.3 (a)]
where Br = bearing resistance of the column web
(jJ = 0.90
twc= column web thickness
tfb= beam flange thickness
tfc= column flange thickness
Web buckling:
[SANS 10162-1: 2004 : Subclause 21.3 (a)]
where Br = bearing resistance of the column web
(jJ = 0.90
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twe= column web thickness
tjh= beam flange thickness
tfe= column flange thickness
hwe= clear depth of column web
Br is taken as the minumum of the two values calculated above.
If Br < Cu a column web stiffener must be provided at the beam compression
flange. Theparameters of a stiffener are shown in Figure3.25.
Fst = Cu - Br = stiffener force
where Br = bearing resistance of the column web
Cu = compression force
Tr(st) = f/JAstfyst
= f/J(be - twe - 2re)tsJyst ~ Fst
where f/J = 0.90
be = column width
twe= column web thickness
re = column web-flange root radius
tst = stiffener thickness
hst = tensile strength of the stiffener
Thestiffener thickness tst isrounded up to the nearest plate thickness.
IX. Checking column web shear:
Themaximum transverseshear loading in the column web occurs when a maximum
out-of-balance moment isapplied by the beam connected to the column and must
therefore be checked.
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where
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.4.1.1]
t/J = 0.90
~ = hctwc
he = column section height
twe= column web thickness
jy = specified yield stress of the column steel
If however Vr < T; , diagonal stiffenersmust be provided. The addition of diagonal
stiffenersisnot implemented in the application.
Universityof Stellenbosch
6 Bolts
3.3.4. Haunched Flush End Plate Connection
The haunched connection ismostly used in long span portal frames due to their increased moment
resisting capacity. By providing continuity at its supports, the beam moment and deflections are
reduced and thiscan lead to overall economy by enabling the use of shallower and lighter beams.
The haunched connection can either have a flushor extended end plate but for our purpose only
the flush end plate is considered. The design procedure is therefore very similar to that of the
flushed moment end plate connection.
8 Bolts
Figure 3.26 : Design alternatives for haunched flush end plate beam column connections
The two implemented alternatives for haunched flush end plate beam column connections are
shown in Figure 3.26. For simplicity the horisontal length to beam depth ratio of the haunch is
chosen as three, with a choice of either six or eight bolts. The design process is implemented
through the following steps:
Department of Civil Engineering
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I. Determining an inHialbolt diameter through simplified methods:
The bolt diameter is dependent on the shear, bearing and the tension caused by
the moment. The effect of the moment is brought into account by a simplified
method but checked fully in the following step.
Shear:
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.12.1.1]
where Vr = shear resistance of the bolts
Vu = shear force
(Pb = 0.80
Ab = nominal area of the bolt
n = total number of bolts
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the bolts
r.d e
Bearingon column flange:
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause l3.10 (c)]
where Br = bearing resistance of the bolts
Vu = applied shear force
r(Jbr = 0.67
t = column flange thickness
d = bolt diameter
.n = total no. of bolts
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the column steel
Tensiondue to moment:
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.11.3]
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T, = tensile resistance of the boltswhere
¢Jb = 0.80
Ab = nominal area of the bolt
nl = no. of tension bolts = 4
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the bolts
Tl u; Phu cosO r; sinO= -- + +-'-"'---
u 2hwb 2 2
hWb= clear depth of the beam
:.d~
The required initial diameter d is taken as the maximum of the three values
calculated above and rounded up to the nearest standard bolt diameter.
II. Determining and checking the end plate length:
The haunched section height must first be determined. Forpractical purposes,the
horisontal length of the haunch isassumeda value of three times the beam section
height. Figure 3.27 illustrates the parameters used for calculating the haunched
section height.
3h
Figure 3.27 : The Haunched Section Parameters
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a=--
cose
where h = height of the beam only
8 = angle of the beam relative to horisontal
a = illustrated in Figure 3.24
. _l(hl) . _1((h-tf-rJcose)¢=sm - =rsm
a 3h
where tf = beam flange thickness
re = beam web flange root radius
cp = illustrated in Figure 3.24
:. hh = 3htan(e+¢)-3htane
where hh = vertical height of the haunch only
h
:. hsection= -- + hh
cose
The end plate length for the standard design case is taken as the sum of the
haunched section height and two times the weld leg length and then rounded up
to the nearest 10mm. The advanced design case ensures that the length issmaller
than 1.3 times the haunced beam profile/section height but larger than the
haunched beam profile/section height. The former limit isset for practical purposes.
:. hsection + 2e s lep ~ 1.3hsection
where lep= required end plate length
hsection= haunched beam section height
e = leg length of the weld
III. Checking whether initial bolts chosen are sufficient:
Thedesign procedure depends on the number of bolts in tension and in our case we
only have one possibilty, namely 4 bolts in tension.
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sFigure 3.28 : Parameters PI and he for Haunced
Flush End Plate Beam Column Connections
From the initial bolt diameter, Pt as shown in Figure 3.28 is taken as the
recommended edge distance plus the beam flange thickness and rounded up to
the nearest 5 mm.
where a = recommended edge distance
tjh= beam flange thickness
where he = distance from center of the beam compressive
flange to midway between the tension bolts
hh = haunched section height
s = recommended pitch distance
where Ymax = distance from center of beam compressive
flange to top row tension bolts
hh = haunched section height
68
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Y2 = Ymax-S
where Y2 = distance from center of beam compressive
flange to second row tension bolts
Thevalue of Tb ishowever dependent on the ratio yz/ .
lYmax
If Y2/ ;?: 0.9:
/Ymax
where Tb = maximum tension force per bolt
T; = total tension force
nl = no. of tens ion bolts
If Y2/ < 0.9:
/Ymax
'T' _ M'; Phu cosO Pvu sin é'+s : ( )+ +____:.:::.....___
2 Y + yi Zn, Zn,
max Ym.x
where Tb = maximum tension force per bolt
nl = no. of tension bolts
[SANS 10162-1: 2004 : Subclause 13.11.3]
where T, = tensile resistance of the bolts
rfJb = 0.80
Ab = nominal area of the bolt
nl = no. of tension bolts = 4
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the bolts
If T, < Tb , the required bolt diameter must be increased with one standard sizeand
the above step repeated until T, > Tb. If T, > Tb, the required diameter is taken as
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the diameter for the standard design case. Theadvanced design case only checks
whether the preferred diameter islarger than the required value above.
IV. Determining and checking the end plate width
The required end plate width depends on the beam profile/section width and the
placement of the bolts as discussed in the Step V. The required width istaken as the
maximum of the beam profile/section width and 7.7 times the bolt diameter (See
section V. Determining the bolt placement below). The standard design case uses
this value, rounded up to the nearest 10mm, as the beam profile/section width.
:. bep = maxib., 7.7d)
where bep = required end plate width
bb = beam section width
d = bolt diameter
The advanced design case ensures that the width is smaller than the column
profile/section width but larger than the required width above.
where be = column section width
V. Determining the bolt placement:
The current design procedure limits its parameters shown in Figure3.29 for placement
of the bolts.
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Figure 3.29 : Gauge and pitch distances for haunched flush end plate
beam column connections
The gauge length g must be equal or lessthan five times the bolt diameter d and the
edge distance a must be at least two and a half times larger than the bolt diameter
d. According to SANS 10162-1: Subclause 22.3.1 the gauge length isalso not allowed
to be lessthan 2.7 times the bolt diameter.
Let a = 2.5d:
:.2.7d<.5,g<.5,5d :. a 2:: 2.5dand
:. g = b - 2a = b - 5d <.5, 5d
2:: 2.7d
:. b <.5, lOd
:. b 2:: 7.7d
It must therefore be ensured that the end plate width must be larger than 7.7d.
Therefore for b <.5, lOd :
a = 2.5d and g = b-5d
And for b > lOd :
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g =5d and a = (b- 5d){
The upper pitch distance s, as shown in Figure 3.29 is taken as the recommended
pitch distance for the current bolt diameter.
where s = recommended pitch distance
The pitch distance S2 for the six bolt connection is taken as the moment lever arm
minushalf s, and Pt. Thisvalue is then rounded up to the nearest 5 mm.
where he = moment lever arm
Pt = vertical edge distance
The lower pitch distance S3 for the eight bolt connection is taken as the
recommended pitch distance. The pitch distance S2 equals S2 as calculated for the
six bolt connection but minus S3. There is no preferred value allowed for the
advanced design case.
VI. Determining and checking the weld size:
The same factors discussed previously, limits the weld size for haunched flush end
plate connections. Thisincludes the tension of the top flange of the beam aswell as
the beam end shear and both the fusion and throat area for both factors must be
considered. The weld length that transmits the tension force is the same as before
and equals the perimeter of the beam tension flange while the beam web welds
transmit the shear.
Tension:
where Lw = length of the weld
bb = beam section width
twb= beam web thickness
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Fusionarea:
t; = O.67tPwLwefu ~ t; [SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.13.2.2(a)]
where T; = tensile resistance of the welds
Tu = tension force
f/Jw = 0.67
e = weld leg size
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the end plate
Throat area:
t; = 0.67tPwLwaxu ~ t; [SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.13.2.2(b)]
where T, = tensile resistance of the welds
T; = tension force
f/Jw = 0.67
a = O.707e = weld throat thickness
e = weld leg size
Xu = specified ultimate tensile stress of the weld metal
Shear:
where Lw = length of the weld
hh = haunched beam section height
tjh= beam flange thickness
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Fusionarea:
Vr = 0.67¢wLwefu ;:::VU [SANS 10162-1: 2004 : Subclause 13.l3.2.2(a)]
where Vr = shear resistance of the welds
Vu = applied shear force
f/Jw = 0.67
e = weld leg size
]u = specified ultimate tensile stress of the end plate
Throat area:
v,. = 0.67¢wLwaxu ;:::VU [SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.13.2.2(b)]
where Vr = shear resistance of the welds
Vu = applied shear force
f/Jw = 0.67
a = 0.7071 e = weld throat thickness
e = weld leg size
Xu = specified ultimate tensile stress of the weld metal
The required weld size is taken as the largest of the five values calculated above
and rounded up to the nearest standard weld size. The standard design case sets
the weld sizeequal to this required value and the advanced design case checks
whether the preferred value is larger than thisrequired value.
VII. Determining and checking the thicknessof the end plate:
The thickness of the end plate is dependent on the bearing of the bolts onto it as
well as the bending caused by the moment. The required thickness to resist the
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bending may be determined by assuming that the force T; is transmitted by the
uppermost four bolts only and that the plate is bent in double curvature. If the
equivalent length along which yielding takes place is designated /1 and the part-
width across the end plate over which double curvature is assumed to occur is
designated m, then the required end plate thickness to resistthe bending is given
by:
where ¢= 0.90
m = (g-twb -2e)/2
II = Pb +3.5m s 7m
e = size of fillet weld
Bearing:
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.10 (c)]
where Br = bearing resistance of the bolts
Vu = applied shear force
¢br = 0.67
t = end plate thickness
d = bolt diameter
n = total no. of bolts
Ju = specified ultimate tensile stress of the end plate
The maximum of the two values above is taken as the end plate thickness for the
standard design case and rounded up to the nearest plate thickness. Thepreferred
thicknessfor the advanced design case isonly allowed to be larger than the above
value.
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VIII. Checking the column flange at the beam tensionflange connection:
The unstiffened column flange at the beam tension flange may be subject to
transverse bending. If not sufficiently thick it will also be subject to prying action. The
strength therfore has to be checked.
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause21.3 (b)]
where T, = tensile resistance of the column flange
¢J= 0.90
fJe= column flange thickness
fye = specified yield stress of the column
If T; < T; a column web stiffener must be provided at the beam tension flange. The
parameters of a stiffener are shown in Figure3.25.
Fst = Tu - T, = stiffener force
where T; = tensile resistance of the column flange
T; = tension force
Tr(st) = ¢JAsJyst
= ¢J(be - twe - 2rJtstfyst ~ Fst
where ¢J= 0.90
be = column width
twe= column web thickness
re = column web-flange root radius
tSI = stiffener thickness
hSl = specified yield stress of the stiffener
The stiffener thickness tst isrounded up to the nearest plate thickness.
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IX. Checking column web compressive yielding and buckling local to beam compression
flange:
The unstiffened column web at the beam compression flange may be subject to
compressive yielding and local buckling and must be checked for both.
Compressive yielding:
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 21.3 (a)]
where Br = bearing resistance of the column web
¢= 0.90
twc= column web thickness
l_rb = beam flange thickness
tfc= column flange thickness
Web buckling:
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 21.3 (a)]
where Br = bearing resistance of the column web
¢= 0.90
twc= column web thickness
tjb= beam flange thickness
tfc= column flange thickness
hwc= clear depth of column web
Br istaken as the minumum of the two values calculated above.
If Br < Cu a column web stiffener must be provided at the beam compression
flange. Theparameters of a stiffener are shown in Figure3.25.
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Fst = Cu - Br = stiffener force
where Br = bearing resistance of the column web
Cu = compression force
Tr(SI) = ¢JAst/yst
= ¢J(be - twe - 2re)tstfyst ~ Fst
where ¢J = 0.90
be = column width
twe= column web thickness
re = column web-flange root radius
tSI = stiffener thickness
/yst = specified yield stress of the stiffener
C -B. t > II r.. st -
¢J(be - twe - 2rC>fysf
Thestiffener thickness tst isrounded up to the nearest plate thickness.
X. Checking columnweb shear:
The maximum transverse shear loading in the column web occurs when a maximum
out-of-balance moment isapplied by the beam connected to the column and must
therfor be checked.
[SANS 10162-1: 2004: Subclause 13.4.1.1]
where ¢J= 0.90
he = column section height
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twc= column web thickness
jy = yield stress of the column
If however Vr < T; , diagonal stiffenersmust be provided. The addition of diagonal
stiffenersisnot implemented in the application.
3.4. Ridge Connections
The ridge connection, although not a beam-to-column connection, isdesigned in a similarmanner.
The same essential requirements for moment connections are valid for ridge connections. They
include adequate strength, sufficient capacity for rotation and ease of fabrication and erection.
Themost commonly used alternatives are implemented in this thesisand shown in Figure3.30.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.30 : Design alternatives for ridge connections
Alternative (a) is a typical extended end plate connection where alternative (b) represents a
haunched flushend plate connection.
The axis definition for ridge connections is exactly the same as that for beam column moment
connections.
3.4.1. Resolution of Forces
The resolution of forces for ridge connections differs from that of beam column moment
connections only with respect to some geometrical parameters. The moment and shear at the
beam end are also converted into an equivalent set of forces. It is also assumed that for ridge
connections the beam flanges transmits the whole of the moment while the web transmits the
whole of the shear. Any axial forces may be assumed to be transmitted by the flanges only.
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Figures3.31and 3.32show how the various components of the moment and forces applied to the
beam end are assumed to act for each of the two alternatives discussedabove.
hb = depth of beam
tjh = thickness of beam flange
h2 = hb - tjh
;P)
VII Mil
:. Tu = Mu cosO
h2
PyUsin 0 + Phucos 0
2 2
The simplification in the above figures greatly facilitates the subsequent design and analysis of
these ridge connections.
. C _ Ml/cosO PYl/sinO
•• u - +h2 2
:. v" =PvucosO+lhusinO
lhu cosO
2
Figure 3.31. Resolution of extended end plate ridge end forces
he = distance from center of beam compressive
flange to midway between tension bolts
. c - Mu PYUsinO.. u--+-=--
he 2
PhucosO
2
Figure 3.32. Resolution of haunched flush end plate ridge end forces
3.4.2. Extended End Plate Connection
The design procedure for extended end plate ridge connections are exactly the same as that of
extended end plate beam column moment connections except for the fact that the beam end is
connected to another beam end and not a column. The implemented alternatives for extended
end plate ridge connections are shown in Figure3.33.
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Steps I, II, III, IV, Vand VI of the design procedure for extended end plate beam column moment
connections are used for this procedure. It however excludes steps VII, VIII and IX where the
column flange and web ischecked.
rare
0 0
0 0- '--
0 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
Figure 3.33 : Design alternatives for extended end plate ridge connections
3.4.3. Haunched Flush End Plate Connection
The design procedure for haunched flush end plate ridge connections are exactly the same as
that of haunched flush end plate beam column moment connections except for the fact that the
beam end is connected to another beam end and not a column. The implemented alternatives
for the haunced flushend plate ridge connections are shown in Figure3.34.
Figure 3.34 : Alternatives for Haunched Flush End Plate Ridge Connections
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4. The Development and Implementation of the
Computational Framework
An object-oriented framework for the design of structural steel connections is developed and
implemented for connections in general. However, due to the time constraints, only a
representative number of connection types are implemented. The connection framework is built
on the existing architecture described in section 2.
One of the requirements of the framework is to allow, as far as possible, for future modifications to
the design parameters of the South African steel design code. Therefore some parameters were
not fixed programmatically. Instead, with the aid of an external database and XML document
which store the variable parameters, they are read during execution and may consequently be
changed by simply changing the corresponding value in the database or XMLdocument.
The XML document contains all the design resistance and/or safety factors for bearing bolts,
holding down bolts, fillet welds, groove welds and plates. Thesefactors are demonstrated in the
foillowing equation for the tensile resistance of bearing bolts:
The0.75 factor refers to the safety factor for bolts in tension and rA refers to the resistance factor for
bolts in tension. Bearing bolts can however transmit shear and bearing forces too, and these
factors differ for these circumstances. The factors for holding down bolts, fillet welds and groove
welds have similar safety and resistance factors while plates only have a resistance factor. The
complete XML document isshown in Appendix A. The structure of the XMLdocument is apparent
and easily extendable.
Other variable data is contained in an external Microsoft Access database. This data also
represents parameters that may be subject to change in the future. The database contains the
following tables:
~ AngleThickness
Thistable contains the available thicknessesfor the different angle cleat sizes.
~ BoltGrades
Thistable contains the available bolt grades and their corresponding nominal tensile
strength and minimum yield stress.
~ Bolts
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Thistable contains the available bolt diameters and parameters dependent on the bolt
diameter. The dependent parameters include the pitch of the thread (P), the
recommended edge distance (a), the recommended pitch distance (s). the
recommended edge distance at a rolled edge (pf), the minimum size angle cleat to
accommodate the specific bolt size in an angle cleat connection, and the minimum
horisontal edge distance (ah) of the bolts going through the beam relative to the beam
end. Theseparameters are illustrated in Figure4.1.
~ PlateThickness
Thistable contains the available plate thicknesses.
~ steelGrades
Thistable contains the available steel grades and their corresponding nominal tensile
strength and minimum yield stress.
~ welds
This table contains the available electrode classifications for welds and their
corresponding nominal tensile strength and minimum yield stress.
~ weldThickness
Thistable contains the available weld thicknesses.
a I,1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
A'----,i<'--ah
Figure 4.1 : Parameters dependent on the bolt diameter
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The complete tables of the database are shown in Appendix B. The remainder of this chapter will
briefly discuss the connection model and the different packages described in section 2 for this
model. This includes packages interFace, component, service, model and gui as well as the
additional package created namely graphics3D.
4.1. Interfaces
Interfaces are used to define the required functionality of objects in the framework. By
implementing the interfaces, the various classesprovide the functionality defined in the interfaces.
A classrepresentsan abstraction of a real object e.g. a bolt.
Advantages of using interfaces: Instances of all classes that implement a specific interface are
equivalent at the functional level defined by the interface. An interface is consequently a
mechanism for establishing an equivalence relation in an object model, which has the advantage
that the elements of the relation can be dealt with in an identical way. Forexample, when using
different connection analisers, all the analisers that implement the IconnAnaliser interface will
have the ability to perform an analysis using the standard parameters when asked for by the
analysis object.
4.1.1. Interface Hierarchy
Figure 4.2 shows the interface hierarchy that was developed for the framework. The remainder of
this chapter will briefly describe each interface. A more detailed description is provided in the
Java Documentation of the application.
••
IBolt I IconnIHprofile
I
:---~ I
I,
IBoltHole I>.V
r- IconnProfileIIPlate
I
IModel i___~ IWeld f-----~ IFilletWeld
I ICOnnAnaliSerl IConnectable
Figure 4.2 : The interface hierarchy
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4.1.2. Interface Descriptions
4.1.2.1. IBol t
The IBol t interface prescribes the functionality of general Bolt objects used in a connection. A
Bol t object contains ali the possible attributes and methods needed for design and display
purposes. Methods prescribed by this interface:
• public void setDiameter (double dia) ;
Thismethod sets the diameter of the bolt equal to the nearest standard sizespecified in
the external database.
• public void increaseDiameter();
Thismethod increases the diameter of the bolt with one standard size.
• public double getDiameter ();
Thismethod returns the bolt diameter.
• public void setGrade(String grade);
Thismethod setsthe grade of the bolt equal to the given grade.
• public String get Grade ();
Thismethod returns the grade of the bolt.
• public void setLocalCoordinates(double xLocal, double yLocal);
Thismethod sets the coordinates of the centerpoint of the bolt relative to a point on the
end plate, base plate or angle cleat, whichever isapplicable.
• public double [1 getLocalCoordinates ();
Thismethod returns the coordinates of the centerpoint of the bolt.
• public double getArea ();
This method calculates and returns the cross section area of the bolt based on its
nominal diameter.
• public double getBearingArea(double t);
Thismethod calculates and returns the bearing area of the bolt based on the nominal
diameter. The bearing area equals the bolt diameter multiplied by the thickness of the
part of the element.
• public double getTensileStrength ();
Thismethod returns the nominal tensile strength of the bolt.
• public double getYieldStress();
Thismethod returns the minimum yield stressof the bolt.
• public double getShearResistance ();
Thismethod calculates and returns the factored shear resistance of the bolt.
• public double getBearingResistance(double fu, double t);
Thismethod calculates and returns the factored bearing resistance of the bolt.
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• public void setStatus (boolean stat) ;
Thismethod sets the status of the bolt whether it's in tension or not. The status is set to
true if in tension and false if not.
• public boolean getStatus ();
Thismethod returns the status of the bolt.
• public void setPitch(double pitch) ;
Thismethod setsthe pitch of the bolt thread equal to the given value.
• public double getpitch ();
Thismethod returns the pitch of the bolt thread.
• public void setFactors ();
Thismethod sets all the resistance and safety factors for the specific bolt type. These
values are specified in the XMLdocument as described in section 4 above.
• public double getTensileResistance();
Thismethod calculates and returns the factored tensile resistance of the bolt.
4.1.2.2. IBol tHole
The IBoltHole interface prescribes the functionality of BoltRole objects used in a connection. A
BoltRole object contains all the possible attributes and methods needed for design and display
purposes. Methods prescribed by this interface:
• public void setStatus (String stat);
This method sets the status of the bolt hole equal to the given value. The status
indicates whether the hole was "drilled" or "punched".
• public String getStatus ();
Thismethod returns the status of the bolt hole.
• public void setDiameter(double boltDia) ;
Thismethod calculates and sets the diameter of the bolt hole. The diameter depends
on the bolt diameter and the status of the bolt hole.
• public double getDiameter ();
Thismethod returns the diameter of the bolt hole.
• public void setLocalCoordinates(double xLocal, double yLocal);
Thismethod sets the coordinates of the centerpoint of the bolt hole equal to that of the
corresponing bolt.
• public doubler] getLocalCoordinates();
Thismethod returns the coordinates of the centerpoint of the bolt hole.
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4.1.2.3. IPlate
The IPlate interface prescribes the functionality of Plate objects used in a connection. A Plate
object contains all common attributes and methods for any plate element. Methods prescribed by
this interface:
• public void setWidth(double w);
Thismethod sets the width of the plate equal to the given value rounded up the the
nearest 1 mm.
• public double getWidth ();
Thismethod returns the width of the plate.
• public void setLength(double 1);
Thismethod sets the length of the plate equal to the given value rounded up the the
nearest 1 mm.
• public double getLength ();
Thismethod returns the length of the plate.
• public void setThickness(double t);
Thismethod sets the thickness of the plate equal to the given value rounded up to the
nearest standard plate thickness as given in the database.
• public double getThickness();
Thismethod returns the thickness of the plate.
• public void setFactors();
Thismethod sets the resistance factor for plates. The values are specified in the XML
document as described in section 4 above.
• public void setLocalCoordinates(double xLocal, double yLocal);
Thismethod sets the coordinates of the plate, dependent on the use, relative to the
element it isconnected to.
• public doubler] getLocalCoordinates();
Thismethod returns the coordinates of the plate relative to the element it is connected
to.
• public void setGrade(String grade);
Thismethod sets the grade of the steel equal to the given value.
• public String getGrade();
Thismethod returns the grade of the steel.
• public void setStrengthAndYield ()
Thismethod usesthe steel grade of the plate to set the nominal tensile strength and the
minimum yield stress. Thesevalues are specified in the external database as described
in section 4 above.
• public double getYieldStress();
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Thismethod returns the minimum yield stressof the plate.
• public double getTensileStrength(};
Thismethod returns the nominal tensile strength of the plate.
4.1.2.4. IWeld
The IWeld interface prescribes the functionality of Weld objects. A Weld object represents a
general weld element in a connection with all its neccessary attributes for design purposes.
Methods prescribed by this interface:
• public void setElectrodeClass(String classi};
Thismethod sets the electrode classification of the weld element.
• public String getElectrodeClass(};
Thismethod returns the electrode classification of the weld element.
• public void setLength(double lw};
Thismethod sets the length of the weld element equal to the given value.
• public double getLength ();
Thismethod returns the length of the weld element.
• public void setStrengths(};
Thismethod makes use of the electrode classification to set the nominal tensile strength
and the minimum yield stressof the weld metal specified in the database.
• public double getNomTenStrength(};
Thismethod returns the nominal tensile strength of the weld metal.
• public double getMinYieldStrength(};
Thismethod returns the minimum yield stressof the weld metal.
• public void setStatus(boolean tension};
Thismethod sets the status of the weld element whether it's in tension or not. The status
is set to true if in tension and false if not.
• public boolean getStatus ();
Thismethod returns the status of the weld element.
• public double getTensioncapacity(};
Thismethod calculates and returns the tension capacity of the weld element.
• public double getShearCapacity(};
Thismethod calculates and returns the shear capacity of the weld element.
4.1.2.5. IFilletWeld
The IFilletWeld interface extends the IWeld interface and therefore prescribes the functionality
of Weld objects as well as the additional functionality for FilletWeld objects. Methods prescribed
by this interface:
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• public void setSize(double e);
Thismethod sets the weld leg sizeequal to the given value rounded up the the nearest
standard weld sizeas specified by the external database.
• public double getSize();
Thismethod returns the leg sizeof the weld element.
4.1.2.6. IConnAnaliser
The IConnAnaliser interface prescribes the functionality of a specific connection analysis class.
An analysis class is used to analyse a specific connection and all the implemented analysis classes
are discussed in sections 4.3.1.and 4.3.2. Methods prescribed by this interface:
• public boolean checkAdvparameters(AdvParlnputPanel panel);
Thismethod checks whether the preferred parameters for the advanced design case
liesbetween their allowable values.
• public void analyseStandard(AdvParlnputPanel panel);
Thismethod analises the standard design case and enters the recommended values in
the given input panel for review by the designer.
• public void analyseAdvanced(AdvParlnputPanel panel)
Thismethod analises the advanced design case.
• public void reportStandard(DataTextPane txt);
Thismethod reports the parameters calculated by the standard design case in a text
pane.
• public void reportAdvanced(DataTextPane txt);
Thismethod reports the parameters calculated by the advanced design case in a text
pane.
• public void draw2D(View2Dpanel pane12D);
This method draws the 2D model into the 2D view panel for the latest parameters
calculated.
• public void draw3D(View3Dpanel pane13D);
This method draws the 3D model into the 3D view panel for the latest parameters
calculated.
4.1.2.7. IConnectable
The IConnectable interface prescribes the functionality of structural elements, SSElement objects,
for example beams and columns. IConnectable therefore enables the integration of the
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connection design module with the finite element and the steel member design modules. Methods
prescribed by this interface:
Thismethod returns the end forces for the given node name of the structural element.
The forces are returned as a double array containing all the forces for each load
combination.
This method returns the angle of the structural element relative to the vertical for
columns and relative to the horisontal for beams.
The IconnProfile interface prescribes the functionality of Profile objects. A Profile object
represents a section profile of a structural element and is described in section 4.2.2.5. The
IconnProfile interface also contributes to the integration of the connection module with that of
the finite element and steel member design modules. The methods prescribed by this interface
• public String getType ();
This method returns the profile type for example an IH profile or a channel profile.
Examplesof profile types are shown in Figure4.3.
• public IconnProfile getProfile();
Thismethod returnsthe section profile of the structural element.
• public double lj lj getEndForces (String nodeName) ;
• public double getTensileStrength();
Thismethod returns the nominal tensile strength of the structural element.
• public double getyieldStress();
Thismethod returns the minimum yield stressof the structural element.
• public double getSlope ();
4.1.2.8. IconnProfile
are:
Angle Cleat
Profile Channel
ProfileIH Profile
Figure 4.3 : Examples of Profile Types
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• public String getDescription () i
Thismethod returns the description of the profile for example '305x165x56'.
• public int getMaxNoOfWelds(boolean isHaunched) i
Thismethod returns the maximum number of weld edges possible for the specific profile
type.
• public int getShearNoOfWelds() i
Thismethod returns the maximum number of weld edges possible for a welded end
plate shear connection for the specific profile type.
• public double getEffArea(double ae) i
This method calculates and returns the effective compressive area of the specific
profile type when used in a base plate column connection.
• public double getPerimeterHeight(boolean isHaunched) i
Thismethod returns the length that covers the full height of the specific profile type.
• public double getPerimeterWidth() i
Thismethod returns the width that covers the full width of the specific profile type.
4.1.2.9. J:connJ:Hprofile
The IconnIHprofile interface prescribes the functionality of IHProfile objects. An IHProfile
object represents I or H profile sections of structural elements. The methods prescribed by this
interface are:
• public double getH () i
Thismethod returns the height of the IHprofile section.
• public double getHw () i
Thismethod returns the clear depth of the IHprofile section.
• public double getB () i
Thismethod returns the width of the IHprofile section.
• public double getTw () i
Thismethod returns the web thickness of the IHprofile section.
• public double getTf () i
Thismethod returns the flange thickness of the IHprofile section.
• public double getRc ()i
Thismethod returns the root radius of the IHprofile section.
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4.2. Components
The components of a structural steel connection represent all the physical parts of the connection.
These include bolts, bolt holes, plates, welds, structural members, angle cleats and the profiles of
the structural members. A specific connection type does not necessarily contain all of these
components.
4.2.1. Component Hierarchy
Figure 4.4 shows the component hierarchy that was developed for the framework. The remainder
of this chapter will briefly describe the attributes and methods of each component. Due to the
fact that the methods prescribed by the interfaces each component implements were allready
discussed above, only methods that are not prescribed by the implemented interfaces of each
component will be briefly discussed. A more detailed description of each component is provided
in the Java Documentation of the application.
The hierarchy of the components allows for a wide range of expansion. More weld types, bolt
types and profile types can easily be added into the above hierarchy structure. The addition of
these component types enables the provision for more connection types.
r - i Weld f------r-i FilletWeld
I
••
I
I BearingBoltI
I
f-i Bolt f---~----i HDBolt
r IAppObject
(-i BoltHole :----i Stiffener
I
I I
i ~---i EndPlate
I~Profile r- Plate ;---i BasePlate
/K
I
I I II -.I II ~-i DoubleAngleIHProfile SSElement
Figure 4.4 : The component hierarchy
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4.2.2. Component descriptions
4.2.2.1. Bolt
Class Bolt implements interfaces lBolt and Externalizable and represents a general bolt
element. Boltsare the most common components in a structural steel connection. Various types
of bolts are available but only holding down bolts and bearing bolts are implemented here. The
attributes of an object of elassBol tare:
private double diameter;
Thediameter of the bolt.
private String grade;
Thegrade of the bolt.
private double fu;
The nominal tensile strength of the bolt.
private double fy;
Theminimum yield stressof the bolt.
private doubler] localCoordinates;
Thecoordinates of the centerpoint of the bolt relative to a point on the end plate, base
plate or angle eleat, whichever isapplicable.
private boolean status;
Thestatus of the bolt whether it is in tension or not. It is initially set as false indicating that
it is initially assumed not in tension.
private double pitch;
The pitch of the thread of the bolt.
• public double tensionFactor;
Thesafety factor for bolts in tension.
public double shearFactor;
Thesafety factor for bolts in shear.
public double bearingFactor;
Thesafety factor for bolts in bearing.
public double tenShearResistFactor;
The resistance factor for bolts in tension or shear.
• public double bearingResistFactor;
The resistance factor for bolts in bearing.
Additional methods not prescribed by the interfaces classBol t implements:
• public void setStrengthAndYield ()
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Thismethod sets the nominal tensile strength and the minimum yield stressof the bolt.
Thesevalues depend on the grade of the bolt. The method therefore searches the
external database and setsthese values according to the grade of the bolt.
4.2.2.1.1. BearingBolt
ClassBearingBolt extends classBolt and contains all the attributes and methods of
an object of class Bolt. There are several reasons for creating a seperate class for
bearing bolts. The safety and resistance factors for bearing bolts differ from that of
holding down bolts and must be set accordingly. The method for calculating the
tensile resistance also differs from that of holding down bolts. Thereare no additional
attributes or methods implemented for bearing bolts regardless of the differences
mentioned above.
4.2.2.1.2. HOBolt
Class HOBolt extends class Bolt, and therfore also contains all the attributes and
\
methods of an object of class Bolt. An object of classHOBolt represents a holding
down bolt. Themain function of holding down bolts is to locate a column base to its
concrete foundation. In addition to the differences mentioned at bearing bolts,
HOBolt objects have one additional method:
• public double getTensionArea()
Thismethod calculates and returns the tension area of the bolt based on
itsnominal diameter by taking the pitch of the bolt thread into account.
4.2.2.2. Bol tHole
ClassBoltHole implements interfaces IBoltHole and Externalizable and representsa bolt hole
object. An object of classBoltHole has a reference on the corresponding bolt that goes through
it. Theattributes of an object of classBol tHole are:
private String status;
Thestatusof the bolt hole which refersto the way the hole was manufactured or will be
manufactured. A bolt hole can either be punched or drilled. Thestatus can therefore
only be assigned as "punched" or "drilled".
private double dia;
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Thediameter of the bolt hole which isdependent on the status of the bolt hole and the
diameter of the bolt.
private Pid boltPid;
Thepersistent identifier of the hole's corresponding bolt. Thisisused as reference to the
corresponding bolt.
private lBolt bolt;
Thereferenced bolt.
private doubler] localCoordinates;
Thecoordinates of the centerpoint of the bolt hole relative to a point on the end plate,
base plate or angle cleat, whichever isapplicable.
Additional methods not prescribed by the interfaces classBoltHole implements:
• public lBol t getBol t ()
Thismethod returns the referenced bolt object as an lBolt object. Thisallows the
manipulation of this object only on a functional level, with other words, through the
methods prescribed by interface lBolt.
4.2.2.3. Plate
ClassPlate implements interfaces lPlate and Externalizable and represents a general plate
element. The general attributes and methods of an object of class Plate can be used by end
plate, base plate, stiffener and angle cleat objects. ClassesEndPlate, BasePlate, Stiffener
and DoubleAngle are therefore developed as sub classes of class Plate. The attributes of an
object of classPlate are:
private double width;
•
Thewidth of the plate. Thisrefers to the width of the end, base or stiffener plate or to
the leg sizein the case of angle cleats.
private double length;
The length of the plate. Thisrefers to the length of the end, base or stiffener plate or to
the logitudinal length in the case of angle cleats.
private double thickness;
•
The thickness of the plate. Thisrefers to the thickness of the end, base or stiffener plate
or to the thicknessof the leg in the case of angle cleats.
private doubler] localCoordinates;
The coordinates of the plate relative to the connected part. Thisdiffers for end plates,
base plates, stiffenersand angle cleats.
private double fu;
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The nominal tensile strength of the relevant plate sub object.
• private double fy;
The minimum yield stressof the relevant plate sub object.
private String grade;
The steel grade of the relevant plate sub object.
public double resistFactor;
The design resistance factor for structural elements.
4.2.2.3.1. BasePlate
ClassBasePlate extends class Plate with all its attributes and methods. An object of
class BasePlate represents a base plate element in a column base plate connection.
The base plate isconnected to all the components present in a base plate connection
and therefore has a reference to all its connecting elements. These elements include
the bolts, bolt holes, welds, column and concrete foundation. The addisional attributes
of an object of classBasePlate are:
• private HDBolt l l bolt;
The referenced holding down bolts as an array.
private Pid[l boltPid;
The persistent identifiers of the referenced holding down bolts as an array.
• private BoltHole l l boltHole;
The referenced bolt holes as an array.
private Pid[l boltHolePid;
The persistent identifiers of the referenced bolt holes as an array.
private SSElement col;
The referenced column.
• private Pid colPid;
The persistent identifier of the referenced column.
• private FilletWeld l l weld;
The referenced weld elements as an array.
private Pid[l weldPid;
The persistent identifiers of the referenced weld elements as an array.
private double g;•
The gauge distance of the holding down bolts.
private double s;
The pitch distance of the holding down bolts.
Additional methods implemented in classBasePlate:
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• public void setBPThickness(double t)
Thismethod sets the thickness of the base plate equal to the nearest
standard plate thickness larger or equal to the given value. Thestandard
thicknessesare provided by the external database.
• public int getNoOfBol ts ()
Thismethod returns the number of bolts in the connection.
• public int getNoOfTensionBolts()
Thismethod returns the number of bolts in tension.
• public HOBol t [] getBol ts ()
Thismethod returns the referenced holding down bolts as an array.
• public Pid [] getBol tPid ()
Thismethod returns the persistent identifiers of holding down bolts as an
array.
• public Bol tHole [] getBol tHoles ()
Thismethod returns the referenced bolt holes as an array.
• public SSElement getElementl()
Thismethod returns the referenced column.
• public FilletWeld[] getWelds()
Thismethod returns the referenced weld elements as an array.
• public Pid [] getWeldPid ()
This method returns the persistent identifiers of the referenced weld
elements as an array.
• public void setGaugeOistance(double g)
Thismethod sets the gauge distance of the bolts equal to the given
value.
• public void setPitchOistance(double s)
Thismethod setsthe pitch distance of the bolts equal to the given value.
• public double getGaugeOistance()
Thismethod returns the gauge distance of the bolts.
• public double getPitchoistance()
Thismethod returns the pitch distance of the bolts.
4.2.2.3.2. EndPlate
ClassEndPlate extends class Plate with all its attributes and methods. An object of
class EndPlate represents an end plate element in a connection. The end plate, if
present in a connection, is connected to all the other components present in the
connection and has therefore a reference to all its connecting elements. These
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elements include the bolts, bolt holes, welds, column and beam elements if present.
The addisional attributes of an object of classEndPlate are:
• private BearingBolt[] bolt;
Thereferenced bearing bolts as an array.
private Pid[] boltPid;
Thepersistent identifiers of the referenced bearing bolts as an array.
private BoltHole[] boltHole;
Thereferenced bolt holes as an array.
private Pid[] boltHolePid;
Thepersistent identifiers of the referenced bolt holes as an array.
private SSElement element1;
The reference to the first structural member in the connection. Thisrefers to
the column for beam column connections or the first beam for ridge
connections.
•
private Pid element1Pid;
Thepersistent identifier of elementl above.
private SSElement element2;
The reference to the second structural member in the connection. This
refers to the beam for beam column connections or the second beam for
ridge connections.
private Pid element2Pid;
Thepersistent identifier of element2 above.
• private FilletWeId [] weld;
•
•
The referenced weld elements as an array.
• private Pid [] weldPid;
The persistent identifiers of the referenced weld elements as an array.
• private double g;
Thegauge distance of the bearing bolts.
private double s;
Thepitch distance of the bearing bolts.
Additional methods implemented in classEndPlate:
• public void setEPThickness(double tl
This method sets the thickness of the end plate equal to the nearest
standard plate thickness larger or equal to the given value. Thestandard
thicknessesare provided by the external database.
• public int getNoOfBol ts (1
Thismethod returns the number of bolts.
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• public int getNoOfTensionBolts()
Thismethod returns the number of bolts in tension.
• public HDBol t [1 getBol ts ()
Thismethod returns the referenced holding down bolts as an array.
• public Pid [1 getBoltPid ()
Thismethod returns the persistent identifiers of holding down bolts as an
array.
• public Bol tHole [1 getBol tHoles ()
Thismethod returns the referenced bolt holes as an array.
• public SSElernent getElernentl ()
Thismethod returns the firstreferenced structural member.
• public SSElernent getElernent2()
Thismethod returns the second referenced structural member.
• public FilletWeld [1 getWeids ()
Thismethod returns the referenced weld elements as an array.
• public Pid [1 getWeldPid ()
This method returns the persistent identifiers of the referenced weld
elements as an array.
• public int getNoOfWelds ()
Thismethod returns the number of weld elements in the connection.
• public void setGaugeDistance(double g)
This method sets the gauge distance of the bolts equal to the given
value.
• public void setPitchDistance(double s)
Thismethod setsthe pitch distance of the bolts equal to the given value.
• public double getGaugeDistance()
Thismethod returns the gauge distance of the bolts.
• public double getPitchDistance()
Thismethod returns the pitch distance of the bolts.
4.2.2.3.3. Stiffener
Class Stiffener extends class Plate and represents any stiffener including web
stiffeners, column flange stiffeners and shear stiffeners. There are no additional
attributes for objects of class Stiffener due to the fact that the attributes and
methods contained in classPlate are sufficient.
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4.2.2.3.4. DoubleAngle
ClassDoubleAngle extends class Plate with all its attributes and methods. An object
of class DoubleAngle represents a double angle cleat in a connection. The double
angle is connected to all the other components present in the connection and has
therefore a reference to all its connecting elements. Theseelements include the bolts,
bolt holes, column and beam element. The addisional attributes of an object of class
DoubleAngle are:
• private String description;
Thedescription of the angle cleats.
private int nc;
Thenumber of bolts going through the column flange.
private int nb;
Thenumber of bolts going through the beam web.
private double ah;
Thehorisontal edge distance of the bolt group.
private double av;
Thevertical edge distance of the top bolt row.
• private double s;
Thepitch distance of the bolts.
• private double ahBeam;
The horisontal edge distance of the bolt holes in the beam web relative to
the beam end.
private BearingBolt[) bolt;
Thereferenced bearing bolts as an array.
private Pid[) boltPid;
Thepersistent identifiers of the referenced bearing bolts as an array.
• private BoltHole[) boltHole;
The referenced bolt holes as an array.
• private Pid [) bol tHolePid;
The persistent identifiers of the referenced bolt holes as an array.
private SSElement elementl;
The reference to the column member in the connection.
_riva e Pid elementlPid;
Thepersistent identifier of elementl above.
• private SSElement element2;
The reference to the beam member in the connection.
• private Pid element2Pid;
Thepersistent identifier of element2 above.
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Additional methods implemented in classDoubleAngle implements:
• public void setACThickness(double t)
Thismethod sets the thickness of the angle cleat equal to the nearest
available angle cleat thickness larger or equal to the given value. The
available angle cleat thicknesses depend on the angle size and are
provided by the external database.
• private void setBoltNumbers(int totalNoOfBolts)
Thismethod sets the number of bolts going through the column flange
and the number of bolts going through the beam web. Both these
values depend on the combined total of the two.
• public void setACwidth(double dia)
This method searches the external database for the recommended
minimum angle cleat width for the given bolt diameter and sets it equal
to the width found.
• public boolean increaseACwidth()
Thismethod increases the angle cleat width with one standard size. The
method returns true if the width was increased and false if not.
• public BearingBoltl] getBolts()
Thismethod returnsthe referenced bearing bolts as an array.
• public Bolt Ll getBol tsCol umn()
Thismethod returnsthe bolts going through the column.
• public int getNoOfBolts ()
Thismethod returnsthe total number of bolts.
• public int getNC()
This method returns the number of bolts going through the column
flange.
• public int getNB()
Thismethod returnsthe number of bolts going through the beam web.
• public BoltHole l l getBol tHoles ()
Thismethod returnsthe referenced bolt holes as an array.
• public SSElement getElementl ()
Thismethod returnsthe firstreferenced structural member.
• public SSElement getElement2 ()
Thismethod returnsthe second referenced structural member.
• public void setAh (double ah)
Thismethod sets the horisontal edge distance of the bolts line equal to
the given value.
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• public void getAh ()
Thismethod returns the horisontal edge distance of the bolts line.
• public void setAv (double av)
Thismethod sets the vertical edge distance of the top bolt row equal to
the given value.
• public void getAv ()
Thismethod returns the vertical edge distance of the top bolt row.
• public void setPitchDistance(double s)
Thismethod sets the pitch distance of the bolts equal to the given value.
• public double getPi tchDistance ()
Thismethod returns the pitch distance of the bolts.
4.2.2.4. Weld
Class Weld implements interfaces IWeld and Externalizable and represents a general weld
element. Theattributes of an object of classWeldare:
private double length;
The length of the weld element.
private String electrodeClass;
Theelectrode classification of the weld element.
• private double fuw;
The nominal tensile strength of the weld metal.
private double fy;
Theminimum yield stressof the weld metal.
public double tensionFactor;
Thesafety design factor for welds in tension.
public double shearFactor;
Thesafety design factor for welds in shear.
public double resistFactor;
The resistance factor for welds.
• public boolean islnTension;
The status of the weld element whether it's in tension or not. It has a value of true if in
tension and false if not.
4.2.2.4.1. FilletWeld
Class FilletWeld extends elass Weld and implements interfaces IFilletWeld and
Externalizable. Objects of class FilletWeld have only one additional attribute:
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private double size;
The leg sizeof the fillet weld
Objects of classFilletWeld have one additional method too:
• public void setFactors ()
Thismethod reads an external XML document and sets the safety and
resistance factors for welds accordingly.
4.2.2.5. Profile
Class Profile implements interfaces IconnProfile and Externalizable. An object of class
Profile represents a general profile section of a structural member. Thisallows the ability to add
additional profile types without any difficulties. There are only two attributes for general profile
sectionsand are:
protected String type;
The type of section profile.
protected String description;
The description of the section profile.
4.2.2.5.1. IHProfile
Class IHProfile extends class Profile and implements interfaces IconnIHprofile
and Externalizable. An object of class IHProfile represents a specific profile type
with the additional attributes:
private double h;
Theheight of the profile.
• private double bf;
Thewidth of the profile.
private double tw;
Theweb thickness of the profile.
• private double tf;
The flange thickness of the profile.
• private double rc;
The root radius of the profile.
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The attributes above are illustrated in Figure 4.5. There are no additional methods not
prescribed by interfaces.
ClassSSElement implements interfaces IConnectable and Externalizable. An object of class
SSElement represents a structural steel design member with all its necessary properties. Class
SSElement is only an auxiliary class used for demonstrating the pilot program but interface
IConnectable forms the basis for integrating the connection design module with that of the finite
element and steel member design modules. The attributes of an object of class SSElement are:
4.2.2.6. SSElement
private String grade;
I
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Figure 4.5 : AHrlbutes of IH profiles
Thegrade of the steel of the structural member.
• private double fu;
private double fy;
Thenominal tensile strength of the structural member.
Theminimum yield stressof the structural member.
public double resistFactor;
Thedesign resistance factor for structural members.
private IconnProfile profile;
The profile section of the structural member.
• private doubler] [] forces;
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Thethe member end forces for all the possible load combinations.
private double angle;
Theangle of the member relative to the horizontal for beams or relative to the vertical
for columns.
4.3. Service Classes for Connections
Each connection type has a different analiser for dealing with the specific connection. These
analiser classes reside in the service package for connections. The specific analiser of each
connection type implements interface IConnAnaliser, which prescribes the functionality of the
analiser as discussed in section 4.1.2.6. The purpose of the analisers is to design the specific
connection, to check the validity of alterations made by the designer, and to display textual and
graphical feedback of the design. The design and checking are done according to SANS10162:
Code of Practice for the Structural Use of Steel: Part 1:Limit States Design of hot-rolled steelwork -
2002 as discussed in the specification in section 3. The analiser classesare discussed in sections
4.3.1 and 4.3.2. The rest of the service classes include classes ConnGenerator,
FactorsContentHandler and DataReader, and they are described in sections 4.3.3, 4.3.4 and
4.3.5respectively.
A more detailed description of the service classes is provided in the Java documentation of the
application.
4.3.1. Analysis Hierarchy
A special hierarchical structure for the analiser classeswere developed to allow the easy addition
of more connection types with their corresponding analisers. Thisstructure constitutes the largest
contribution in achieving the firstobjective of this thesisand isshown in Figure4.6. Section 4.3.2will
briefly describe each analiser. A more detailed description isprovided in the Java documentation
of the application.
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r----------------------------------------------,
I I I
EPconnAnalysis ACconnAnalysis
Ir--------J--- ,
I I
BPpinConnAnalysis BPmomConnAnalysis
r---------------------- ------------------------,
I I
EPBCshearConnAnalysis
Ir---------~---------,
I I
EEPBCconnAnalysis EEPridgeConnAnalysis FEPBCconnAnalysis FEPridgeConnAnalysis
Figure 4.6 : Hierarchical structure of analIsers
4.3.2. Analiser descriptions
4.3.2.1. ConnAnalysis
ClassConnAnalysis provides the general attributes and methods that are needed to analyse any
connection type. Important methods implemented are:
• protected static double roundTen(double d)
Thismethod returnsthe given value rounded up to the nearest 10mm.
• protected static double roundFive (double d)
Thismethod returnsthe given value rounded up to the nearest 5 mm.
• protected double getMaxShear(double[] [] forces, double theta)
This method calculates and returns the maximum shear force of all the load
combinations.
• protected double calcBoltDiaFromShear(double[] [] forces, double theta)
Thismethod calculates and returns the required bolt diameter to withstand the shear
force at the connection.
• protected double calcBoltDiaFromBearing(BearingBolt[] bolts, int n, ...)
Thismethod calculates and returns the required bolt diameter to transmit the shear
force through bearing onto the specific structural element.
• protected double calcBol tShearCap ()
Thismethod calculates and returnsthe shear capacity of the bolt group.
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• protected double calcBBoltTensionCap()
Thismethod calculates and returns the tension capacity of the bolt group.
• protected double calcWeldFromShearThroat(double[] [] forces, double theta)
Thismethod calculates the required weld sizeto withstand the shear force at the throat
area of the weld group.
• protected double calcWeldFromShearFusion (double [][] forces, double xu, ...)
Thismethod calculates the required weld sizeto withstand the shear force at the fusion
area of the weld group.
• protected double calcPlatebearingThickness (double [][] forces, double ...)
Thismethod calculates the required plate thicknessto transmit the bearing from the
given bolt diameter to the specific plate.
4.3.2.2. BPconnAnalysis
ClassBPconnAnalysis extends classConnAnalysis and provides all the addisional attributes and
methods for designing and displaying general column base plate connections. Important methods
implemented are:
• protected double calcHDBoltDiaFromBearing(double[] [] forces, double theta)
Thismethod calculates and returns the required bolt diameter to transmit the shear
force through bearing onto the concrete foundation.
• protected double calcBPbearingThickness(BasePlate bp)
Thismethod calculates and returns the required base plate thickness to transmit the
bearing pressureonto the concrete foundation.
• protected double getFcu ()
Thismethod returns the specified compressive strength of the concrete.
4.3.2.2.1. BPpinConnAnalysis
Class BPpinConnAnalysis extends BPconnAnalysis and implements interface
IConnAnaliser and provides the rest of the methods needed for designing and
displaying base plate pinned connections. Important methods implemented are:
• private void computeAe(IconnProfile prof, doubler] [] forces)
This method calculates the effective compressive area for the specific
profile section and setsit accordingly .
• private void checkMoment(double[] [] forces)
This method checks whether a moment is present and shows an error
message if it is.
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• private boolean checkBPpinThickness (BasePlate bp, ...)
Thismethod checks if the preferred base plate thickness lies between the
allowable limitsas described in the specification.
• private void setBPDimensions(BasePlate bp, BPadvlnputPanel panel)
Thismethod setsthe width. length and thicknessof the base plate.
4.3.2.2.2. BPrnornConnAnalysis
Class extends implements interfaceBPrnornConnAnalysis BpconnAnalysis.
IConnAnaliser and provides the rest of the methods needed for designing and
displaying base plate moment connections. Important methods implemented are:
• private double calcBPbendingThickness (BasePlate bp, ...)
Thismethod calculates the required base plate thickness to withstand the
bending of the base plate due to the tension in the holding down bolts.
• private void setBPDimensions (BasePlate bp, IconnProfile ...)
Thismethod setsthe initial width and length of the base.
• private double calcHDBoltTensionCap(HDBolt[] bolts)
Thismethod calculates the tensile resistance of the holding down bolts as a
group.
• private double calcWeldFromTensionFusion (double [] [] forces, ...)
Thismethod calculates the required weld sizeto withstand the tension force
at the fusionarea of the weld group.
• private double calcWeldFromTensionThroat (double [] [] forces, ...)
Thismethod calculates the required weld size to withstand the shear force
at the throat area of the weld group.
• private boolean checkBPlength (BasePlate bp, BPadvlnputPanel ...)
Thismethod checks whether the preferred base plate length lies between
the allowable limitsas described in the specification.
• private boolean checkBPwidth (BasePlate bp, BPadvlnputPanel ...)
Thismethod checks whether the preferred base plate width lies between
the allowable limitsas described in the specification.
4.3.2.3. EPconnAnalysis
Class EPconnAnalysis extends class ConnAnalysis and provides the addisional attributes and
methods for designing and displaying general end plate connections. Important methods
implemented are:
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• protected double calcWeldFrornTensionFusion (double [1 [1 forces, double ...l
Thismethod calculates the required weld size to withstand the tension force at the
fusionarea of the weld group.
• protected double calcWeldFrornTensionThroat (double [1 [1 forces, double ...l
Thismethod calculates the required weld sizeto withstand the shear force at the throat
area of the weld group.
4.3.2.3.1. EEPconnAnalysis
Class EEPconnAnalysis extends class EPconnAnalysis and provides the addisional
attributes and methods for designing and displaying extended end plate connections.
Extended end plate connections are implemented for both beam column and ridge
connections where objects of class EEPBCconnAnalysis represents analisers for the
beam column connections and objects of class EEPridgeConnAnalysis represents
analisers for the ridge connections. Classes EEPBCconnAnalysis and
EEPridgeConnAnalysis implements interface IConnAnaliser but contain no addisional
methods than those prescribed by the interface. Important methods implemented in
classEEPconnAnalysis are:
• protected double calcBoltDiaFrornTensionEEP (EndPlate ep, ...l
Thismethod calculates and returns the required bolt diameter to withstand
the tension developed for extended end plates.
• protected double calcEEPbendingThickness (EndPlate ep, ...l
Thismethod calculates the required end plate thickness to withstand the
bending of the extended end plate due to the tension in the bearing bolts.
• protected abstract double calcEEPlength (IconnProfile prof, ...ï :
Thismethod calculates and returns the length of the extended end plate
for the standard design case.
• protected boolean checkEEPlength (EndPlate ep, EPadvlnputPanel ...l
Thismethod checks whether the preferred length of the extended end
plate liesbetween the allowable limitsas described in the specification.
• protected boolean checkEEPwidth (EndPlate ep, EPadvlnputPanel ...l
Thismethod checks whether the preferred width of the extended end plate
liesbetween the allowable limitsas described in the specification.
• protected boolean checkEEPthickness (EndPlate ep, ...l
Thismethod checks whether the preferred thickness of the extended end
plate liesbetween the allowable limitsas described in the specification.
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4.3.2.3.2. EPBCshearConnAnalysis
ClassEPBCshearConnAnalysis implements interface IConnAnaliser and representsthe
analiser for welded end plate beam column shear connections. Class
EPBCshearConnAnalysis containes all the addisional attributes and methods to
complete the design and display of welded end plate connections. Important methods
implemented are:
• private double calcEPlength(EndPlate ep)
Thismethod calculates and returns the end plate length for the standard
design case.
• private double calcEPwidth(IconnProfile prof)
Thismethod calculates and returns the end plate width for the standard
design case.
• private boolean checkEPlength (EndPlate ep, EPadvlnputPanel panel ...)
Thismethod checks whether the preferred end plate length lies between
the allowable limitsas described in the specification.
• private boolean checkEPwidth (EndPlate ep, EPadvlnputPanel panel, ...)
Thismethod checks whether the preferred end plate width liesbetween the
allowable limitsasdescribed in the specification.
• private boolean checkEpthickness (EndPlate ep, EPadvlnputPanel ...)
Thismethod checks whether the preferred end plate thickness liesbetween
the allowable limitsasdescribed in the specification.
4.3.2.3.3. FEPconnAnalysis
Class FEPconnAnalysis extends class EPconnAnalysis and provides the addisional
attributes and methods for designing and displaying flush end plate connections. Flush
end plate connections are implemented for both beam column and ridge connections
where objects of class FEPBCconnAnalysis represents analisers for the beam column
connections and objects of class FEPridgeConnAnalysis represents analisers for the
ridge connections. Classes FEPBCconnAnalysis and FEPridgeConnAnalysis
implements interface IConnAnaliser but contain no addisional methods than those
prescribed by the interface. Important methods implemented in classFEPconnAnalysis
are:
• protected double calcBoltDiaFromTensionFEP(EndPlate ep)
Thismethod calculates and returns the required bolt diameter to withstand
the tension developed for flushend plates.
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• protected double calcFEPbendingThickness (EndPlate ep, double tu, ...l
Thismethod calculates the required end plate thickness to withstand the
bending of the extended end plate due to the tension in the bearing bolts.
• protected abstract double calcFEPlength (IconnProfile prof, ...l
Thismethod calculates and returns the length of the flush end plate for the
standard design case.
• protected boolean checkFEPlength (IconnProfile prof, double angle ...l
Thismethod checks whether the preferred length of the flush end plate lies
between the allowable limitsas described in the specification.
• protected boolean checkFEPwidth (EndPlate ep, ...l
Thismethod checks whether the preferred width of the flush end plate lies
between the allowable limitsas described in the specification.
• protected boolean checkFEPthickness (EEPorFEPadvlnputPanel panel, ...l
Thismethod checks whether the preferred thickness of the flush end plate
liesbetween the allowable limitsas described in the specification.
4.3.2.4. ACconnAnalysis
ClassACconnAnalysis provides the attributes and methods for double angled shear connections.
Important methods implemented are:
• private double calcACshearCapacity (DoubleAngle ac, double 1, double t, ...l
Thismethod calculates and returnsthe shear capacity of the double angle cleats.
• private double calcAClength (DoubleAngle ac, double fu, double dia, ...l
Thismethod calculates and returns the required angle cleat length. Therequired
length depends on both the bolt spacing and shear capacity of the angle cleat.
• private boolean checkACwidth (DoubleAngle ac, ACadvlnputPanel advPanel, ...l
Thismethod checks whether the preferred angle cleat width for the advanced design
case liesbetween itsallowable limits.
• private boolean checkAClength (DoubleAngle ac, ACadvlnputPanel advPanel, ...l
Thismethod checks whether the preferred angle cleat length for the advanced design
case liesbetween itsallowable limits.
• private boolean checkACthickness (DoubleAngle ac, ACadvlnputPanel advPanel, ...l
This method checks whether the preferred angle cleat thickness is larger than the
required to transmit the bearing of the bearing bolts.
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4.3.3. ConnGenerator
An object of class ConnGenerator generates the connection model and adds all the relevant
components for the specific connection type and subtype.
Important attributes of an object of classConnGenerator:
• public SSConnModel model;
Thereference to the generated model.
• private String type;
Thespecified connection type.
• private String subType;
Thespecified connection subtype.
Important methods implemented in classConnGenerator:
• public void generate()
Thismethod adds all the relevant components for the specified connection type and
subtype. Thismethod also instantiates the specific analiser for the specified connection
type and subtype and creates a reference from the generated model to this analiser.
• public void getElements()
Thismethod obtains the connecting elements from the steel member design model
and adds them to the connection model.
• public String setConnType(String type)
Thismethod setsthe specified connection type equal to the given type.
• public void setConnSubType(String subType)
Thismethod setsthe specified connection subtype equal to the given subtype.
4.3.4. FactorsContentHandler
An object of class FactorsContentHandler defines the callback behaviour associated with an
XMLdocument's content. Thecallback behaviour refers to the required action that must be taken
when specific data is found in the XML document. This class is used to retrieve the specific
resistance and/or safety factors for holding down bolts, bearing bolts, fillet welds, groove welds and
plates from the external XMLdocument described in section 4.
Important attributes of an object of classFactorsContentHandler:
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• private Locator locator;
•
The locator for locating information.
public String factor;
Theelement to be located e.g. bearing bolts, holding down bolts, etc.
public doubler] elFactor;
The array containing the captured factors for the specific element.
Important methods implemented in classFactorsContentHandler:
• public void setDocumentLocator(Locator locator)
Thismethod provides the reference to the locator which provides information about
where in the document callbacks occur.
• public void startDocument()
Thismethod indicates the start of a document parse.
• public void endDocument()
Thismethod indicates the end of a document parse.
• public void startElement (String namespaceURl , String localName, ...)
Thismethod reports the occurrence of an actual element. It includes the element's
attributes aswell.
• public void endElement (String namespaceURl, String localName, ...)
Thismethod indicates that the end of an element isreached.
4.3.5. DataReader
An object of class DataReader reads the actual data from the XMLdocument described in section
4 by using an existing parser provided by Java. The existing parser is an object of interface
XMLReader and allows an application to set and query features and properties in the parser, to
register event handlers for document processing, and to initiate a document parse. Class
DataReader specifies only one attribute and one method for it's objects.
Theattribute of an object of classDataReader:
public XMLReader parser;
The reference to the XMLReader.
Themethod implemented in classDataReader:
• public doubler] readFactors(String uri, String element)
Thismethod searches the XMLdocument for the factors of the specified element and
returns the array of factors.
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4.4. Connection Model
ClassSSConnModel extends classModel and represents a structural steel connection model. Class
Model forms part of the existing architecture and was allready discussed in sections 2.2.4and 2.2.5.
As previously discussed, classModel allows us to reach all the components of a connection type
either through their persistent identifiers or by searching the specific component set that contains
them. ClassSSConnModel specifies the following component sets:
o "interFace.ssConn.IBolt"
o "interFace.ssConn.IBoltHole"
o "interFace.ssConn.IPlate"
o "interFace.ssConn.IWeld"
o "interFace.ssConn.IFilietWeld"
o "interFace.ssConn.IConnectable"
An object of class SSConnnModel has only one addisional attribute, namely the reference to the
specific analiser for the connection:
private IConnAnaliser analiser;
Thisreference allows the model to invoke any method prescribed by interface IConnAnaliser for
the specific connection type.
Important methods of an object of classSSConnModel:
• private void addSSConnComponentSets()
Thismethod adds the abovemetioned component setsfor a steel connection model.
• public void setConnAnaliser(IConnAnaliser ca)
This method sets the reference to the specific analiser which depends on the
connection type.
• public boolean check(AdvParlnputPanel advPanel)
Thismethod checks the preferred values for the advanced design case by invoking the
checkAdvParameters (...) method of the referenced analiser.
• public void analyseStandardDesign(AdvParlnputPanel advPanel)
Thismethod analises the standard design case for the connection by invoking the
analyseStandard (...) method of the referenced analiser.
• public void analyseAdvancedDesign(AdvParlnputPanel advPanel)
Thismethod analises the advanced design case for the connection by invoking the
analyseAdvanced (...) method of the referenced analiser.
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• public void reportStandardDesign(DataTextPane txt)
Thismethod reports the standard design results of the connection by invoking the
reportStandard (",l method of the referenced analiser.
• public void reportAdvanced(DataTextPane txt)
Thismethod reports the advanced design results of the connection by invoking the
reportAdvanced (..,l method of the referenced analiser.
• public void draw2D(View2Dpanel pane12D)
Thismethod draws the 2D image of the connection by invoking the draw20 (..,l method
of the referenced onoliser.
• public void draw3D(View3Dpanel pane13D)
Thismethod creates the 3D image of the connection by invoking the draw30 (..,l
method of the referenced analiser.
• public void removeAllComponents()
Thismethod removes all the components from each componet set,
4.5. Graphical User Interface
Thispart of the thesis describes the graphical user interface (GUl) for interaction between the
designer and the application, The GUl facilitates the design task and complements the object-
oriented connection design framework, Figure4.7 showsthe layout of the GUL
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Figure 4.7 : The graphical user interface layout
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4.5.1. GUl Structure
TheGUl structure contributes to the achievement of the first objective of this thesis by allowing for
easyaddition of connection types. Thestructure isshown in Figure4.8.
The remainder of this chapter will briefly discussthe classesof the GUl structure shown in Figure 4.8.
A more detailed description isprovided in the Java documentation of the application.
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---1 AdvParlnputPanelTopPanel
I SSconnGui
1 OataTextPane 1
Figure 4.8 : The GUl structure
4.5.2. GUl Descriptions
4.5.2.1. SSconnGui
An object of class SSconnGui represents the main frame of the application. Thisframe contains
references to the four main components of the frame namely the menubar (SSconnMenu), the top
panel (TopPanel), the tab pone in the middle (Middle Pane) and the lower panel (LowerPanel).
Each of these components isillustrated in the layout in Figure4.7 and discussed below.
Important attributes of an object of class SSconnGui:
• public TopPanel topPanel;
The reference to the top panel of the main frame. Class TopPanel is discussed in
section 4.5.2.2.
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• public MiddlePane middlePane;
The reference to the middle tab pane of the main frame. Class MiddlePane is
discussedin section 4.5.2.3.
• public LowerPanel lowerPanel;
The reference to the lower panel of the main frame. ClassLowerPanel isdiscussedin
section 4.5.2.4.
• public ConnGenerator generator;
The reference to the connection generator. Class ConnGenerator is discussed in
section 4.3.3.
Important methods implemented in classSSconnGui:
• public void setButtonActionPerformed(ActionEvent evt)
Thismethod is invoked as soon as the connection type and subtype ischosen and the
set button is clicked. Thismethod instantiates a connection generator and sets the
properties of the generator which depend on the chosen connection type and
subtype. The connection model generated by the connection generator is then
added to the application's HashMap. Themethod finally enables the middle tab pane.
ClassMiddlePane isdiscussedin section 4.5.2.3.
• public void tabChangedActionPerformed(ChangeEvent evt)
Thismethod isenvoked as soon as one of the tabs in the middle tab pane ischanged.
The actions performed by this method depend on the chosen tab and whether a
standard design parameter or an advanced design parameter has been changed.
• public void setStdParameters()
Thismethod sets the standard parameters chosen by the designer, generates the
connection and analisesthe connection.
• public void setAdvParameters()
Thismethod checks whether the preferred values of the advanced design parameters
lie between their allowable limits. If they do, the method sets the advanced
parameters chosen by the designer and analisesthe connection.
4.5.2.2. TopPanel
An object of class TopPanel forms the starting point for the design of all connection types. The
panel contains two combo boxes and a set button as illustrated in Figure4.7. The first combo box
specifies the available connection types and the second specifies the available connection
subtypes for the specific connection type. Thesubtype is therefore dependent on the connection
type. Once the connection type and subtype are chosen, the set button must be clicked to
enable the middle pane.
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Important attributes of an object of classTopPanel:
• public SSconnGui mFrame;
Thereference to the main frame of the application.
• public JComboBox connType;
Theconnection type combo box containing all the available connection types.
• public JComboBox connSubType;
The connection subtype combo box containing all the avaliable subtypes for the
specific connection type. This combo box is automatically adjusted when the
connection type ischanged.
• public JButton setButton;
The set button to click when the connection type and subtype is chosen. Thisbutton
envokes the setButtonActionPerformed (...) method of classSSconnGui discussedin
section 4.5.2.1.
Important methods implemented in classTopPanel:
• public void setConnTypes ()
Thismethod setsthe available connection types in the connection type combo box.
• public void setConnSubTypes ()
Thismethod setsthe available connection subtypes in the connection subtype combo
box which isdependent on the current choice of connection type.
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• private void connTypeComboBoxActionPerformed(ActionEvent evt)
Thismethod ensuresthat the connection subtype combo box isautomatically updated
as soon as the connection type in the connection type combo box ischanged.
4.5.2.3. MiddlePane
An object of class MiddlePane represents tabbed panes which form the core of the design,
analysisand feedback processes. The object consist of five tabs namely 'Standard Parameters',
'Advanced Parameters', 'Design Data Sheet', '20 View' and '3D View'. Thesetabs are illustrated
in Figure4.7.
The 'Standard Parameter' tab contains an object of classStdParlnputPanel which represents the
input panel for specifying the standard parameters of the specific connection type. The standard
parameters represent the minimum required input to complete the design of a specific connection
type e.g. the number of bolts, the bolt grade, the electrode classification of the weld, etc. The
standard design case therefore only makes use of the input provided by the panel on this tab.
ClassStdParInputPanel isdiscussedin section 4.5.2.6.
The 'Advanced Parameter' tab contains an object of class AdvParInputPanel which initially
provides the recommended/required parameters of the designed connection as calculated by
the standard design case. These recommended/required values include e.g. the bolt diameter,
the end plate thickness, the gauge distance, etc. However, this panel allows the designer to
change the recommended/required values within certain limits. Class AdvParInputPanel is
discussedin section 4.5.2.7.
The 'Design Data Sheet' tab contains an object of class DataSheetPanel which provides a
detailed scrolIabie text pane displaying the design input and design resultsof the connection. The
text pane isfully editable and printable. ClassDataSheetPanel isdiscussedin section 4.5.2.8.
The '20 View' tab contains an object of classView2Dpanel which displays the three isometric views
of the designed connection to scale. ClassView2Dpanel isdiscussedin section 4.5.2.9.
The '3D View' tab contains an object of class View3Dpanel which displays a 3D model of the
designed connection to scale. The model allows for rotation, panning and zooming of the view.
ClassView3Dpanel isdiscussedin section 4.5.2.10.
Important attributes of an object of classMiddiePone:
• public SSconnGui mainFrame;
Thereference to the main frame of the application.
• public DataSheetPanel dataSheet;
Thereference to the data sheet panel on the 'Design Data Sheet' tab.
• public View2Dpanel pane12D;
Thereference to the 2D view panel on the '20 View' tab.
• public View3Dpanel panel 3D;
Thereference to the 3Dview panel on the '3D View' tab.
Important methods implemented in classMiddlePane:
• public void setTabs(String connType, String connSubType)
Thismethod sets the tabs on the middle pane and adds the corresponding panels to
the respective tabs. The panel added to the 'Standard Parameter' and 'Advanced
Parameter' tabs depend on the connection type and subtype. Thiswill be discussed in
sections 4.5.2.6and 4.5.2.7.
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4.5.2.4. LowerPanel
An object of class LowerPanel displays the data obtained from the steel member design model
and the finite element model. Thisincludes the profiles of the connecting elements provided by
the steel member design model aswell as the forces provided by the finite element model.
Important attributes of an object of classLowerPanel:
• public SSconnGui mFrame;
Thereference to the main frame of the application.
public DataLabel profilel, profile2;
The labels for displaying the descriptions of the present profiles.
public DataLabel[] [] force;
Thelabels for displaying the end forces for each load combination.
Important methods implemented in classLowerPanel:
• public void addProfiles(String connType)
Thismethod displaysthe profile labels for the specific connection type .
• public void addForces(double[] [] f)
Thismethod displays the given forces as data labels in the lower panel.
• public void refresh()
Thismethod removes displayed data in the lower panel. Thisallows new data to be
displayed.
4.5.2.5. SSconnMenu
An object of class SSconnMenu represents the menu bar of the main frame as illustrated in Figure
4.6. Themenu provides functionality in the GUl that is not directly related to specific components.
Themenu bar allows the userto create a new connection model, save the model, load a model or
exit the application.
4.5.2.6. StdParlnputPanel
An object of class StdParInputPanel represents the input panel for specifying the standard
parameters of a specific connection type. Thestandard parameters refer to the minimum required
input to complete design of the specific connection, e.g. the number of bolts, the bolt grade, the
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electrode classification of the weld, the manufacturing method of the bolt holes, the specified
compressivestrength of the concrete, etc. Thestandard parameters are therefore dependent on
the connection type and/or subtype. Three subclassesare created to accommodate the above
mentioned dependency. Thesesubclassesare BPstdlnputPanel (for base plate connections),
EPstdlnputPanel (for end plate connections) and ACstdlnputPanel (for angle cleat
connections) .
Figures4.9, 4.10 and 4.11 illustrate the differences between objects of these subclasses. A detailed
description of these subclassesisprovided in the Java documentation of the application.
~- Jum.SSCoon: Base Plate Connection Design: Moment Connection
Choose and set Connection l'tPe and Subtype:
IBase Plate Connection -I
Choose corwa:tion SUb TMMt! I 'Aoment Connection .....1
I Set connection twe and subtype I
Enter the Standard Param.ters:
NO.otDolts: G3
8016'_: IGr_43 "'1
rcu: I 25.0 I II
[BJEIeI:tr_Classilïcali6n: ~Gr_ofthe_plale: I_A "'1
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Pro1Uo : Load CootilatlOns: Conm' C0mb02
CoUnn: 406x176x54
,,_
121X1Xl.O 14(lJJ1J.o
sne.r X(kN): 0.0 0.0
SIlearV(kN): 50000.0 70000.0
_X(lcNJII): '.sEB 1.6E8
_V(>NJII): 0.0 0.0
_Z(1<N.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 4.9 : Illustrating an object of class BPstdlnputPanel
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Jum.SSConn: Beam Column Moment Connection Design: Extended End Plate - @
Choose and Set Connection Type and Subtype:
IExtended End Ptafe
J Beam Cokano Moment Connection .1
I Set cDnnection'type and subtvPe I
JDVlewI
Enter the Standard Parameters:
No.afBols: ~
BoIGr_: ~
Electrode CIassIIIc ....... : 1 E60l01 ... 1
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profile: Load CorrtJnations: CoMx>1 CoMx>2
C"'_': 254x254x1 07 AxioI(kN~ 0.0 0.0
Beam: 406x17Bx67 5re« X(kN): 0.0 0.0
Shear Y(kN): 200000.0 0.0
MomenI)«kN.mt 2.4E8 0.0
Moment Y(kN.",~ 0.0 0.0
_Z(kN.mt 0.0 0.0
- - -- --
Figure 4.10 : Illustrating an object of class EPstdlnputPanel
JumaSSConn: Beam Column Shea, Connection Design: Angle Cleat Connection
Choose and Set Connection Type and Subtype:
Choose comedian TlIPI!' I Beam COlumn Shear Connection ... 1
f:-fi!lIP,r.lfl~E"'-.t1~ChOO .. COIIIIICIiOn 1U111iIPI:
Enter the Standard Parameters:
No.afBol.: ~
8oIGr_: I 4.8 "'1
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Prolio ;
CoUm: 2S4x254x1 07
Beam; 3S6x171x51
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AxioI)N);
5re« X(kN):
5re« Y(kN);
-)«kN.",):
_V(kN..,~
_Z(kN.m):
CoMx>1 Combo2
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
40000J.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
Figure 4.11 : Illustrating an object of class AcstdlnputPanel
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Important attributes of an object of classStdParlnputPanel:
• public SSconnGui mFrame;
Thereference to the main frame of the application.
• protected String[] [] imageLocation;
The locations of the illustrativeimages for the specific connection type and subtype to
be displayed in the standard parameter input panel and the advanced parameter
input panel.
Important methods implemented in classStdParlnputPanel:
• private void noOfBoltsComboBoxActionPerformed(ActionEvent evt)
Thismethod ensuresthat the correct image on the standard parameter input panel is
displayed assoon as the number of bolts ischanged .
• public void paintComponent(Graphics g)
Thismethod ensuresthat the illustrative image displayed on the standard parameter
input panel remainsdisplayed when panel isrefreshed.
• public Image getDetailedImage()
This method returns the correct detailed illustrative image to be displayed in the
advanced parameter input panel.
4.5.2.7. AdvParlnputPanel
An object of classAdvParlnputPanel initially contains the recommended/required parameters of
the designed connection as calculated by the standard design case. These
recommended/required values include e.g. the bolt diameter, the end plate length, the base
plate width, the angle cleat thickness,the gauge distance, etc. Theserecommended/ required
parameters are also dependent on the connection type and/or subtype. Four subclassesare
created to accommodate the above mentioned dependency. These subclasses are
BPadvlnputPanel (for base plate connections), EPadvlnputPanel (for end plate connections in
general), EEPorFEPadvlnputPanel (for extended or flush end plate connections) and
ACadvlnputPanel (forangle cleat connections).
Figures4.12, 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15 illustrate the differences between objects of these subclasses. A
detailed description of these subclassesisprovided in the Java documentation of the application.
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$ JumaSSConn: Base Plate Connection Design: Moment Connectionc_
Choose and Set Connectlon Typ. and Subtype:
IBase Plate COI.mection
Choose Connaction SUb T)1Ie: IMoment Connection ... 1
I Set connection type and subtype ,
_P""..,eters
Edit requirecllrecommeded parameters:
RBquiredJ
Recommended Pr-.-ed
Bolt D_er (mm~ 30.0
Base _length, l (mm): 610.0
Base --ho W (mm~ 380.0
Base _ Thickness, t (mm): 35.0
Weld Size,e(mm): 6.0
Gouge Distance, 9 (mm) 280.0
"Ieh DIstance,s (mm) 510.0
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Prof~8 :
CaUm: 406x178x54
Load Combinations:
"JcioI(l<N~
She ... X(kN):
Shear Y(1<N):
_X(kN.m):
Mornert Y(kN.m~
Moment Z(kN.m):
ConiJo1 Combo2
120000.0 140000D
0.0 0.0
50000D 7llOOO.0
1.SEll 1.6EB
OD 0.0
OD 0.0
Figure 4.12 : illustrating an object of class BPadvlnputPanel
Jum.SSConn: Beam Column Shear Connection Design: Welded End PI.te Connection
Choose and Set Connection Type and Subtype:
Choose Connection TMIS: I Beam Column Shear Connection .... 1
Choose Cornedlon SUb Type: IWelded End Plate Comection ... 1
I Set connection 1ype and sutrtype I
Bolt DIameter (Inm~ 16.0
EN! _lengIIt, l (Inm~ 180.0
ENI_-"w~ 170.0
ENlPIaIe TI1icIo-, t (..... ): 8.0
Weld SIze, e (mm): 5.0
Gauge DIstance, a (mm) 110.0
Pleb DIstance, s (mm) C}OI :J
SIandordParamat.... r _Parameters lllasV1D31a- _~- r lDvtew
Edit requirecllrecommeded parameters:
Requiredl
R&:oI.'iEiided
Figure 4.13 : illustrating an object of class EPadvlnputPanel
CoáJrm: 2S4x254ld er Axial(kN): OD 0.0
Beam: 356x171x57 ShearX(1<~ OD 0.0
Sheer Y(1<N): 400000.0 OD
_X(1<NJn~ OD 0.0
Mcmert Y(kN.m~ OD 0.0
_Z(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
L W l
'-ir 1 u 1rOD
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Choose CGmedIon Sub Type: IExtendell End P..... ~ I
I Set connection type and subtype I
Comadion
JumaSSConn: Beam Column Moment Connection Design: Extended End Plate
Choose and Set cenneenen Type and Subtyp.:
Preferred
IBeam Column Moment Connection ..,..1
Choose Cilnnodioo Type: I Beam Column Shear Connection ... 1
Choose Cilnnodioo Sub Type: IAngle Cleat Conneclion ~ I
I Set connection 'type and subtvPe I
Choose and set Connection Type and Subtype:
st_d_. _Parameters
~ ~
Edit r.qulr.cllr.comm.d.d parameters:
Reql*ocII
RBcommended
B"'!lI_ .. (mm~ 30.0
End _ L.engIh, L (mm~ 520.0
End Plalte-., w (mm~ 180.0
End _ Thickness, t (mm): 20.0
Weld SIze, e (mm~ 14.0
Gauge Distance, g (mm) 80.0
Plch DIstance, 51 (mm) 110.0
Plch !list..."" s2 (mm) 310.0
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profiles :
CWmn: 254x2S4x107
Beam: 406x178x67
Load CorrtJinations:
"riol(>N~
SIlear X(kN~
Shear Y(kN):
_X(kN.m~
Moment Y(kN.m):
-Z(kN ..~
Cori>o 1 Cori>o 2
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
200000.0 0.0
2.4E8 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
- --~
Figure 4.14 : illustrating an object of class EEPorFEPadvlnputPanel
Jum.SSConn: Beam Column Shear Connection Design: Angle Cleat Connection
Standard Parameters "'_ P' .... maters
Edit requlred/recommeded parameters:
Requhedl
Recommended
BoI_er(mm~ 30.0
Angle Length, L (mm): 310.0
"'ngIe-"W(~ 120.0
Angle Thickness, t (mm): 4.0
Vert. Edge DIstance, "" (mm) 105.0
Plch DIstance, • (mm) 100.0
_. Edge DIstance, ah (mm) 50.0
CoI.Jmn: 254x254x1 07 ,,~ 0.0 0.0
Beam: 356x171x57 Sh .... ~ 0.0 0.0
Shear Y(kN): 400000.0 0.0
-X(kN ..~ 0.0 0.0
_Y(kN.m~ 0.0 0.0
_Z(kN.m~ 0.0 0.0
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Figure 4.15 : Illustrating an object of class ACadvlnputPanel
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Thispanel allows the designer to change the recommended/required values within certain limits.
The limitsof each parameter depend on the specific connection type and subtype.
Important attributes of an object of classAdvParlnputPanel:
• public StdParlnputPanel stdPanel;
The reference to the standard parameter input panel. Theadvanced parameter input
panel requires this reference to obtain the detailed illustrative image.
Important methods implemented in classAdvParlnputPanel:
• public void boltDiaActionPerformed()
Thismethod ensuresthat the preferred value for the bolt diameter is larger or equal to
the recommended value calculated by the standard design case.
4.5.2.8. DataSheetPanel
An object of classDataSheetPanel represents the data sheet panel that displays the design input
and resultsof the connection inside a fully editable and printable text pane. The text pane is an
object of class DataTextPane which is described in section 4.5.2.12. The data sheet panel is
illustrated in Figure4.16.
JumaSSConn: Beam Column Shear Connection Design: Angle Cleat Connection
_ 9'
Choose and Set Connection Type and Subtype:
Choose Connedlon T)IIIII: IBeam Column Shear ConnectIOn ~I
Choose Connedlon Sub TlIPB: IAngle Cleat Connection ~I
I Set connection type and subtype I
StandardPar~ A-.:ed Par_a r DesiIJt DalaSheeI ~ 20__ ( 3D!"," I
~8'i -C__ .
I CUI IProjod_
DesIlIn Engineer: I <:lW IDale:
D.. ign of Double Angled Beam Column Shear Connection I _e Ij ProftleslSections: I Print I
Column: 254.254.,07
Beam: 35flx171.57
Load Combo 1 Combo 2
Axlal(N) 0.0 0.0
ShearX(N) 0.0 0.0
ShearY(N) 400000.0 0.0
MomeOl )«N.m) 0.0 0.0
MomeOl Y(N.m) 0.0 0.0
MomeOl Z(N.m) 0.0 0.0
I.... ,ft .• •
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Prof": Lood~: Co!rIx> 1 Co!rIx> 2
CoiMm: 254x254x1 07 "'xIoI)<N~ 0.0 0.0
8... ,,, 356x171x57 She<r X(kN): 0.0 0.0
Shear Y(ldIQ: 400000.0 0.0
-X(kN.mr OD 0.0
_Y(kN.m~ OD 0.0
_Z(kN.m~ OD 0.0
Figure 4.16 : illustrating an object of class DataSheetPanel
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Important attributes of an object of classDataSheetPanel:
public SSconnGui mainFrame;
Thereference to the main frame of the application.
public DataTextPane txt;
Thereference to the data text pane of the data sheet panel.
Important methods implemented in classDataSheetPanel:
• private void cutButtonActionPerformed()
This method transfers the currently selected text in the text pane to the system
clipboard and removes the text from the text pane.
• private void copyButtonActionPerformed()
This method transfers the currently selected text in the text pane to the system
clipboard but leaves the text in the text pane.
• private void pasteButtonActionPerformed()
Thismethod transfersthe content of the systemclipboard into the text pane.
• private void printButtonActionPerformed()
Thismethod calls the printer dialog enabling the designer to print the content of text
pane to the specified printer.
4.5.2.9. View2Dpanel
An object of class View2Dpanel represents a 2D viewing panel for displaying the designed
connection to scale in two dimensions. The three isometric views of the connection are displayed
in this panel as illustrated in Figure4.17. Each view is subdivided into shapes e.g. lines, rectangles,
arcs, etc.
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JumaSSConn: Base Plate Connection Design: Pinned Connection - <il
Choose and Set Connection Type and Subtype:
Choose OJrnJcIion TlIPI!' IBase Ptate Connection ~I
Choose Con>edIon SUb TlIPI!' IPlIV1ed Connection ~I
I Set connection type '"'" subtype I
( St_d Parameters _L - __ ers r DesV> Dala Sheet r 2DVIew r JDVIew. I
-=
~ ilI II IIII I I I II I
I 80
Profies . Load CombineII:IOrlS: Como 1 Combo2
CokJom: 305x165x.tf6 ~ 7(0)00.0 0.0
She ... X(I<N~ 0.0 0.0
She..- Y(I<N): 18lOOO.0 0.0
Moment X(I<N.m~ 0.0 0.0
Momert Y(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Mom'" l(kN.m~ 0.0 0.0
Figure 4.17 : Illustrating an object of class View2Dpanel
Important attributes of an object of class View2Dpanel:
private MiddlePane midPanel;
The reference to the middle pane of the main frame.
• private Shape[] shape;
The shapes to be displayed by the panel.
Important methods implemented in class View2Dpanel:
• public void setShapes(Shape[] s)
Thismethod sets the current shapes equal to the given shapes.
• private void drawShapes(Graphics g)
Thismethod draws the current shapes.
• public void paintComponent(Graphics g)
This method ensures that the displayed shapes remains displayed after the panel has
been refreshed.
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4.5.2.10. View3Dpanel
An object of class View3Dpanel represents a three dimensional viewing panel for displaying the
designed connection to scale in three dimensions. The displayed connection is fully rotatable,
pannable and zoomable. Figure4.18illustratesthe three dimensional viewing panel.
!¥ JumaSSConn: Ridge Connection Design: Extended End Plate
Choose and Set Connection Type and Subtype:
Choose connection T}IPS: ~nection :J
Choose CGnnactIoo Sub Typo: 1Extended End PI<It. .1
Design and Analysis Input Data:
PrOfie : Coo"I3o 1
0.0
ceeee 2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Beam IJ;. 406x1]8):fj7
Beam B: 406x178x67 ShoarX(kN):
ShoarY(IcN):
_X(kN.m~
_Y(kN.m~
Momentl(kN.m~
0.0
2OOIlIJ.o
1.BEe
0.0
0.0--~--~~--~------~--------------------------------------
Figure 4.18:illustrating an object of class View3Dpanel
Important attributes of an object of classView3Dpanel:
public BranchGroup GBG;
Thebranch group of the current 3D components to be displayed.
public Canvas3D c;
Thethree dimensional canvas of the panel for drawing the 3D components.
Important methods implemented in classView3Dpanel:
• public void init3Dcomponents()
This method sets the graphic configuration of the three dimensional canvas and
creates an empty branch group with specific settings.
• public void finalise3Dcomponents()
Thismethod finalises the settings for displaying the 3D components before displaying
them.
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4.5.2. 11. DataLabel
An object of class DataLabel representsa label with specific properties. Theseproperties include a
Dialog text, non-bold attribute and a font sizeof 12.
4.5.2.12. DataTextPane
An object of class DataTextPane represents a text pane that contains all the relevant data for the
specific connection design. The data includes the profiles of the connecting elements to be
provided by the steel member design model. the forces to be provided by the finite element
model. the design input and the design results. Thedata text pane isillustrated in Figure4.16.
Important attributes of an object of classDoto'lextf'one:
• public SSconnGui mainFrame;
The reference to the main frame of the application.
• public JScrollPane areaScrollPane;
Thescroll pane that allows the designer to scroll down the text pane.
Important methods implemented in classDataTextPane:
• private void setStyles()
Thismethod setsthe different font stylesto be used in the text pane .
• public void setHeaderlnfo()
Thismethod setsthe header information for the specific connection design. Theheader
information includes the company name, the designer's name, the project name and
the date.
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4.6. 3D Graphics
The 3D graphics package contains all the classesfor constructing a 3D drawing of a connection.
Theseclasses include 3D component classes,3D utility classes,connection properties classesand
3D connection classes. The subsections below will briefly describe each of these classes. A more
detailed description of each class isprovided in the Java documentation of the application.
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4.6.1. 3D Component Classes
The 3D components refer to the 3D drawings of the components of a connection. These
components include e.g. a bolt, a plate, an angle, an Ior H profile, etc. The3D representation of a
component is displayed as surfaces and not solid models. Thisis however a lack in the available
packages provided by Java. The displayed surfaces are defined by the perimeter points used to
describe the surface.
All the component classesextend classObj ect3D and provide their corresponding objects with the
following implemented methods:
• private void createShape()
Thismethod creates the 3D object using itscurrent attributes.
• protected void setAppearance(Appearance appearance)
This method sets the current appearance of the 3D object equal to the given
appearance. Theappearance of an object refers to the rendering state of the object.
The rendering state consistsof attributes that describe the visual display of the object.
In this implementation the color of the specific component isset.
• protected TransformGroup getOffsetTG()
Thismethod should create an object of class TransformGroup, which defines the
objects offset. An object of class TransformGroup forms a group node that provides
the ability to transform an object or group of objects. Class TransformGroup also
specifies a single spatial transformation that can position, orient and scale all of its
children. Thisclassalso provides the ability to select the object and to make the object
visibleor invisible.
The remainder of this section will briefly describe class Object3D, class Origin3D and each 3D
component class.
4.6.1.1. Object3D
ClassObject3D extends classTransformGroup and provides a basic 3D object that has a position
and orientation.
Important attributes of an object of classObj ect3D:
• protected Point3f position;
Thecurrent position of the object.
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• protected float xAngle, yAngle, zAngle;
Theangles of the object relative to the X-, y- and z-axisrespectively.
protected Appearance appearance;
Thecurrent appearance of the object.
• protected boolean isVisible;
•
The visibility status of the object which refers to whether the object is visible or not. The
default value is true (visible).
protected boolean isSelected;
The selection status of the object which refers to whether the object is selected or not.
Thedefault value isfalse (not selected)
Important methods implemented in class Obj ect3D:
• public void setPosition(Point3f _position)
Thismethod setsthe current position of the object equal to the given position.
• public void setVisible(boolean b)
Thismethod setsthe visibilitystatus of the object equal to the given value.
• public void setSelected(boolean b)
Thismethod sets the selection status of the object equal to the given value. The given
value equals true for selected otherwise false.
• public void rotateX(float angle)
Thismethod rotates the object in a counter clockwise direction with the given angle (in
degrees) around the x-axis.
• public void rotateY(float angle)
Thismethod rotates the object in a counter clockwise direction with the given angle (in
degrees) around the y-axis.
• public void rotateZ(float angle)
Thismethod rotates the object in a counter clockwise direction with the given angle (in
degrees) around the z-axis.
4.6.1.2. Origin3D
An object of class Origin3D creates and represents a 3D origin object. The origin is created with a
specific scale and certain property settings. The origin consists of the three orthogonal axes,
namely the X-, y- and z-axis. Each of these axes is displayed with an arrowed line and
corresponding text label in a unique colour.
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4.6.1.3. Bol t3D
An object of closs Bolt3D creates and represents a 3D bolt object. Important attributes of an
object of classBolt3D that are used to create the object, are:
• private float radius;
•
Theradiusof the 3D bolt object.
private float length;
Thelength of the 3D bolt object including the head and the nut.
4.6.1.4. Plate3D
An object of class Plate3D creates and represents a 3D plate object. Important attributes of an
object of classPlate3D that are used to create the object, are:
private float length, width, thickness;
Thelength, width and thicknessof the 3D plate object.
4.6.1.5. Angle3D
An object of clossAngle3D creates and representsa 3D equal leg angle cleat object. Important
attributes of an object of classAngle3D that are used to create the object, are:
private float length, width, t;
The length, width and thicknessof the 3D angle cleat object.
4.6.1.6. ISection3D
An object of class I Section3D creates and represents a 3D I rolled section object. Important
attributes of an object of class I Section3D that are used to create the object, are:
private float height, width, tw, tf, r;
The height, width, web thickness, flange thickness and root radius of the 3D I section
object.
4.6.1.7. Haunch3D
An object of classHaunch3D creates and represents a 3D haunch object. Important attributes of
an object of classHaunch3D that are used to create the object, are:
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• private float width, angledHeight, tw, tf;
•
Thewidth, angled height, web thicknessand flange thicknessof the 3D haunch object.
private float angle;
Theangle of the flange of the haunch relative to the vertical end plate.
• private float length;
Thelength of the flange of the haunch.
4.6.2. 3D Utility Classes
The utility classesprovide methods for setting the properties and appearances of the background
of the 3D drawing as well as the 3D drawing itself. These classes also provide methods for
facilitating the creation and grouping of the components of the connections. Theremainder of this
section will briefly describe each utility class.
4.6.2.1. ScaledSimpleUni verse
ClassScaledSimpleUni verse extends class SimpleUni verse and creates a user environment for
using Java 3D objects. ClassScaledSimpleUni verse provides additional attributes and methods
for adding objects into a transform group. Thisclassalso allows the designer to set the scale for the
transformed objects.
4.6.2.2. Util3D
Class Util3D contains static methods for creating and altering 3D objects as well as their
appearance. Themethods implemented in classUtil3Dare:
• public static GeometryArray getExtrudedShape (Vector3f extrusionPathVector ...)
Thismethod extrudes an array of coordinates along an extrusion path vector and
returns a Geometry Array object with normals. The array of coordinates represents the
front face of the shape.
• public static GeometryArray getCuttedExtrudedShape (Vector3f ...)
Thismethod extrudes an array of coordinates describing the section of a haunch
object, along an extrusion path vector. Thismethod returns a GeometryArray object
with normals. Thearray of coordinates represents the front face of the haunch.
• public static Appearance getFilledAppearance(Color3f _color)
Thismethod returns an Appearance object with specific material attributes and a solid
filled appearance. Thematerial attributes define the appearance of the object under
illumination.
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• public static Appearance getWireFrameAppearance(Color3f _color)
This method returns an Appearance object with specific material attributes and a
wireframed appearance.
4.6.2.3. Bol tGroup3D
ClassBol tGroup3D represents a container for grouping bolts. The bolt group is then added as a
whole and not individually.
4.6.3. Connection Properties Classes
A connection properties class is developed for each connection type. The properties class of a
connection type contains all the geometrical dimensions needed to create a 3D drawing of the
specific connection type. The properties classesfor the different connection types are very similar.
Theattributes, e.g. of an object of the properties clossfor base plate pinned connections are:
private float bpWidth, bpLength, bpThickness;
Thewidth, length and thicknessof the base plate.
private float iColWidth, iColHeight, iColTw, iColTf, iColRRadius;
The width, height, web thickness, flange thickness and root radius of the column
section.
private float iColLength;
Therepresentative length of the column member.
private float gauge, pitch;
Thegauge and pitch distances of the bolts and bolt holes.
• private float boltRadius, boltLength;
Theradius and length of the bolts.
Themethods implemented in the connection properties classesallow the object to set and return
the above attributes of the specific connection type.
4.6.4. 3D Connection Classes
A 3D connection closs isdeveloped for each connection type. A specific 3D connection clossan
object of its corresponding properties class as an attribute and usesthis attribute to create the 3D
drawing. Thereisonly one implemented method for connection classes,namely:
• private void createShape()
Thismethod creates all the components of the connection and adds them to the
transform group to be displayed.
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5. Verification
An example of each of the implemented connection types is provided to illustrate and verify the
design output of the application.
Each example is divided into three sections. It starts off with the problem statement where all the
design input is specified. The design input includes all the required parameters to complete a
standard design of the specific connection. The input include e.g. the profiles of the connecting
members, the end forces at the connection, the number of bolts, etc. The standard (default) and
advanced designs and their corresponding 2D and 3D views of the application are then illustrated.
The example ends off with the hand calculated design values and compares these to the
application values. The hand written designs are done according to the specification described in
sections 2. Thecompared values of the application are shown in blue between square brackets.
5.1. BasePlate Connections
5.1.1. Example 1 - Pinned Base Plate Connection
The standard design inputs for example 1are:
~ Column Profile: "305x165x46"
:. height (h) = 307.1mm
:. width(b) = 165.7mm
:. web thickness (tw) = 6.7 mm
:. flange thickness (tf) = 11.8mm
:. root radius (re) = 8.9 mm
~ EndForces:
Shear Force
Axial Force
Moment
= 180.0kN
= 700.0kN
= 0.0 kN.m
~ Steel grade of the base plate: "300WA"
:. fy = 300MPa
:. fu = 450MPa
~ Specified compressive concrete strength (feu):
~ Number of bolts: 4
~ Grade of the bolts: "Grade 43"
25.0 MPa
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fy = 350MPa
fu = 430MPa
);> Electrode Classification of the welds: "E60XX"
r, = 345MPa
fuw= 410MPa
);> Bolt holes: "Drilled"
Figure 5.1 illustrates the specified standard parameters for the standard (default) design case of the
application.
JumaSSConn: &59 Plate Connection Design: Pinned Connection
IBase PlaIa Q.Jnllection ~I
Choose and Set Connection Type and SUbtype:
Choose Connection SUb IWNt: !Pinned ConnectJon .. I
I Set connection "type and subtype I
IJ
[BJ
Enter the Standard Parameters:
No.oUlo •• : ~
BoIIGr_: IGr_43 ~ I
rcu: I 25.0 I
EleCtrode caassn::8I8on: I E60XX .. !
Grade ~the base plate : 1300wA ... 1
Profiles: LoadCorrtli'wltlons: Combo1 CooOIo2
~ 3l5x165x46 ~"" 700000D ODShe!ll'X(kN): 0.0 0.0
Sheao-V(kN)c 160000D 0.0
Women X(kN.m): 0.0 OD
Uomert Y(kN.m): 0.0 00
ibnert Z(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.1 : illustration of the standard parameters for example 1
Figure 5.2 illustrates the recommended parameters calculated by the standard design case of the
application. These parameters are changed to the values shown in Figure 5.2 to create an
advanced design.
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JumaSSConn: Base Plate Connection Design: Pinned Connection
~I
Choos. anel Set Conn.ction Typ. anel Subtyp.:
Iaese Pldl:a Connection
Cboooecomocaon _ T_ I-.,dCoonectlOn .1
1 Set connectiOn 1)Ipe and su_ 1
Edit requlreClirecomm.eI@d parameters:
",",,*adI
Preferred--
Bolt IlI-..r (mm~ 24.0 JO.O ·1
__ .L_.L(mm~
400.0 420
_._.-'W(mm~ 260.0 300
__ .T'__t(mm~ 15.0 20
- SIze, e (mmr. 5.0
Gouge Distonce. g (nm) 130.0
PitchDistance. • (mm) BO.O
Design and Analysis Input Data:_:
load Comti'IImns: C0n"<>01 C0n"<>02
CoUnn: 305x165x46 AxlaI)N): 700000D OD
Shea<X(I<N): 0.0 OD
$heerY(IcN): 1BOOOOD 0.0
Womert X(kN.m~ 0.0 OD
Womert Y(kNJrI): 0.0 OD
a.bnert Z(kN.m~ 00 0.0
Figure 5.2: Illustration of the advanced parameters for example 1
Figures5.3 to 5.6 shows the 20 and 3D views for both the standard and advanced design case of
the application. Thesefigures illustrate the differences between the designs.
JumaSSConn: Base Plate Connection Design: Pinned Connection
Choos. and Set Connection Type and Subtype:
a.oose C_T-= IBase Plate Connection ·1
CboooeConnecuon_T_ IPInned Connection ·1
I Set connection type and subtype I
(~dPar~ [~P!__ ... [DeslgnIlat8_ pOVlew [JDVIew I
.j' ilII III I I I I I
,I 80
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profies: Load~ """""" C0n"<>02CoUm 3l5x165x48 A>daI)N): 700000D OD
Shea<X(I<N): 00 OD
Shea< Y(I<N): '80000D OD
Monwt X{kN.m): 0.0 OD
Momert Y(kN.m): 0.0 OD
Momett Z(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.3 : illustration of the 20 view for the standard design case of example 1
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$ JumoSSConn; Base Pt.te Connection l)esign; Pinned Connection
Choos. and Set Connection Type and Subtype:
Choose Connoction TME IBase Pidfe Connection ·1
Choose Connoction SUbT-= I_led COOneclion ·1
I Set <onneclion type .... _ I
(~d_-"" r_P...........r ~ DoIa SheeI _r 2DVIow r 3DVIow I
_-
I' nII III I I I I I
8o 0
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profiles:
Column: 3OSx165x46
ShearX(kN):
Sheao'V_
Momert X(kNm):
~Y(kNm):
Womert l(kN_m):
Combo 1 C0mb02
700000.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
1BOOOO.O 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
Figure 5.4 : Illustration of the 2D view for the advanced design case of examplel
JumaSSConn: Base Plate Connection Design: Pinned Connection
IBase Plate Comedion ·1
Choose anel Bet Connection Type and Bubtype:
Choose COllrB;tion Sub T)1pII: IPinnad Connection ... \
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Pro1let : L_~ C0mb01 Combo 2
""'""'" 305x165x48 Ax;aI(kNjo 700000.0 0.0S-X(l<Njo 0.0 0.0
S-V_ 180000.0 0.0
Womert X(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Womert Y(kNm): 0.0 0.0
Momert l(_kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.5 : Illustration of the 3D view for the standard design case of examplel
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The text containing the results for both the standard and advanced design as created by the
"Design Data Sheet" of the application isshown in Figure5.7.
JumaSSConn: Base Plate Connection Design: Pinned Connection
Choose and Bet Connection Type and Bubtype:
~I
Cboo5e Connection Sub ')!pe: I Pinned Cnnnecttnn ... 1
Gfrt connection type and SUbtype
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profiles : Load~ """""
700lllD
0.0
111XlOOD
0.0
0.0
0.0
""""'2
OD
OD
OD
0.0
OD
0.0
CoUnn: 305x165x46
ShearX(kN):
Sheo< V(kN):
Momcrt X(kN.m):
a.tJmen:V(kN.m):
Wornerl:l(kN.m):
------ ------- _-
Figure 5.6 : Illustration of the 3D view for the advanced design case of example 1
company Name:project Na'!le:Deslgn Englneer:Date:
Design of Base Plate pinned connection
Column profile: 305x165x46
Load combo 1 combo 2Axial(N) 700000.0 0.0shear X(N) 0.0 0.0shear yeN) 180000.0 0.0Moment X(N.m) 0.0 0.0Moment Y(N.m) 0.0 0.0Moment Z(N.m) 0.0 0.0
specified Concrete strength (MPa): 25.0
Standard Design
BoltsNo. of Bolts: 4Diameter (mm): 24.0Grade: Grade 43
Figure 5.7: Text results of both the standard and advanced design of example 1
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Hand calculated design:
Bolt Holescreated: drilledDiameter (mm): 26.0Base Plate
Steel Grade: 300WALength, L (mm): 400.0width, w (mm): 260.0Thickness, t (mm): 15.0weldingElectrode classification: E60xxweld size (mm): 5.0spacing of Bolts and Bolt HolesGauge Distance, g (mm): 130.0pitch Distance, s (mm): 80.0
Advanced Design
Bolts
NO. of Bolts: 4Diameter (mm): 30.0Grade: Grade 43Bolt HolesCreated: drilledDiameter (mm): 32.0Base plate
Steel Grade: 300WALength, L (mm): 420.0width, w (mm): 300.0Thickness, t (mm): 20.0weldingElectrode Classification: E60xxweld size (mm): 8.0spacing of Bolts and Bolt HolesGauge Distance, g (mm): 150.0pitch Distance, s (mm): 100.0
--- end ---
Figure 5.7: Text results of both the standard and advanced design of example 1 (continued)
Effective compressive area required (see section 3.1.1(I)):
A = Axial Load 700 x 10
3
= 70 x 103 mm2
req O.4f
cu
0.4(25)
By iterating the required effective area is achieved with an effective area edge distance
a, of 45 mm. The required base plate width bbp and length Ibp can now be determined
(see section 3. r. 1(IV)):
:. bbp = 165.7 + 2(45) = 255.7 mm [260.0 mm]
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:. Ibp = 307.1 + 2(45) = 397.1 mm [400.0 mm]
The required base plate thickness (see section 3. ,. 1(II)):
t = 130"bo; = '3(0.4)(25)(45)2 = 15.0mm
bp ~ ¢fy ~ 0.9(300)
[15.0 mm]
Thebolts need to transmit shear and bearing (see section 3. ,. 1(III)):
Forshear:
:.0.60(0.67) (4) (-!-) (d2) (430) ~ 180 xl 03
:. d ~ 18.21 mm
Forbearing:
:. 1.12(0.6) (4) (5) (d2) (25) ~ 180 xl 03
:. d ~ 23.15 mm [24.0 mm]
Thediameter of the bolt holes = 24 + 2 = 26 mm [26.0 mm]
The gauge distance and pitch distance of the bolts and bolt holes equals (see section
3.1.1 (VI)):
9 = 1;2(260)= 130 mm [130.0 mm]
s =80mm [80.0 mm]
Thewelds are limited by the shear force at both the throat and fusion area of the weld
(see section 3. 1. 1(V)):
Lw = 2(307.1) + 4(165.7) - 2(6.7) = 1263.6 mm
Fusionarea:
:.0.67(0.67) (1263.6) (e) (450) ~ 180 x 103
:. e ~ 0.71 mm
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Throat area:
:.0.67(0.67) (1263.6) (0.7071) (e) (41 0) ~ 180 xl 03
:.e~ 1.09 mm [5.0 mm]
5.1.2. Moment Base Plate Connection (Example 2)
The standard design inputs for example 2 are:
~ Column Profile: "406x178x54"
:. height (h) = 402.6 mm
:. width(b) = 177.6 mm
:. web thickness (tw) = 7.6 mm
:. flange thickness (tt) = 10.9 mm
:. root radius (rc) = 10.2 mm
~ End Forces:
Shear Force
Axial Force
= 80.0 kN
= 140.0 kN
Moment = 160.0 kN.m
~ Steel grade of the base plate: "300WA"
:. fy = 300 MPa
:. fu = 450 MPa
~ Specified compressive concrete strength (feu):
~ Number of bolts: 6
~ Grade of the bolts: "Grade 43"
:. fy = 350 MPa
:. fu = 430 MPa
~ Electrode Classification of the welds: "E70XX"
:. fy = 413 MPa
:. fu = 480 MPa
25.0 MPa
~ Bolt holes: "Drilled"
Figure 5.8 illustrates the specified standard parameters for the standard (default) design case of the
application.
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~- JumaSSConn: Base Plate Connection DesI8f1: Moment Connection ~. -..ILOIJU
Choos. and Set: Conn.ction Type and Subtype:
10ase Plate Comedioll
CIIoMe ~ _ T-= IMoment Connect'on ~ I
I Sel conneClion_ and su_ I
Enter the standard Parameters:
Design and Analysis input Data:
Profiles: Load~ C0mb01 C0mb02
Cokm1: 406x1711x54 ~ 140000.0 OD
ShearX(kN); 0.0 OD
SOOrV(kN)o BOOJO.O OD
Womeri: X(kN.m): 1.6E8 OD
Momert Y(kNlI'I): OD OD
a.bnert Z(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.8: illustration of the standard parameters for example 2
Figure5.9 illustratesthe recommended parameters calculated by the standard design case of the
application. These parameters are changed to the values shown in Figure 5.9 to create an
advanced design.
!Mi JumaSSConn: Base Plate Connection DesI8f1: Moment Connection
Mo.atBols: ~
-~: I~
rcu: I 25.0 I
El8ctr_Claaiflc-.: I E7DXlC ~ I
Grade .. the ba .. plate : I JOOWA ... 1
II
BJ
Choo •• and Set eenneenen l'fp. and Subtype:
Choose Connection T-= IBase Plate Connection
Choose Connection Sub T,..e: IMomeld ConnectiDn .1
(g-.dPaJ-omol ..~r --_ •• rDeslgnDobl_ r~~~r 30_ I
Edit "'1ulre~commed.d parameters:
l18q1*odI
Pr ..........--_-.-_~ 2•.0 24.0 ·1
__ 8L_,l_~
570.0 650
__ ._"'W_~
260.0 350
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profiles: Load~ Combo 1 C0mb02
Ca"•• " 406x17BxS4 AxieI(I<N): 140000.0 OD
ShearX(kN): 0.0 OD
ShearY(kN).: BOOJOD 0.0
Momen: X(1cN.m): 1.6'8 OD
MomertY(1<N.m): 0.0 0.0
Momert Z(kN.m): 0.0 OD
__ .T_ne...t( .....~ I '5.0
- Size,8_~ c:::lCJ
Gouge DIstance, • (mm) I 90.0 I
Figure 5.9: illustration of the advanced parameters for example 2
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Figures 5.10 to 5.13 shows the 2D and 3D views for both the standard and advanced design case of
the application. These figures also illustrate the differences between the designs.
~ JumaSSConn: Base Plate Connection Design: Moment Connection
c_
Choo.e and ht Connection Type and SUbtype:
ChooseC_1)II8: IBase Plate Connection ·1
a.ooseConnedion_ r-= IMoment "'nnedioo ·1
I Set comection two and subIypo I
(SI ...... dParameter. l-P--or. rDes91Do1.s.-tr 20_ rJIl_ I
v- nII IIIII III
I:~ ~: 1
Profiles. LoadCclmbrl6ilons: Combo1 """""2
CoLmn: 406x178x54 AxioI(l<N): 140000.0 0.0
Shear X(KN): 0.0 0.0
ShearY(kN): 80000.0 0.0
Marnert X(kN.m): i.SEB 0.0
Momeri Y(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Momert l(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.10 : Illustration of the 20 view for the standard design case of example 2
m JumaSSConn: Base Plate Connection Design: Moment Connection
Choo.e and Set Connection Type and Subtype:
Choosec_r_, IBase Plate ConuectlOn ·1
ChooseC__ rM* 1_'" O.<>nnect'OO1 ·1
I Se! coonectiontwo and su_ I
r~d~ r_~~-~ r-"Doto~20_ ~ I =-,====,====- - -=
J' ilII IIIII III
0 0
:1
0
~ ~
0
, 0 0
"
Design and AAalysls Input Data:
Profiles: Load CorrtnItions: """"'" """""2
Cok.mn 4OOx178x54 AxJo/(I<N)o 140001.0 0.0
"'_'X(kN): 0.0 0.0
ShearY(kN): 80000.0 0.0
Momert X(kN.m): 1.SEB 0.0
lIbnert Y(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
tbnen: Z(_kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.11 : illustration of the 20 view for the advanced design case of example 2
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JumoSSConn: Base Plate Connection Design: Moment Connection
~I
Choos. and Set Conn.ction TYP. and Subtyp.:
IBase Pidte Conu9Cf.ioo
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profiles: LO&d Conti18tions: """",,,,1 c0mb02
"""'"" 406x178xS4 ~ 140000.0 0.0She",X(kN)" 0.0 0.0
ShearY(ltN): BOOOOD 0.0
Womert X(~.m): i.SES 0.0
UomeriY(kNm): 0.0 0.0
Momert l(_kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.12 : illustration of the 3D view for the standard design case of example 2
JumaSSConn: Base Plate Connection Design: Moment Connection
!Base Pklts Conntft.1ioo
Choose anelSet Connection TYPeanelSUbtype:
0I00se COOMCtion Sub Type:: IMoment Connection ... t
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profin: Load~ c0mb01 combo 2
CoUm Gx176x54 ~ 140000.0 0.0
Shea< X(kN)" 0.0 0.0
Shea<Y(JcN): 8OOOOJ) OJ)
Momert X(kN.m): i.BES OJ)
Womert Y(kN,m); 0.0 0.0
MomenI: l(kN.m); 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.13 : Illustration of the 3D view for the advanced design case of example 2
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The text containing the results for both the standard and advanced design as created by the
"Design Data Sheet" of the application isshown in Figure5.14.
company Name:project Na'!1e:Deslgn Englneer:Date:
Design of Base Plate Moment Connection
column Profile: 406x178x54
Load Combo 1 Combo 2Axial(N) 140000.0 0.0Shear X(N) 0.0 0.0shear yeN) 80000.0 0.0Moment X(N.m) 1.6E8 0.0Moment Y(N.m) 0.0 0.0Moment Z(N.m) 0.0 0.0
specified Concrete strength (MPa): 25.0
Standard Design
BoltsNo. of Bolts: 6Diameter (mm): 24.0Grade: Grade 43Bolt HolesCreated: drilledDiameter (mm): 26.0Base plate
Steel Grade: 300WALength, L (mm): 570.0width, w (mm): 260.0Thickness, t (mm): 45.0weldingElectrode classification: E70xx
weld size (mm): 6.0spacing of Bolts and Bolt HolesGauge Distance, g (mm): 90.0pitch Distance, s (mm): 490.0
Advanced Design
BoltsNO. of Bolts: 6Diameter (mm): 24.0Grade: Grade 43Bolt HolesCreated: drilledDiameter (mm): 26.0Base plate
Steel Grade: 300WALength, L (mm): 650.0width, w (mm): 350.0Thickness, t (mm): 50.0weldingElectrode classification: E70xxweld Size (mm): 8.0spacing of Bolts and Bolt HolesGauge Distance, g (mm): 135.0pitch Distance, s (mm): 570.0
end ---
Figure 5.14: Text results of both the standard and advanced design of example 2
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Hand written design:
The initial required bolt diameter depending on the shear, bearing and tension (see
section 3. 1.2 (I)):
Forshear:
:.0.60(0.67) (6)(1-) (d2) (430) ~ 80 x 103
:.d~9.91mm
Forbearing:
:.1.12(0.60) (6)(5)(d2) (25) ~ 80 xl 03
:. d ~ 12.60 mm
Fortension:
MT, = tPhdAbn/u ~ _u_ - Pu
1.2hc
:. 0.67(1-)(d2 )(3)(430) ~ 160 x 10' _ 140 X 103
1.2(402.6)
:. d ~ 16.78 mm
An initial bolt diameter of 20.0mm is used to determine an initial base plate length Ibp and
width bbp (see section 3.1.2(11)). The recommended edge distance for 20.0 mm bolts is35.0
mm.
Length: :. Ibp = 402.6 + 4(35) = 542.6 mm
Width: :. bbP = 177.6 + 2(35) = 247.6 mm
Theinitial base plate length and width is taken as 550.0mm and 250.0mm respevtively.
Checking the effectiveness of 20.0mm bolts (see section 3.1.2(11)):
a, = 550 - 35 = 515 mm
c = 0.5(550) - 35 = 240 mm
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:. Mu + Puc - bd20b(dl - "'hd2) = 0
:. 160x106 + 140x103(240) - 250(0.4)(25)(d2)(515 - Y2d2) = 0
:. 193.6x1 06 - 1.2875x106d2 + 1.25x103d22 = 0
:.d: = 182.82 mm
:. I» = 0.4(250)(182.82)(25) -140x103 = 317.05 kN
= 0.67(~)(20 - 0.938(2.5)f(3)(430)
= 211.59 kN < 317.05 kN
The bolts are increased to 24.0 mm with associated edge distance of 40.0 mm. The new
base plate length and width is:
Length: :. Ibp = 402.6 + 4(40) = 562.6 mm [570.0 mm]
Width: :. bbP = 177.6 + 2(40) = 257.6 mm [260.0 mm]
The base plate length and width isnow taken as 570.0 mm and 260.0 mm respectively.
Checking the effectiveness of 24.0 mm bolts (see section 3. 1.2(II)):
d,=570-40=530mm
c = 0.5(570) - 40 = 245 mm
:. Mu + Puc - bd20b(dl - Y2d2) = 0
:. 160x106 + 140x103(245) - 260(0.4) (25) (d2) (530 - "'hd2) = 0
:. 194.3x1 06 - 1.378x1 06d2 + 1.3x103d22 = 0
:. d2 = 167.46 mm
:. Tu= 0.4(260) (167.46) (25) - 140x103 = 295.40 kN
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= 0.67(1-)(24 - 0.938(3) )2(3)(430)
= 304.69 kN> 295.40 kN [24.0 mm Bolts]
The gauge distance and pitch distance of the bolts and bolt holes equals (see section
3.1.2(VI)):
9 = 12 (260 - 2(40)) = 90 mm [90.0 mm]
s = 570 - 2(40) = 490 mm [490.0 mm]
Thediameter of the bolt holes= 24 + 2 = 26mm [26.0 mm]
The base plate thickness depends on the bearing and bending of the plate (see section
3.1.2{1V)):
Forbearing: ae = V2(min( 260 - 177.6, 570 - 402.6)) = 41.2 mm
t = 3(0.4)(25)(41.2)2 = 13.73 mm
b ~ 0.9(300)
Forbending: x = 12(570 - 402.6) - 40 = 43.7 mm
Mf = V2(295.4)(43.7) = 6454.5 N.m
le = min(x*tan(600), %g) + min(x* tan60°, a)
= min(43.7(tan60°), V2(90)) + min(43.7(tan600), 40)
= 45 + 40
=85mm
t = 16(6.4545 xl 0
6
) = 41.08 mm
bp ~ 0.9(85)(300)
[45.0 mm]
Thewelds are limited by the shear and tension force at both the throat and fusion area of
the weld (see section 3.1.2(V)):
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For shear:
Lw= 2(402.6) + 4(177.6) - 2(7.6) = 1500.4 mm
Fusion area:
:.0.67(0.67) (1500.4) (e) (450) ;;::80 xl 03
:. e ~ 0.26 mm
Throat area:
:.0.67(0.67) (1500.4) (0.7071) (e) (480) ~ 80 xl 03
:.e ;;::0.35 mm
For tension:
Lw= 2(177.6) + 2(10.9) -7.6 = 369.4 mm
Fusion area:
:. 0.67(0.67) (369.4) (e) (450) ~ 295.4 x 103
:.e ~3.96 mm
Throat area:
:.0.67(0.67)(369.4)(0.7071) (e) (480) ~ 295.4 x 103
:. e;;:: 5.25 mm [6.0 mm]
5.2. Beam Column Shear Connections
5.2.1. Example 3 - Welded EndPlate Connection
The standard design inputs for example 3 are:
)i> Column Profile: "254x254xl07"
:. height (he) = 266.7 mm
:. width(be) = 258.3 mm
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:. web thickness (twe)= 13mm
:. flange thickness (ftc) = 20.5 mm
:. root radius (ree) = 12.7mm
~ Beam Profile: "356x171x57"
:. height (hb) = 358.6 mm
:. widthtbs) = 172.1mm
:. web thickness (twb)= 8 mm
:. flange thickness (tlb) = 13mm
:. root radius (reb) = 10.2mm
~ End Forces:
Shear Force
Axial Force
Moment
= 400.0 kN
= 0.0 kN
= 0.0 kN.m
~ Steel grade of the end plate:
:. fy = 300 MPa
:. fu = 450 MPa
~ Number of bolts: 4
~ Grade of the bolts: "8.8"
r, = 640 MPa
.. fu = 800 MPa
~ Electrode Classification of the welds: "E70XX"
:. fy = 413 MPa
"300WA"
:. fu = 480 MPa
~ Bolt holes: "Drilled"
Figure 5.15 illustrates the specified standard parameters for the standard (default) design case of
the application. Figure 5.16 illustrates the recommended parameters calculated by the standard
design case of the application. These parameters are changed to the values shown in Figure 5.16
to create an advanced design.
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~- JumoSSConn: Beam Column _ Connection Design: Welded End PI.te Connection L-JLêlJU
Choose ConnectIon T)I1p8: I Bactm Culurm She~ Comedion .....-1
0I000e ConnecIIon SUbT-= 1Welded EndPlat. Co"""",I,", .1
1 Set connection tlIPe and subtype 1
ChoO•• and Set Conn.ction Type and Sul>type:
(_dP __ s f_-P"'''''' •• f __ DoI.~ [20VlewpOViewI
Enter the standard Parameters:
No.alBoII:s: ~-~: ~
Elec:tr_ ClaosIIIcation : I E70XX ·1
G<_oftho_ ...8lo: I_A ·1
v
v
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profiles: load CombheItIons: Combo 1 cceec a
Column: 254x254x107 ~N): 0.0 0.0
-., 356x171x57 She", X(kN): 0.0 0.0
Shel!lrY~ 400000D 0.0
Mc:JmerjX(IcNJI'I): 0.0 0.0
lIb'nert Y(kNm): 0.0 0.0
t.bnert ~kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.15: Illustration of the standard parameters for example 3
m JumaSSConn: Beam Column Shear Connection Design: Welded End Plate Connection
Choose ConnectIon Type: Ia.w.n Coluow. She4l" Conneclioo ·1
Choose CoonKtion SUb T)IpIr. IWelded End Plate Connection T I
I set connectloo (;We and subtype I
Choose and Bet Connection Type and Sul>type:
r stand_d P.. -. _f - P-_.... r Design 00Ia - r 2DVIewJ 3D".,.. I
Edit requlr.cllr.comm.d.d parameters:
RoqontII
PreferTed
~--_ IlIana. (Jnm~ 20.0 2O.D ·1 t~t-
•
EnII_l_l (mm): [ 1800 I 230 I IDE"'_-"w(mm~ 1 170.0 1 200EnII_ Thk:IcMa, t (mm~1 8.0 1 1~ 0_ SIze, e (Jnm~ 1 5.0 1
Gauge DisIanca, a (mm) 1100.01_h__ . (mm)
1 70.0 1
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profiles : Loed~ C<lmbo 1 C<lmbo2
Column: 254x254x101 ~ 0.0 0.0
_" 356x171x57 "'-X(kN): 0.0 0.0
Sheor Y(kN): .00000.0 0.0
Momert X(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Women: Y(kNrn'J; 0.0 0.0
Momert Z(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.16: Illustration of the advanced parameters for example 3
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Figures 5.17 to 5.20 shows the 2D and 3D views for both the standard and advanced design case of
the application. These figures also illustrate the differences between the designs.
JumaSSConn: Beam Column Sh.. r Connection Design: Welded End Plate Connection
Choos. anCl Set Conn.ction Typ. anCl Subtype:
Choose Connection Type: IBeam Column Shear Cou'ledion -.-1
Choose Connection SUb T~ I Wekted End Plate Connection .... 1
I Set connedion type <IOd subtype I
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profiles: loadConti'w!ltions:
Ax;~""
SheorX(I<N):
ShearY~
Momert X(kN_m):
Momcrt V(kNm):
Momeri Z(kN.m):
Combo 1 """""'2
0.0 OD
0.0 OD
400000.0 0.0
0.0 OD
0.0 OD
0.0 0.0
Column: 2$4x254x1 ar
8eM'.: 356x171xSl
Figure 5.17 : Illustration of the 20 view for the standard design case of example 3
JumaSSConn: Beam CoIUrM Shear Connection Design: Welded End ptate Connection
Coonectlon
Choos. anCl Set Conn.ction Typ. anCl Subtype:
Choose Conra::tIon Type: I Be-am Column Shear Conn9l.1ion ....-1
CbooseComectIon SUbT~ tweldedEndPlatsconnectton ,..1
I Sel connedion type and sublype I
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profiles: """",,,1 """""'2
0.0 OD
0.0 0.0
400000D OD
0.0 OD
0.0 0.0
0.0 OD
CokJmn: 254x254x1fJ7
Beam: 356x171xS7 Shear X(kN):
SheorV(I<N):
Momert )(OH.m):
Momeri Y(kN.m):
Momcrt Z(kN.m):
Figure 5.18 : Illustration of the 20 view for the advanced design case of example 3
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JumaSSConn: Beam Column She...- Connection Design: Welded End PI.te Connection
Choose an~ Bet Connection Type an~ Sul>type:
0I000e ~ T_, IBoam ColumnS_ Connection ~ I
ChooseConnection SUb TMNt: IWftidAd rrad Plate Conner:tNlf1 .... /
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profiles: load~ CoIrOlo1 Combo 2
""'"""" 2S4x254x101 ""'1<): 0.0 on"""" 356x171x57 Shear X(kN): on 0.0SheerY(kN): 400000D 0.0
Moment X(kN.m}: 0.0 0.0
abnertY(kN.m:t 0.0 0.0
tAomert l(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.19 : Illustration of the 3D view for the standard design case of example 3
t#¥ JumaSSConn: Beam Cotumn Shear Connectioo Design: Welded End Plate Connection tJlilWl
Choose Connection TMM!"= I Bedm Cokttnn Sh8N Connection .... 1
Choose Connection SUb ')lip&: IWokled Fnd Pfate Connection .... 1
Set coooectiontype Md su~
Choose an~ Set Connection Type an~ Sul>type:
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profiles: Loed~ C0mb01 C0mb02
CoLmn: 254x254x107 ~ 0.0 on
"""" 3S6x171x57 ShoaO'X(1<N): 0.0 onShoaO'Y(1<N): 400000n on
Wtwneré X(kN.rn): 0.0 on
Women!: Y(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Momenl:l(I(N.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.20 : illustration of the 3D view for the advanced design case of example 3
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The text containing the results for both the standard and advanced design as created by the
"Design Data Sheet" of the application isshown in Figure5.21.
company Name:project Name:Design Engineer:Date:
Design of welded End plate Beam Column shear Connection
profiles/sections:
column: 254x254x107Beam: 356x171x57
Load Axial(N)Shear X(N)shear yeN)
Moment X(N.m)Moment Y(N.m)Moment Z(N.m)
Standard Design
BoltsNo. of Bolts: 4Diameter (mm): 20.0Grade: 8.8Bolt Holescreated: drilledDiameter (mm): 22.0End plate
Steel Grade: 300WALength, L (mm): 180.0width, w (mm): 170.0Thickness, t (mm): 8.0weldingElectrode classification: E70xxweld size (mm): 5.0Spacing of Bolts and Bolt HolesGauge Distance, g (mm): 100.0pitch Distance, s (mm): 70.0
combo 10.00.0
400000.00.00.00.0
combo 20.00.00.00.00.00.0
Advanced Design
BoltsNO. of Bolts: 4Diameter (mm): 20.0Grade: 8.8Bolt HolesCreated: drilledDiameter (mm): 22.0End plate
Steel Grade: 300WALength, L (mm): 230.0width, w (mm): 200.0Thickness, t (mm): 12.0weldingElectrode Classification: E70xxweld size (mm): 5.0spacing of Bolts and Bolt HolesGauge Distance, g (mm): 130.0
--- end ---
Figure 5.21 : Text results of both the standard and advanced design of example 3
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Hand written design:
The bolt diameter depends on the shear and bearing forces (see section 3.2. 1(I)):
:.3(0.67) (20.5) (d) (4)(450) ~ 400 x 103
:. d ~5.39 mm [20.0 mm]
Shear:
:. 0.60(0.80) (~) (d2) (4)(800) ~ 400 x 103
:. d ~ 18.21 mm
Bearing:
The end plate thickness depends on the bearing of the bolts onto it (see section 3.2. 1(1/)):
Br = 3¢brtdn( ~ Vu
:. 3(0.67) (t) (20) (4)(450) ~ 400 x 103
:. t ~ 5.53 mm [8.0 mm]
The end plate length depends on the end rotation (see section 3.2. 1(lIJ)):
'ep = max( (hb - 33t), 0.5hb)
:. 'ep =max(358.6 - 33(8), 0.5(358.6))
:.Iep = 179.3 mm [180.0 mm]
The width is taken as the beam width rounded rounded down to the nearest 10 mm (see
section 3.2.1(III)):
:. Wep = 170.0 mm [170.0 mm]
Thewelds are limited by the shear force at both the throat and fusion area of the weld:
Lw = 2(180) + 2(170) - 8 = 692 mm
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Fusionarea:
:. 0.67(0.67) (692) (e) (450) ~ 400 xl 03
:. e ~ 2.86 mm
Throat area:
:. 0.67(0.67)(692)(0.7071)(e)(480) ~ 400 xl 03
:. e ~ 3.79 mm [5.0mm]
The gauge and pitch distance (see section 3.2.1(V)):
s = 70mm [70.0 mm]
9 = 170-2(35) = 100mm [100.0 mm]
5.2.2. Example 4 - Double Angle Cleat Connection
The standard design inputs for example 4 are:
~ Column Profile: "254x254x107"
:. height (he) = 266.7 mm
:. width(be) = 258.3 mm
:. web thickness (twe)= 13mm
:. flange thickness (tIc) = 20.5 mm
:. root radius (ree) = 12.7mm
~ Beam Profile: "356x171x57"
:. height (hb) = 358.6 mm
:. width(bb) = 172.1mm
:. web thickness (twb)= 8 mm
:. flange thickness (tlb) = 13mm
:. root radius (reb) = 10.2mm
~ End Forces:
Shear Force
Axial Force
Moment
= 420.0 kN
= 0.0 kN
= 0.0 kN.m
~ Steel grade of the angle cleats: "300WA"
:. fy = 300 MPa
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:. fu = 450MPa
);;> Number of bolts: 9
);;> Grade of the bolts: "8.8"
fy = 640MPa
fu = 800MPa
);;> Bolt holes: "Punched"
Figure 5.22 illustrates the specified standard parameters for the standard (default) design case of
the application. Figure 5.23 illustrates the recommended parameters calculated by the standard
design case of the application. Theseparameters are changed to the values shown in Figure5.23
to create an advanced design.
JumaSSConn: Beam Cotumn Shear Connectioo Design: Ansie Cleat Connection
Choose Connoction TlIPI< IBeam Cokmm Shear COnf'lectlOO ·1
Choose lind Set Connection Type lind Subtype:
Choose Connoction SIIIJ TlIPI< I Angle Cle" Coooection ~ 1
[Set connection type and subtype I
No.ot_.: I 9 ·1
Enter the Standard Parameters:
_Gr_: ICE3
Design ana Analysis Input Data:
Profiles: L08d~ C0n<>01 Con<>o 2
CoUm: 254X254X107 ~ 0.0 OD
Beam: 356x171x57 ShearX(kN): nn 0.0
ShearY(kN): '20000D uo
Momeri: X(1<N.m): uo on
Momert Y(kN.m): o.o OD
Momert Z(1<N.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.22: illustration of the standard parameters for example 4
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Figures 5.24 to 5.27 shows the 2D and 3D views for both the standard and advanced design case of
the application. These figures also illustrate the differences between the designs.
JumoSSConn: Beam Column ShNr Connection Design: Angle Cleat Connection
Choos. anelBet Connection Type anelBul>typ.:
I Beam ColUmn Sheal Corwtet1ion .... 1
Choooo C__ T-= IAMI. Clo.. eoon.ctton ~ I
I Set cooneCtion twe and stlbOype I
Eelitrequlrecllr.commecl.eI paramet.rs:_odI
Prefwrat-~
--(mm~ 20.0 20.0 ~I
Angle L_. L(rnm~ 240.0 270
AngIo_. W(mm~ 80.0 90
Angle T-......, t (mm~ 6.0 10
V8ft. Edge -once,.., (nm) 50.0
Pitch_once, • (mm) 70.0
Hor. Edge Distance. oh (mm) 35.0
Design and AnalySIS Input Data:
Profïes: LoadConti"leitions: C0n<>01 Con<>o 2
CokIm 254x254x107 AxIa(kN): 0.0 0.0
-.: 356x171x57 Shear X(kN): 0.0 0.0
Sheo<Y~ 42(0)).0 0.0
Momert X(1IN.m): 0.0 0.0
Uomeri Y(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Womeri Z(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.23: Illustration of the advanced parameters for example 4
!$ JumaSSConn: Beam Column ShMr Coonection Design: Anale CIee I Connection
Choos. and Set Conn.ctlon Type and Bul>typ.:
I Beam Column Shear Connection .... 1
Choo8e ConnocIIOn _ _ IAn!lle Cl... C.onnect1OO ~ I
I Set cnnnection type and subtype I
(st ...... dP............ r-p ..~r .... Dota- r2D1IIew~ I~
- iV"--
F====I
I
-
o
<
r
o
o
-
Design and AnalySis Input Data:
Profiles: load~ C0mb01 C0mb02
CokIm 254x254x107 ~N)o 0.0 0.0....., 3S6x171'iS7 ShearX(kN): 0.0 0.0
ShearY~ '200».0 0.0
Moment X(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
I*lmeri:Y(kN.m):. 0.0 0.0
Momert Z(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.24 : Illustration of the 20 view for the standard design case of example 4
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JumaSSConn: Beam Column Shear- Connection Design: Angle CI",,1 Connection
Choose and Bet Connection Type and Bubtype:
I Beam Column Shear Connection ... 1
CIIoos8 C__ T-= 1_ aeal Coon"","", .1
1 Sel c..... ctIon_ and ~ I
-
-~-
IL__F====i
o
o
o
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profiles: Load Conti1IDlns: Combo 1 C0mb02
Column: 2S4x254x1rrT Axl8I(kN): 0.0 0.0....... 356x171x57 ShearX(kN): 00 0.0
ShearY(kN): 420000.0 0.0
Momert X(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
IrIIomentY(kNJIl): 0.0 0.0
Momert l(_kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.25 : Illustration of the 2D view for the advanced design case of example 4
rt.; JumaSSConn: Beam Column ShMr Connection Design: Angle CI.... I Connection
Choose and Set Connection Type and Subtype:
Choose ConnectIOnT_ IBAMn Column Shear Connection ... ]
Choose Connection s.m T)1pe: IAngle Cleat Connection ·1
I Set connection type and SUbtype
caLmn: 254~x107 Axl8I(kN): 00 0.0....... 356x171x57 "'-X('o<N)o 420.0 0.0
"'-V(kN)o 0.0 0.0
Mornert X(IcN.m): 0.0 0.0
Momeft Y(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Momert Z(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.26 : Illustration of the 3D view for the standard design case of example 4
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The text containing the results for both the standard and advanced design as created by the
"Design Data Sheet" of the application isshown in Figure5.28.
JumoSSConn: Beam Column Sheai Connection Design: Ansie Cleat Connection
Choos. and Bet Conn.ction Typ. and Subtyp.:
!Beam COI'lRUl Shear Connectton -.1
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profiles : lOlld Conti1aIions: C0mb01 C0mb02
CoMm 254x2S4x107 ~ 0.0 0.0
-.: 356x171x57 Shear X(kN): 420.0 0.0
She«Y~ 0.0 0.0
Momert X(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Uomert Y(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Momeri l(kN.m): 00 0.0
Figure 5.27 : Illustration of the 3D view for the advanced design case of example 4
Company Name:project Na'!1e:Deslgn Englneer:Date:
Design of Double Angled Beam column Shear Connection
profiles/sections:column: 254x254xl07Beam: 356x171x57
Load Axial(N)Shear X(N)Shear yeN)Moment X(N.m)Moment V(N.m)Moment Z(N.m)
Standard Design
BoltsNO. of Bolts: 9Diameter (mm): 20.0Grade: 8.8
combo 10.00.0420000.00.00.00.0
combo 2
0.00.00.00.00.00.0
Figure 5.28 : Text results of both the standard and advanced design of example 4
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Hand written design:
Bolt HolesCreated: drilledDiameter (mm): 22.0Angle cleatssteel Grade: 300WALength, L (mm): 240.0
width, w (mm): 80.0Thickness, t (mm): 6.0spacing of Bolts and Bolt Holes
Vertical Edge Distance, av (mm): 50.0pitch Distance, s (mm): 70.0Horisontal Edge Distance, ah (mm): 35.0
Advanced Design
BoltsNo. of Bolts: 9Diameter (mm): 20.0Grade: 8.8Bolt HolesCreated: drilledDiameter (mm): 22.0Angle Cleats PlateSteel Grade: 300WALength, L (mm): 270.0width, w (mm): 90.0Thickness, t (mm): 10.0spacing of Bolts and Bolt Holesvertical Edge Distance, av (mm): 65.0pitch Distance, s (mm): 70.0Horisontal Edge Distance, ah (mm): 35.0
end ---
Figure 5.28: Text results of both the standard and advanced design of example 4 (continued)
The bolt diameter depends on the shear, the bearing on the web of the beam and the
bearing on the flange of the column (see section 3.2.2(IJ):
Shear:
:. 0.60(0.80) (~) (d2) (6) (800) ~ 420 x 103
:. d ~ 15.23 mm
:. 3(0.67) (8) (d) (3) (450) ~ 420 x 103
:. d ~ 19.35 mm
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:. 3(0.67) (20.5) (d) (6)(450) ~ 420 xl 03
:. d ~ 3.78 mm [20.0 mm]
Thewidth of the angle cleat depends on the bolt diameter (see section 3.2.2(11)):
:. Wae = 80.0 mm [80.0 mm]
The thickness of the angle cleat depends on the bearing and the thicknessesavailable for
the current angle cleat width (see section 3.2.2(/11)).
:.3(0.67) (t) (20) (6)(450) ~ 420 x 103
:. t ~ 3.87 mm [6.0 mm]
The length of the angle cleat depends on the pitch and edge distances of the bolts as
well as the shear capacity of the angle (see section 3.2.2(11)):
Pitch and edge distances:
La = (nb - l)s + 20
:. La = (3 - 1)(70)+ 2(45) = 230 mm
Shear capacity:
Vr = 2 X 0.5¢L)fu ~ Vu
:. 0.90(Ln)(6)(450) ~ 420 X 10
3
:. Ln ~ 172.84 mm
:. La ~ 172.84 + 3(20) ~ 232.84 mm [240.0 mm]
Thegauge and pitch distance (see section 3.2.2(/V)):
s = 70.0mm [70.0 mm]
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av = V2(230- 2(70) = 45.0 mm [45.0 mm]
ah = 35.0mm [35.0 mm]
5.3. Beam Column Moment Connections
5.3.1. Example 5 - Extended EndPlate Connection
The standard design inputs for example 5 are:
~ Column Profile: "254x254x107"
:. height (he) = 266.7 mm
:. width(be) = 258.3 mm
:. web thickness (twe)= 13mm
:. flange thickness (he) = 20.5 mm
:. root radius (ree) = 12.7mm
~ Beam Profile: "406x178x67"
:. height (hb) = 409.4 mm
:. widthtbs) = 178.8mm
:. web thickness (twb)= 8.8 mm
:. flange thickness (ttb) = 14.3mm
:. root radius (reb) = 10.2mm
~ Beam Angle: 7°
~ End Forces:
Shear Force = 250.0 kN
Axial Force = 0.0 kN
Moment = 240.0 kN.m
~ Steel grade of the end plate: "300WA"
:. fy = 300 MPa
:. fu = 450 MPa
~ Number of bolts: 6
~ Grade of the bolts: "8.8"
:. fy = 640 MPa
:. fu = 800 MPa
~ Electrode Classification of the welds: "E70XX"
:. fy = 413 MPa
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:. fu = 480 MPa
Bolt holes: "Drilled"
Figure5.29 illustrates the specified standard parameters for the standard (default) design case of
the application. Figure 5.30 illustrates the recommended parameters calculated by the standard
design case of the application. Theseparameters are changed to the values shown in Figure5.30
to create an advanced design.
JumaSSConn: Beam Column Moment Connection Design: Extended End Plate
Connection
Choose Connection Type: I Beam Colurnl} Moment ConnectiOn ... 1
Choose and Set Connection Type and Subtype:
Choose COnnection Slm TWMI! 1 Extended fnd Plate ... 1
, Set connection type _ suiJl'lpe ,
Enter the Standard Parameters:
No.oI"lIaIIs: , 8 ~I
IIaIIGr_: , 8.8 ~I
Eladrode a.. lflCation : ! E70XX "'1
Gr_ 01"1118end _: '](IOWA ~ ,
Design and Analysis Input Data:
ProfIleS": Load~ Combo' C0mb02
"'"""" 254x254x1r:Il ~ 0.0 OD-.. 406x178X67 S"_X(k~ 250.0 0.0
Shear y(kN;t 0.0 0.0
McImer1 X(kN.m): 240.0 OD
Momert Y(kN.m): 0.0 OD
L40meft Z(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure5.29: illustration of the standard parameters for example 5
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$ JumaSSConn: Beam Column Moment Connection Design: Extended End PI.t.
Choose COnn8CtiOn _ T-= IExtended EndPIaC. .1
I Set connection type and subtype I
IBeam Column Uomelll Connectioo ·1
Choo •• and Bet Conn.ction Typ. md Subtyp.:
Edit requir.dI,..comm.ded parameters:_ed!
Prefened -fr'RBc_
-....,_(Inm~ 24.0 24.0 ·1
ItJEndPlate L_ L (mm): 500.0 550 IEndPlate WIdIh, w (mm): 180.0 210 IEnd_. TI*:_.' (mm~ 22.0 2~-.. Size,. (Inm~ 12.0Gauge Distonce. a (mm) 90.0
PIlchDIsIonce, sI (mm) 95.0
_h _once,.2 (mm) 305.0
Design ano Analysis Input Data:
Profiles: L08d~ Combo1 C<m>o2
Co'",,,,,, 254x254x101 ~ 0.0 OJJ
Beam 406x176x67 SIleorX(l<N): 250,0 0.0
SheMV(I<N): 0.0 0.0
Morneri X(kN.m): 240,0 0.0
Uomenl:Y(kN.m): 0.0 00
Ibnert Z(kN.m): 0.0 OJJ
Figure 5.30: Illustration of the advanced parameters for example 5
Figures 5.31 to 5.34 shows the 2D and 3D views for both the standard and advanced design case of
the application. These figures also illustrate the differences between the designs.
JumaSSConn: Beam Column Moment Connection Oe5ign: Extended End Plate
Choo •• and Set Conn.ction Typ. and Subtyp.:
Choose CGnnec1Ion T-= IBeam Column Mem.1lI Connection ·1
ChooseC __ T-= IExtended End Plate ·1
I Sel connection type and subtYPe I
(~d~ ... r~x"'_ers rDesiwl~~[2D1/Iew ~~I
;1 --= 0 0=-- F=r=il 0 0
;>
--= 0 0, =- I=::: ==
- Lv"-- - -~-
H==f
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profiles: LoadCorttli'lalions C<m>o1 C<m>o2
C<*.ftn 2S4x254x101 ~ 0.0 OJJ
Beam 4Il3x178x67 SIleorX(l<N): 250.0 OJJ
Shear Y(kN): 0.0 0.0
Momeri X(kN.m): 240.0 0.0
t.bnert Y(kN.m): 0.0 OJJ
MomenI: l(kN.m): 0.0 OJJ
Figure 5.31 : Illustration of the 20 view for the standard design case of example 5
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JumoSSConn: Beam Column Moment Connectioo Desisn: Extended End Plate
ChOOS. anel Bet Connection Typ. anel Bubtyp.:
I Beam Column Moment ConnectkJn .....1
Choose CoonocUon Sal> f_ IF><tendodEnd Plilt. ~ I
I Sel comettJon 1lII>e and subtype I
Design ann Analysis Input Data:
Profiles : load Conti1ations: Combo t C0n'0>02
Column: 254x254x107 ~N): 0.0 OD
""""' 4OOx176x67 Shea<X(kN): 250.0 ODShea<V(kN): 0.0 OD
Momert X(kN.m): 240.0 0.0
UomerC Y(kN.m): OD 0.0
Momerr Z(_kN.m); 0.0 OD
Figure 5.32 : Illustration of the 2D view for the advanced design case of example 5
JumaSSConn: Beam Column Moment Connection Destgn: Extended End Plate
Choose anel Set Connection Type anel Subtype:
Choose c_r-= I Beam COlurlWl Moment ConnectlOO .... 1
Choose Comection SUb Twa: I Ektend9d Fnd Plate ......1
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profiles: LoedConti'letions: Combo' C0mb02
CoO..mn: 2S4x254x1(J1 ~ OD OD
Boom: 406x17fMf1 Shea< X(kN): 250D OD
Shea' Y(kN): 0.0 OD
-X(J<N'"~ 240.0 OD
tbnert Y(kN.m): OD 0.0
Momert Z(kN.m): 0.0 OD
Figure 5.33 : illustration of the 3D view for the standard design case of example 5
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$ JumaSSConn: Beam Column Moment Connection Design: Extended End Plate
1Beam Column l.tomen( Connectlon ·1
ChooS. and Bet Conn.ction Typ. and Bubtyp.:
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profiles : LoadComblnaitlons: Combo1 camo2
Column: 254x254x107 AxiOW)<N): 0.0 OD
"""'" 406x17Bx67 """'" X(kN): 250.0 0.0""""'Y(lcN): 0.0 OD
Momert X(kN.m~ 240.0 OD
Womert Y(kN.m): 0.0 OD
MomertZ(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.34 : illustration of the 3D view for the advanced design case of example 5
The text containing the results for both the standard and advanced design as created by the
"Design Data Sheet" of the application isshown in Figure5.35.
Company Name:
project Na,!,e:
Deslgn Englneer:
Date:
Design of Extended End Plate Beam column Moment Connection
profiles/sections:
Column: 254x254xl07
Beam: 406x178x67
Load Combo 1 Combo 2
Axial (kN)
shear X(kN)
Shear Y(kN)
Moment X(kN.m)
Moment Y(kN.m)
Moment Z(kN.m)
0.0 0.0
250.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
240.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
Standard Design
Bolts
No. of Bolts: 6
Diameter (mm): 24.0
Grade: 8.8
Figure 5.35 : Text results of both the standard and advanced design of example 5
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Bolt Holescreated: drilledDiameter (mm): 26.0End plateSteel Grade: 300WALength, L (mm): 500.0width, w (mm): 180.0Thickness, t (mm): 22.0weldingElectrode classification: E70xxweld size (mm): 12.0spacing of Bolts and Bolt HolesGauge Distance, g (mm): 90.0pitch Distance, sI (mm): 95.0pitch Distance, s2 (mm): 305.0
Advanced Design
BoltsNo. of Bolts: 6Diameter (mm): 24.0
Grade: 8.8Bolt HolesCreated: drilledDiameter (mm): 26.0End Platesteel Grade: 300WALength, L (mm): 550.0width, w (mm): 210.0Thickness, t (mm): 25.0weldingElectrode classification: E70xxweld Size (mm): 12.0spacing of Bolts and Bolt HolesGauge Distance, g (mm): 105.0pitch Distance, sI (mm): 95.0pitch Distance, s2 (mm): 305.0
end ---
Figure 5.35: Text resultsof both the standard and advanced design of example 5 (continued)
Hand calculated design values:
The resolution of the forces (see section 3.3. 1):
Tension:
T = 240 xl 03 COS (7°) + 250sin(7°)
u 409.4 - 14.3 2
= 618.15 kN
Compression:
c = 240x103cos(7°) _ 250sin(7°)
u 409,4-14.3 2
= 587.68 kN
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Shear: Vu = 250 cas (7°) = 248.14 kN
The welds are limited by the shear and tension force at both the throat and fusion area of
the welds (see section 3.3.2(1)):
For shear:
Lw= 2(409.4/cos(7°))+4(178.8)-2(8.8) = 1522.5mm
Fusion area: ~ = 0.67 tPwLwefu ~ Vu
:.0.67(0.67) (1522.5) (e) (450) ~ 248.14 xl 03
:. e ~ 0.81 mm
Throat area:
:.0.67(0.67) (1522.5) (0.7071) (e) (480) ~ 248.14 x 103
:.e ~1.07 mm
For tension:
Lw= 2(178.8)+2(14.3/cas(7°))-8.8 = 377.6mm
Fusion area:
:. 0.67(0.67) (377 .6) (e) (450) ~ 618.15 xl 03
:. e ~8.10 mm
Throat area:
:. 0.67(0.67) (377.6) (0.7071) (e) (480) ~ 618.15 xl 03
:. e ~ 10.74 mm
But e ~ 0.7(14.3) = 10.01 mm [12.0 mm]
The bolt diameter depends on the shear, tension and bearing on the flange of the column
(see section 3.3.2 (II)):
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Shear: v,. = 0.60¢bAbnfu ~ Vu
:.0.60(0.80) (-!-) (d2) (6)(800) ~ 248.14 xl 03
:. d ~ 11.71 mm
Tension: t, = 0.75¢bAbfunt ~ 1.1Tu
:. 0.75(0.80)(-!-)(d2)(800)(4) ~ 1.1(618.15xl 03)
:. d ~ 21.23 mm
Bearing: Br = 3¢b/dnt ~Vu
:.3(0.67) (20.5) (d) (6)(450) ~ 248.14 xl 03
:. d ~ 2.23 mm [24.0 mm]
Thewidth of the end plate depends on the beam profile width (see section 3.3.2(111)):
:. wep = 180.0 mm [180.0 mm]
The gauge distance of the bolts and bolt holes (see section 3.3.2(1V)):
9max = 180-2(40) = 100 mm
9min = 2(40) = 80 mm
:. 9 = 0.5(180) = 90 mm [90.0 mm]
The pitch distances of the bolts and bolt holes (see section 3.3.2(IV)):
sl = 80 + 14.3/ cos (7°) = 94.41 mm [95.0 mm]
s2 = (409.4 - 1.5(14.3))/ cos (7°) - 0.5(95) - 40
= 303.36 mm [305.0 mm]
The length of the end plate (see section 3.3.2(V)):
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:.Iep = 409.4/ cos (7°)+ 40 + 0.5(95)
= 499.97 mm [500.0 mm]
The thickness of the end plate depends on the bearing by the bolts and the bending
caused by the tension forces (see section 3.3.2(VI)):
Bearing:
:.3(0.67) (t) (24) (6)(450) ~ 248.14 xl 03
:.t~1.91mm
Bending:
b = 0.5(95 -14.3/ cos(7°)) -12 = 28.30 mm
T, = 0.75(0.80)(~)(24)2(800) = 217.15 kN
Q = 217.15 - 618.15/4 = 62.61 kN
Ml = 62.61(40 xl 0-3) = 2.50 kN.m
~ =217.15(28.3x10-3)-62.61(40+28.3)xlO-3 =l.87 kN.m
1= min(40, 28.3tan(600)) + min(0.5(90), 28.3tan(600))
= min(40, 49.0)+min(45, 49.0)
=85.0 mm
:. t ~ 4(2.50 xl 0
6
) ~ 20.87 mm
p ~ 0.9(85)(300)
[22.0 mm]
Checking the column flange at the beam tension flange (see section 3.3.2(VII)):
T, = 7(0.90) (20.5f(300) = 794.27 kN ~ 618.15
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Checking column web compressive yielding and buckling local to the beam compression
flange (see section 3.3.2(VIII)):
Yielding:
Br = 0.90(13) (14.3/ cos(7°) + 10(20.5)) (300)
= 770.12 kN;::: 587.68
Buckling:
B = 0.90(640000)(13)(14.3/cos(7°)+ 10(20.5))
t (20~3r
= 6941.35 kN;::: 587.68
5.3.2. Example 6 - Haunched Flush End Plate Connection
The standard design inputs for example 6 are:
» Column Profile: "254x254x107"
:. height (he) = 266.7 mm
:. width(be) = 258.3 mm
:. web thickness (twe)= 13mm
:. flange thickness (tIc) = 20.5 mm
:. root radius (ree) = 12.7mm
» Beam Profile: "305x165x46"
:. height (hb) = 307.1 mm
:. widthlbs) = 165.7mm
:. web thickness (twb)= 6.7 mm
:. flange thickness (tlb) = 11.8mm
:. root radius (reb) = 8.9 mm
» Beam Angle: 70
» End Forces:
Shear Force
Axial Force
Moment
= 250.0 kN
= 0.0 kN
= 240.0 kN.m
» Steel grade of the end plate: "300WA"
:. fy = 300 MPa
:. fu = 450 MPa
» Number of bolts: 6
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~ Grade of the bolts: "8.8"
.. fy = 640MPa
.. fu = 800MPa
~ Electrode Classification of the welds: "E70XX"
.. fy = 413MPa
.. fu = 480MPa
~ Bolt holes: "Drilled"
Figure 5.36 illustrates the specified standard parameters for the standard (default) design case of
the application. Figure 5.37 illustrates the recommended parameters calculated by the standard
design case of the application. Theseparameters are changed to the values shown in Figure 5.37
to create an advanced design.
t$ JumoSSConn: Beam Column Moment Connection Design: Flushed End Plate(Haunched)
Connection
Choose CortrB:tion Twa: IBeam Column Moment Connection ·1
Choose Conra:tion SUb T)llpe: r Flushed End Ptate(Hauoched) .... 1
I Set connection type and Sllblype I
Choo.e and Set Connectlon l'fpe and Subtype:
r standllrd Parameters r_ _eed Por_ers r Iles9I Data Sheet J 20 \liew r 3DVIew I
Enter the standard Paramet... :
No. of BoIs: ~
BoI__ : I 8.8 ·1 .... ~
==V
~
Gradeuftheendplats: !lOOIIIIVA .... 1
Design and Analysis Input Data:
ProfIes: loadCornl:Jhations: C0ri>01 C0ri>02
CoUm: 254x254x1rIT ""0(I<N): 0.0 OD
-..: 305x165x46 ~X(1<N): 250.0 OD
ShearY(JdII).: 0.0 OD
Momert X(kN.m): 240.0 0.0
Momert Y(kNm'J, 0.0 OD
Uoment: Z(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.36: illustration of the standard parameters for example 6
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JumoSSConn: BNm Colurm Moment Connection Design: Flushed End Plate(Haunched)
Choos. anelBet Conn.ction Typ. anelBubtyp.:
Choose ~ TlfI'8: [Beam Colunm Moment Coonection ~ [
ChoOSe Connactlon SUb Twe: I Flushed rnd Piate(Haunched) ... 1
[ Set co .. ",ctïoo 1)Ipe and sullfWe [
JDIIIowI
Eellt requlr.cllr.commecleel param.t.rs:
RoqoOredI-- _""ed2O.D ~ I
650 I
200
1IoII_.. (mm~ 20.0
End PlaIaLangIh, L (mmt- 630.0
End _a_ w (mml: 170.0
End PIal.T_. t (mm~ 20.0
Weld SIze,. (Jm1~ 10.0
Gauoo 1lIstonce. g (mm) 70.0
Pleh DIstance, 51 (nwn) 70.0
Pleh Distance, 52 (nwn) 450.0
Design ana Analysis Input Data:
Profiles: loadComl::t1eitions Combo t C0mb02
Co>.mt 254x254x107 Axia(lIN): 0,0 0.0
-.: 305x165x4B ShMwX(l<N)o 250.0 0.0
SIleo<V_ 0.0 0.0
Momert X(kN.m): 240.0 0.0
Momeri V(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Mornert l(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.37: Illustration of the advanced parameters for example 6
Figures 5.38 to 5.41 shows the 2D and 3D views for both the standard and advanced design case of
the application. These figures also illustrate the differences between the designs.
m JumoSSConn: BNm Column Moment Connection Oesjgn: Flushed End Plate(Haunched)
Choos. and Set: Conn.ction Typ. and Subtype:
Choose C_ T-= IBeam Column Moment Connection "'1
0I00s8 Conra:tion SUb Type: [ Flushed End PtaMH.unchedJ ~ [
I Set cmnection \vpc Md subtype I
[SbndardP ......... =_paramolar. rDos9tDat.- J2D1IiBw (JDvtow I =
=
o 0
o 0
=
p- 1= ==
:1 V-I o 0
-yc_- ~ +:1 _ L__
I
Design ana Analysis Input Data:
Profiles: L_~ Combo' Combo 2
CoUm 254x254x107 "_kN)o 0.0 0.0
-.: 3OSx165x48 She..-X_ 250.0 0.0
Shear V(kN): 0.0 0.0
Morneri X(kN.m) 240.0 0.0
hbneri V(I(N.m): 0.0 0.0
Mornert Z(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.38 : Illustration of the 20 view for the standard design case of example 6
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JumoSSConn: Beam Column Moment Connection Design: Flushed End Plote(Hounched)
Choo •• and Bot Conn.ction Typ. and Subtyp.:
CI>oose~ T-= IBeam C....... Mom"'" Comection ~ I
CI>oose ConnectIon S4Ib T-= IFIUS_ End PlillII(Haunched) ~ I
I Set connectWm type and su~ I
(__ d__ • r _P __ ... r DesVlDobt_ r 2D_ r JOView 1
=
o 0
0 0
<>
=
r=: 1= ;=
V- o 0
- '-Y'- ~ H==f L====-~~
Choose Connection Type: I Beam Column Moment Connection .....1
CI>oose Connection S4Ib T-= IFlushed End Pldte(Hdunched) ~ I
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profiles : LoedCorrtllnations: Combo1 CoIrO>o2
ca..m: 254x254x107 AxIa(l<N)o 0.0 OD
Bean< 3l5x165x46 --X(kN): 250_0 OD""""'V_ 0.0 OD
Momeri X(kN.m): 240,0 0.0
lbnert V(kN.m): 0.0 OD
Momert Z(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.39 : illustration of the 20 view for the advanced design case of example 6
~ JumoSSConn: Beam Column Moment Connection Design: Flushed End Plote(Hounched)
Choo •• and Bet Connection Type and Subtype:
Design and Analysis Input Data:
ProfIea : loed~ CoIrO>o1 CoIrO>o2
CoIunvt 254x254x107 AxiaI(I<N): 0.0 OD
"""'" 305x165x46 S-X(I<N): 250.0 OD'"-V_ 0.0 OJ)
Womert X(kH.m).: 240.0 OD
Momeri: Y(kN.m}" 0.0 OD
Womeri Z(IIN.m): 0.0 OD
Figure 5.40 : Illustration of the 3D view for the standard design case of example 6
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JumaSSConn: Beam Column Moment Connection Design: Flushed End Plate(Hounched)
Choose and Bet Conn.ctlon Typ. and Subtyp.:
Choooe Connection TMI'< 1_ Column Mom ... Comectlon T 1
Cboose COIIMCUon SIe T)Ip« t Flushed Fnd PIilte(Hm .• lchetl) .....1
The text containing the results for both the standard and advanced design as created by the
"Design Data Sheet" of the application isshown in Figure5.42.
Design ana Analysis Input Data:
Promes: load CorilhoIions: C0mb01 Combo 2
CoUM; 254x254:d07 ~ 0.0 0.0
_" 305x165x46 ShearX(kN): 250.0 0.0
ShearV(kN): 0.0 0.0
Momert X(1cN.m): 240.0 0.0
Womert Y(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Uomert l(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.41 : Illustration of the 3D view for the advanced design case of example 6
Company Name:project Na'!le:Deslgn Englneer:
Date:
Design of Flush Haunched End plate Beam Column Moment connection
profiles/sections:column: 254x254xl07Beam: 305x165x46
Load Axial (kN)shear X(kN)shear Y(kN)Moment X(kN.m)Moment Y(kN.m)Moment Z(kN.m)
Standard Design
BoltsNO. of Bolts: 6Diameter (mm): 20.0Grade: 8.8
combo 10.0250.00.0240.00.00.0
combo 20.00.00.00.00.00.0
Figure 5.42 : Text results of both the standard and advanced design of example 6
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Bolt Holes
created: drilledDiameter (mm): 22.0End plate
steel Grade: 300WALength, L (mm): 630.0width, w (mm): 170.0Thickness, t (mm): 20.0welding
Electrode classification: E70xxweld size (mm): 10.0spacing of Bolts and Bolt HolesGauge Distance, g (mm): 70.0pitch Distance, sI (mm): 70.0pitch Distance, s2 (mm): 450.0
Advanced Design
Bolts
No. of Bolts: 6Diameter (mm): 20.0Grade: 8.8Bolt Holescreated: drilledDiameter (mm): 22.0End plate
Steel Grade: 300WALength, L (mm): 650.0width, w (mm): 200.0Thickness, t (mm): 25.0welding
Electrode classification: E70xxweld Size (mm): 10.0spacing of Bolts and Bolt HolesGauge Distance, g (mm): 70.0pitch Distance, sI (mm): 70.0pitch Distance, s2 (mm): 450.0
end ---
Figure 5.42: Text results of both the standard and advanced design of example 6 (continued)
Hand calculated design values:
At this stage only the resolution of the shear force can be done (see section 3.3. 1):
Shear: Vu = 250 cos (7°) = 248.14 kN
Determining an initial bolt diameter (see section 3.3.3(J)):
Shear:
:.0.60(0.80) (1-) (d2) (6)(800) ~ 248.14 xl 03
:.d~11.71mm
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Bearing:
:. 3(0.67) (20.5) (d) (6)(450) ~ 248.14 x 103
:. d ~ 2.23 mm
Tension: t = 240 x 10
3 cos (7°) + 250 xl 03 sin(7°)
u 2(307.1- 2(11.8) - 2(8.9)) 2
= 463.50 kN
:. Iep = 630.0 mm [630.0 mm]
:. 0.75(0.80)(~)(d2)(4)(800) ~ 463.50 x 103
:.d~17.53mm
Usean initial bolt diameter of 20.0 mm.
Calculating the haunched height (see section 3.3.3(11)):
. _I((h-tf -re)Case)¢ = sin
3h
• _I ((307.1-11.8 - 8.9)CaS(70))
= sin
3(307.1)
= 17.972°
:. hh = 3h(tan(e+¢)-tan(e))
= 3(307.1)(tan(7 + 17.972) - tan(7))
= 315.94 mm
:. hsection = 307.1/ cas (7°)+ 315.94
=625.35 mm
Checking the initial diameter (see section 3.3.3(111)):
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Edge distance: Pr = 35 + 11.8 = 46.8 mm [Use50.0 mm]
Lever arm: he = 625.35 - 0.5(11.8) - 50 - 0.5(70) = 534.45 mm
Ymax = 534.45 + 0.5(70) = 569.45 mm
Y2 = 569.45 -70 = 499.45 mm
y21 = 0.877 < 0.9Iymax
. T _ 240x103 250sin(7°)
•• b - 2(569.45+0.877(499.45)) + 2(4)
= 122.92 kN
ï, = 0.75(0.80)(~)(20)2(800)
= 150.80 kN > 122.92 kN [20.0 mm]
The true tensile and compressive forces T; and Cu (see section 3.3. 1):
Tension: T = 240 xl 0
3 + 250sin(7°)
u 534.45 2
= 464.29 kN
c = 250x 103
u 534.45
= 433.83 kN
Compression:
The width of the end plate depends on the beam profile width (see section 3.3.2(1V)):
:.=: =max(165.7, 7.7d)
= max(165.7, 154)
= 165.7 mm [170.0 mm]
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The gauge distance of the bolts and bolt holes (see section 3.3.2(V)):
W ep = 170 < 10d = 200
:. 9 = 170 - 5(20)
=70.0 mm [70.0 mm]
The pitch distances of the bolts and bolt holes (see section 3.3.2(V)):
sl= 70.0 mm [70.0 mm]
s2 = 534.45 - 0.5(70) - 50
= 449.45 mm [450.0 mm]
The welds are limited by the shear and tension force at both the throat and fusion area of
the welds (see section 3.3.2(VI)):
Forshear:
Lw = 2(625.35) + 6(165.7) - 4(6.7) = 2218.1 mm
Fusion area: Vr = 0.67 r/lwLwefu :2::Vu
:.0.67(0.67) (2218.1) (e) (450):2::248.14 xl 03
:. e :2::0.55mm
Throat area:
:. 0.67(0.67)(2218.1)(0.7071)(e)(480):2:: 248.14 x 103
:. e:2::0.73 mm
For tension:
Lw = 2(165.7) + 2(11.8/cos(7°)) - 6.7 = 348.5 mm
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Fusionarea:
:. 0.67(0.67)(348.5)(e)(450) ~ 464.29 x 103
:. e ~ 6.60 mm
Throat area:
:.0.67(0.67) (348.5) (0.7071) (e) (480) ~ 464.29 x 103
:. e ~ 8.74 mm
Bute ~ 0.7(11.8) = 8.26 mm [10.0mm]
The thickness of the end plate depends on the bearing by the bolts and the bending
caused by the tension forces (see section 3.3.2(VII)):
Bearing:
:.3(0.67) (t) (20) (6)(450) ~ 248.14 x 103
:. t ~ 2.29 mm
Bending:
m = (70 - 6.7 - 2(10))/2 = 21.65 mm
'1 = 70 + 3.5(21.65) = 145.775 mm < 7m
:. t ~ 11.5(464.29 x 103)(21.65) ~ 19.57 mm
p ~ 0.9(145.775)(300)
[20.0 mm]
Checking the column flange at the beam tension flange (see section 3.3.2(VIII)):
T, = 7(0.90) (20.5)2(300) = 794.27 kN ~ 464.29 kN
Checking column web compressive yielding and buckling local to the beam compression
flange (see section 3.3.2(/X)):
Yielding:
Br = 0.90(13)(11.8/cos(7°)+ 10(20.5))(300)
= 761.28 kN ~ 433.83 kN
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Buckling:
B = 0.90(640000}(13}(ll.8/ cas (7°)+ 10(20.5))
r (209{3f
= 6861 .66 kN 2 433.83 kN
5.4. Ridge Connections
5.4.1. Example 7 - Extended End Plate Connection
The standard design inputs for example 7 are:
~ Beam Profiles: "356x171x51"
:. height (hb) = 355.6 mm
:. widthtbs] = 171.5mm
:. web thickness (twb)= 7.3 mm
:. flange thickness (tfb) = 11.5mm
:. root radius (reb) = 10.2mm
~ Beam Angle: 7°
~ End Forces:
Shear Force
Axial Force
Moment
= 250.0 kN
= 0.0 kN
= 180.0kN.m
~ Steel grade of the end plate: "300WA"
:. fy = 300 MPa
:. fu = 450 MPa
~ Number of bolts: 6
~ Grade of the bolts: "8.8"
:. fy = 640 MPa
:. fu = 800 MPa
~ Electrode Classification of the welds: "E70XX"
:. fy = 413 MPa
:. fu = 480 MPa
~ Bolt holes: "Punched"
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Figure 5.43 illustrates the specified standard parameters for the standard (default) design case of
the application. Figure 5.44 illustrates the recommended parameters calculated by the standard
design case of the application. Theseparameters are changed to the values shown in Figure5.44
to create an advanced design.
m JumaSSConn: Ridge Connection Design: Extended End Plate
c_
Choose ConnectiOn Type: t Ridge Connection ·1
Choose ConMCtion sg, T)llJe: I Extended End Plats ... 1
Choose an~ Set Connection Typeand Subtype:
I Set connection type and subtype I
Enter the Stan~~ Parameters:
No.ofllolts: I 6 ·1
1IoIt6<_: I 8.8 ·1
EIedr_ CIas5iIic_" : I E70XX ·1
6<_ortlle_plMe: I_A ·1
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profiles : Load CorrtIi'Iations: Combo1 Combo 2
Beam A: 356x17tx51 A:óol(l<N)o 0.0 0.0
"""1< 3S6x171xS1 ShearX(kN): 250.0 0.0
Shear Y(1d\!): 0.0 0.0
Womert X(kNm~ 180.0 0.0
Uomeri Y(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Moment Z(kN.m); 0.0 0.0
Figure5.43: Illustration of the standard parameters for example 7
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~. JumaSSConn: Ridge Connection Design: Extended End Plate -L-::n~
~
Choo •• anel Bet Conn.ction Typ. anel Subtyp.:
0a0088 Connection Tvw-: IRidqe Connection ·1
ChooI.Connectlon _T_ t lxtended Fnd Plate ·1
I Sel coonectlon 1li1>" and suIJIype I
(Slandard_. f _Par_ •• fDel9lDalll- ~- r3D- I -
Eelit requlr.cllrecomm.eI.eI param.t.rs:_edI
Pref ... ed J l-- r w_ DIamoI. (rnn~ I 20.01 I 20.0 ·1 lW
~
- 0 0
EnII_ LengIIJ, L (rrwnr. I 440.0 I I 490 I
I I I
..
End__ •w(nwn): 190.0 200 I N
End_T_t( .... r. I 22.0 I I 25 I - ~~
Weld SIze, • (mn* I 10.0 I ~-
Gauge Distance. D ( .... ) I 90.0 I ? ?
_h Diotance, 51(.... ) I 95.0 I -H-· r;=f
Pleh Dilltance, s2 (nwn) I 265.0 I
Design and AAalySls Input Data:
Pro1lle:s: Load~ cceeo t Comba 2
8eomA; 356x171xS1 ~ 0.0 0.0
BeamS; 35Bx171x51 ShearX(kN): 250.0 0.0
ShearV(kN): 0.0 0.0
Momert X(kN.m): 180.0 0.0
MomertY(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Momert Z(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
---
Figure 5.44: illustration of the advanced parameters for example 7
Figures 5.45 to 5.48 shows the 2D and 3D views for both the standard and advanced design case of
the application. These figures also illustrate the differences between the designs.
m JumaSSConn: Ridge Connection Design: Extended End PI.t. "-'~ ~ b]@ti]
~
Choo •• anel Set Connection Typ. anel Subtyp.:
Choose ConnectionType: I Ridge Connoctiorl ·1
ChooseC__ T_ IExtended End Plate ·1
I Sel connectoon 1li1>" and suIJIype I
(SI_dParaonel8rs r-Par~. (DeI9IDota_ f2D- r3DVIewt
I
~
r=
Jc .,,I -= I=, 0p==- o
f i; m
I
Design and AAalySls Input Data:
Prof*:s : Load~ Combo' C0mb02
8eomA; 356x171xS1 Ax;oI(kN): 0.0 0.0
_S; 356x171xS1 Sheer X(1<N): 250.0 0.0
Sheer Y(1<N): 0.0 0.0
Mc:IrI1et'i X(1rN.m): 180.0 0.0
MomI!IrtV(lcN.m):: 00 0.0
Mornert Z(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.45 : illustration of the 20 view for the standard design case of example 7
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JumaSSConn: Ridge Connection Design: Extended End Pia ...
Choo•• an~SetConn.ction~. an~Subtype:
ChooseC_T_ IRidge Connection :J
ChooseCoonactIon Som T_ IExtended fnd_e ~I
I Set connection IJIpe and subIlIPe I
f SI_dP~. r _Par_ers r_oota_ 20_ JI)_I~ -
I = "== If -=<;> 0= '==r ~ 0 0'---
~ ~ ~
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profiles: LoadCornl::li'latio C0mb01 C0mb02..... '" 3$x171)(51 Axiaj(kN)o on 0.0
..... El 356x171x51 She .. lC(kN)o 250.0 0.0
ShemY(kN): 0.0 0.0
Momeri X(1CN.m): 180.0 0.0
Momert Y(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Momert l(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.46 : illustration of the 2D view for the advanced design case of example 7
!$ JurnaSSConn: Ridge Connection Design: Extended End Plate
Choosean~BetConn.ction ~e an~Subtype:
Cboose Connection T)IIE IRidge Connection
Otoose Corwa:tion SUb T)IP&: 1 Extended End Plata
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profi6es: Loedcanblnltlon:s; C0mb01 C0mb02..... '" 358x171x51 Axiaj(kN)o 0.0 0.0__ El
356x171x51 ....... lC(kN)o 250.0 0.0
...... V(IIN): 0.0 0.0
Momert X(kN.m): 180.0 0.0
ib'nerj Y(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Momert ZON.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.47 : illustration of the 3D view for the standard design case of example 7
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$; JumaSSCoon: Ridge Connection Design: Extended End Plate [J@it
Choo •• anel Bot Conn.ction Typ. anel SUbtyp.:
Choose Conrwction T-. 1Ridge Connection ·1
Cho088 CIJM8CtIon Sub TMt« I Extended End Plate .... 1
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profie:s: loedCornl::ftltions C0mb01 C0mb02
Beam" 356x171x51 Axie(k~ 0.0 0.0
Beamll; 356x171x51 Shear )«J<m 250.0 0.0
Shear Y(I<N): 0.0 0.0
Momert X(kN.m~ 160.0 0.0
Womert Y(kN.m~ 0.0 0.0
Marnert Z(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.48 : illustration of the 3D view for the advanced design case of example 7
The text containing the results for both the standard and advanced design as created by the
"Design Data Sheet" of the application is shown in Figure 5.49.
company Name:project Name:
Design Engineer:Date:
Design of Extended End plate Ridge Connection
profiles/sections:
Beam A: 356x171x51Beam B: 356x171x51
Load Combo 1 Combo 2Axial(kN)Shear X(kN)shear Y(kN)Moment X(kN.m)Moment Y(kN.m)Moment Z(kN.m)
0.0 0.0250.0 0.00.0 0.0180.0 0.00.0 0.00.0 0.0
standard Design
BoltsNO. of Bolts: 6Diameter (mm): 20.0Grade: 8.8
Figure 5.49 : Text results of both the standard and advanced design of example 7
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Bolt HolesCreated: drilledDiameter (mm): 22.0End plate
Steel Grade: 300WALength, L (mm): 440.0width, w (mm): 180.0Thickness, t (mm): 22.0welding
Electrode classification: E70xxweld Size (mm): 10.0spacing of Bolts and Bolt Holes
Gauge Distance, g (mm): 90.0pitch Distance, sl (mm): 85.0pitch Distance, s2 (mm): 265.0
Advanced Design
BoltsNo. of Bolts: 6Diameter (mm): 20.0Grade: 8.8Bolt Holes
Created: drilledDiameter (mm): 22.0End plate
Steel Grade: 300WALength, L (mm): 480.0width, w (mm): 200.0Thickness, t (mm): 25.0weldingElectrode Classification: E70xxweld Size (mm): 10.0spacing of Bolts and Bolt HolesGauge Distance, g (mm): 130.0pitch Distance, sl (mm): 85.0pitch Distance, s2 (mm): 265.0
end ---
Figure5.49: Text results of both the standard and advanced design of example 7 (continued)
Hand calculated design values:
The resolution of the forces (see section 3.4. 1):
Tension:
T = 180x103cos(7°) _ 250sin(7°)
u 355.6 - 11.5 2
= 503.97 kN
Compression: c = 180 xl 0
3 cos (7°) + 250 sin(7°)
u 355.6 - 11.5 2
= 534.44 kN
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Shear: Vu = 250 cos (7°) = 248.14 kN
The welds are limited by the shear and tension force at both the throat and fusion area of
the welds (see section 3.3.2(1)):
For shear:
Lw= 2(355.6/cos(7°)) + 4(171.5) - 2(7.3) = 1387.9 mm
Fusion area: v, = 0.67 tPwLwefu ~ Vu
:.0.67(0.67) (1387.9) (e) (450) ~ 248.14 xl 03
:. e ~0.89 mm
Throat area:
:.0.67(0.67) (1387.9) (0.7071) (e) (480) ~ 248.14 xl 03
:. e ~1.17 mm
For tension:
Lw= 2(171.5) + 2(11.5/cos(7°)) - 7.3 = 358.9 mm
Fusion area: T, = 0.67 tPwLwefu ~ Tu
:.0.67(0.67) (358.9) (e) (450) ~ 503.97 xl 03
:. e ~ 6.95 mm
Throat area:
:.0.67(0.67) (358.9) (0.7071) (e) (480) ~ 503.97 xl 03
:. e ~9.22 mm
But e ~ 0.7(11.5) = 8.05 mm [10.0 mm]
The bolt diameter depends on the shear and tension (see section 3.3.2(11)):
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Shear: v,. = 0.60¢bAbnfu :?:Vu
:. 0.60(0.80) (-!-)(d2) (6)(800) :?:248.14 xl 03
:.d:?:11.71mm
Tension:
:. 0.75(0.80)(-!-)(d2)(800)(4):?: 1.1(503.97 xl 03)
:. d:?: 19.17 mm [20.0 mm]
The width of the end plate depends on the beam profile width (see section 3.3.2(111)):
:. Wep = 180.0 mm [180.0 mm]
The gauge distance of the bolts and bolt holes (see section 3.3.2(IV)):
gmax = 180 - 2(35) = 110 mm
gmin = 2 (35) = 70 mm
:. 9 = 0.5(180) = 90 mm [90.0 mm]
The pitch distances of the bolts and bolt holes (see section 3.3.2{1V)):
sl = 70 + 11.5/ cos (7°) = 81.59 mm [85.0 mm]
s2 = (355.6 -1.5(11.5))/ cos (7°) - 0.5(85) - 35
= 263.39 mm [265.0 mm]
The length of the end plate (see section 3.3.2 (V)):
:. 'ep = 355.6/ cos (7°)+ 35 + 0.5 (85)
= 435.77 mm [440.0 mm]
The thickness of the end plate depends on the bearing by the bolts and the bending
caused by the tension forces (see section 3.3.2(VI)):
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Bearing:
:.3(0.67) (t) (20) (6)(450) ~ 248.14 xl 03
:. t ~ 2.29 mm
Bending:
b = 0.5(85 -11.5/cos(7°))-10 = 26.71 mm
T, = 0.75(0.80)(1-)(20)2(800) = 150.80 kN
Q = 150.80 - 503.97/4 = 24.81 kN
Ml = 24.81(35x 10-3) = 0.87 kN.m
M2 = 150.80(26.71 xl 0-
3
) - 24.81(35 + 26.71)xl 0-3 = 2.50 kN.m
1= min(35,26.7ltan(600)) +min(0.5(90),26.7ltan(600))
= min(35,46.26) +min(45,46.26)
=80mm
:. t = /4(2.50 x 10
6
) = 21.52 mm
p ~ 0.9(80)(300)
[22.0 mm]
5.4.2. Example 8 - Haunched Flush End Plate Connection
The standard design inputs for example 8 are:
}> Beam Profiles: "254x146x43"
:. height (hb) = 259.6 mm
:. widthlbs] = 147.3mm
:. web thickness (twb)= 7.3 mm
:. flange thickness (tfb) = 12.7mm
:. root radius (reb) = 7.6 mm
}> Beam Angle: 7°
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~ End Forces:
Shear Force
Axial Force
Moment
= 250.0kN
= 0.0 kN
= 220.0kN.m
~ Steel grade of the end plate:
r, = 300MPa
fu = 450MPa
~ Number of bolts: 6
~ Grade of the bolts: "8.8"
fy = 640MPa
fu = 800MPa
~ Electrode Classification of the welds: "E70XX"
"300WA"
fy = 413MPa
fu = 480MPa
~ Bolt holes: "Drilled"
Figure 5.50 illustrates the specified standard parameters for the standard (default) design case of
the application. Figure 5.51 illustrates the recommended parameters calculated by the standard
design case of the application. Theseparameters are changed to the values shown in Figure 5.51
to create an advanced design.
1$ JumoSSConn: Ridge Connection Design: Flushed End Plot.(Hounched)
Choose and Set Connection Type and Subt;vp.:
IRidge ConnectionCboose Connection Type:
Choose Conre:tIon Sub Tw-: I Flushed End PLate(Haunched) ... 1
I Set connection type and subtype I
Enter ttl. Standard Parameters:
110.01'li0ii.: I ft -I
IIoIIGr_: I 11.8 -I
Eledr_ Classltlcllllon: I E7IIXX -I
6<_ 01'_ ond pi".: I_A -I
Design and AnalySis Input Data:
Profiles: LoedCombi"ltltlons: Combo 1 C0ri>02_Ac
254x146x43 AxloI(kN)c 0.0 OD
BeemE> 254x146x43 ShearX(kN): 250.0 OD
Shear YIJdII} 0.0 OD
Momert X(kN.m):: 220.0 OD
Momert Y(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Momert Z(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.50: illustration of the standard parameters for example 8
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JumoSSConn: Ridge Connection Design: Flushed End PI_(Itaunched)
Choo.e Vld Set Connection Type Vld Subtype:
/RldqeComoctJon ~/
CIIoooe Connection Slm 1\11>8: / f lushed End Plate(llaunchedl ~ I
I Set connection 'type and subtype I
Edit requlredlrecommeded parameters:
RoqoftdIR8c_ _oct '-tt-
~
2O.IJ ~/ I~550 I18025 o 00..
70 r-----;;-t
1IoII_(Inm~ 20.0
End_.L_, L(mm): 510.0
End__ ,w(mm): 160.0
End_. Tl*:kness, t (~ 20.0
_ Size, e (mm~ 12.0
Gauge DIstance, g (mm) BO.O
Pleh DIstance, s1 (nwn) 70.0
Plch Distance, 52 (mm) 330.0
Design and AAalysls Input Data:
Profiles : load~ C0n<>01 Combo 2..... '" 254x146x43 ~ 0.0 0.0
..... 8: 254x146x43 ,.,_x~ 250.0 0.0
"",,",y~ 0.0 0.0
Moment X(kN.m): 220.0 0.0
Momerl: Y(kN.m~ 0.0 0.0
Uomeri Z(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.51: Illustration of the advanced parameters for example 8
Figures 5.52 to 5.55 shows the 2D and 3D views for both the standard and advanced design case of
the application. These figures also illustrate the differences between the designs.
!$ JumoSSConn: Ridge Connection Design: Flushed End PI_(Haunched) LJlilti
C_n
Choose and Set:Connection Typ. and Su,typ.:
IRidge Conflet.1ion ~IChoose Connection Type:
Choose Connection SUb T)llJB; Iflushed End Plate(Haunched) "I
/ Set connection type and subtype I
f m f
Design and AAalysls Input Data:
Profiles: loadCombinlltions: C0n<>01 C0n<>02
"",,",Ac 254x146x43 ...,..,.~ 0.0 0.0
..... 8: 254x146x43 """"'X~ 250.0 0.0
ShearY(kN): 0.0 0.0
Momert X(kN.m): 220.0 0.0
Momert Y(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Momert Z(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.52 : Illustration of the 20 view for the standard design case of example 8
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JumaSSConn: Ridge Connection DesÏ!lfl: Flushed End Plote(Hounche<l)
Choos. and Set Conn.ction Typ. and Subtyp.:
1_Connoctlon
Choose Connection so.. Tw.: ~d P1a1e()launchedj .1
I ser cnnnectlon IYP< and ... ~ I
i I ~
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profiles: LoadComt:Jhalions: Ccmbo1 Ccmbo2
""'"''' 254x146x43 ~ 0.0 0.0"",",Be 254x146x43 Shear X(lcN): 250.0 0.0
SheerY(kN): 0.0 0.0
Momert X(kN.m): 220.0 0.0
Uom8l'tY(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Uomert Z(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.53 : illustration of the 2D view for the advanced design case of example 8
$ JumoSSConn: Ridge Connection Design: Flushed End Plote(Hounched)
Choose and Set Connection Type and Subtyp.:
!Ridge ConnRCtion
Choose Connaction SUb TWJ8: I Fh,n;.hetj End Plate(Hauru::hed) ... 1
Design and Analysis Input Data:
ProfEs : Loed~ Ccmbo1 Ccmbo2
""'"''' 254x146x43 .a.xIoI(kN): 0.0 0.0""'"'Be 254x146x43 ",_. X(kN): 250.0 0.0",_.y- 0.0 0.0
Womert X(kN.m): 220.0 0.0
Mamert Y(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Momert Z(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.54 : illustration of the 3D view for the standard design case of example 8
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. JumaSSConn: Ridge Connection Design: Flushed End P1ote(Hounched)
Choose and Set Connection Type and Subtype:
IRidge Connection
Choose Connection SUb TMMJ: I Flushed End Plate(Haunched) .... 1
Design and Analysis Input Data:
Profiles: LOlidCornbheltions; Combo1 C00'b02..... '" 254x146x43 Axi~ 0.0 0.0
..... Et 254x146x43 ShearX(kN): 250.0 OD
ShearY(kN): 0.0 OD
Momett X(kN.m): 220.0 OD
WomettY(kN.m): 0.0 on
Uomert Z(kN.m): 0.0 0.0
Figure 5.55 : illustration of the 3D view for the advanced design case of example 8
The text containing the results for both the standard and advanced design as created by the
"Design Data Sheet" of the application isshown in Figure5.56.
company Name:
project Na'!1e:Deslgn Englneer:Date:
Design of Haunched Flush End plate Ridge connection
profiles/Sections:Beam A: 254x146x43Beam B: 254x146x43
combo 10.0
250.00.0220.00.00.0
Combo 20.00.00.00.00.00.0
Load Axial (kN)shear X(kN)shear V(kN)Moment X(kN.m)Moment V(kN.m)Moment Z(kN.m)
standard Design
BoltsNO. of Bolts: 6Diameter (mm): 20.0Grade: 8.8
Figure 5.56 : Text results of both the standard and advanced design of example 8
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Bolt Holescreated: drilledDiameter (mm): 22.0End plate
steel Grade: 300WALength, L (mm): 510.0width, w (mm): 160.0Thickness, t (mm): 20.0welding
Electrode Classification: E70xxweld size (mm): 12.0spacing of Bolts and Bolt Holes
Gauge Distance, g (mm): 60.0pitch Distance, 51 (mm): 70.0pitch Distance, s2 (mm): 330.0
Advanced Design
Bolts
NO. of Bolts: 6Diameter (mm): 20.0Grade: 8.8Bolt HolesCreated: drilledDiameter (mm): 22.0End plate
Steel Grade: 300WALength, L (mm): 550.0width, w (mm): 180.0Thickness, t (mm): 25.0weldingElectrode classification: E70xxweld size (mm): 12.0spacing of Bolts and Bolt HolesGauge Distance, g (mm): 60.0pitch Distance, sl (mm): 70.0pitch Distance, s2 (mm): 330.0
end ---
Figure 5.56: Text results of both the standqrd and advanced design of example 8 (continued)
Hand calculated design values:
At this stage only the resolution of the shear force can be done (see section 3.4. 1):
Shear: Vu = 250cos(7°) = 248.14 kN
Determining an initial bolt diameter (see section 3.3.3(1)):
Shear:
:. 0.60(0.80) (~) (d2) (6)(800) ~ 248.14 x 103
:. d ~ 11.71 mm
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Tension: TI = 220 x 10
3 cos (7°) _ 250sin(7°)
u 2(259.6 - 2(12.7) - 2(7.6)) 2
= 483.31 kN
:. 0.75(0.80)(~)(d2)(4)(800) ~ 483.31x 103
:.d~17.90mm
Usean initial bolt diameter of 20.0 mm.
For ridge connections we use a haunch height of half the beam section height:
a = 3 (259.6) = 784.65 mm
cos (7°)
¢ = sin" ((259.6 - 12.7 -7.6)COS(70)) = 17.7570
3(259.6)
)i = 17.757 -7 = 10.757°
:. hh = (259.6 - 12.7 -7.6)
cos(10.757°)
= 243.58 mm
:. hsection == 259.6/ cos (7°)+ 243.58
= 505.13 mm
-t; = 510.0 mm [510.0 mm]
Checking the initial diameter (see section 3.3.3(111)):
Edge distance: Pf = 35 + 12.7 = 47.7 mm [Use50.0 mm]
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Lever arm: he = 505.13 - 0.5(12.7) - 50 - 0.5(70) = 413.78 mm
Ymax = 413.78 + 0.5(70) = 448.78 mm
Y 2 = 448.78 - 70 = 378.78 mm
Y2/ = 0.844 < 0.9
lYmax
. T. = 220 x 10
3
.. b 2(448.78 + 0.844(378.78))
= 127.91 kN
True Tension:
Resistance: 1", = 0.75(0.80)(~)(20)2(800)
= 150.80 kN > 127.91 kN
The true tensile and compressive forces T; and Cu (see section 3.4.1):
Tension: T = 220 x 10
3 250 sin (7°)
u 413.78 2
= 516.45 kN
Compression: c = 220 X 10
3 + 250sin(7°)
u 413.78 2
= 546.92 kN
Thewidth of the end plate depends on the beam profile width (see section 3.3.2(IV)):
:.«; =max(147.3, 7.7d)
= max(147.3, 154)
= 154.0 mm [160.0 mm]
The gauge distance of the bolts and bolt holes (see section 3.3.2(V)):
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Wep = 160 < 10d = 200
:. 9 = 160 - 5(20)
=60.0 mm [60.0 mm]
The pitch distances of the bolts and bolt holes (see section 3.3.2(V)):
$1= 70.0 mm [70.0 mm]
$2 = 413.78 - 0.5(70) - 50
=328.78 mm [330.0 mm]
The welds are limited by the shear and tension force at both the throat and fusion area of
the welds (see section 3.3.2(VI)):
For shear:
Lw = 2(505.13) + 6(147.3) - 4(7.3) = 1864.86 mm
Fusion area:
:. 0.67 (0.67) (1864.86) (e) (450) ~ 248.14 xl 03
:. e ~0.66 mm
Throat area:
:.0.67(0.67) (1864.86) (0.7071) (e) (480) ~ 248.14 xl 03
:. e ~0.87 mm
For tension:
Fusion area:
Lw = 2(147.3) + 2(12.7/cos(7°)) -7.3 = 312.89 mm
:. 0.67(0.67)(312.89)(e)(450) ~ 516.45 x 103
:. e ~8.17 mm
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Throat area:
:. 0.67(0.67)(312.89)(0.7071)(e)(480) ~ 516.45 xl 03
:. e ~ 10.83 mm
Bute ;;::0.7( 12.7) = 8.89 mm [12.0 mm]
The thickness of the end plate depends on the bearing by the bolts and the bending
caused by the tension forces (see section 3.3.2(VII)):
Bearing:
:. 3 (0.67) (f) (20) (6)(450) ~ 248.14 xl 03
:. f ~ 2.29 mm
Bending:
m = (60 -7.3 - 2(12))/2 = 14.35 mm
'1 = 70+3.5(14.35) = 120.225 mm> 7m
:.f = 1.5(516.45x10
3
)(14.35) ~20.25mm
ep V 0.90(7)(14.35)(300) [20.0 mm]
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6. Conclusion
The criteria for successdefined in the synopsiswere met in this thesis.
A detailed specification for designing a representative sample of structural steel connections was
developed. The specification emphasizes the practical and economical design of typical
connections. The design methods of the specification were developed according to the new
South African design code, namely SANS10162:Code of Practice for the Structural Use of Steel:
Part 1: Limit States Design of hot-rolled steelwork - 2002.
An object-oriented framework and associated graphical user interface (gui) for designing the
connections were developed and implemented. Theprimary objectives of the framework and gui
defined in the synopsiswere achieved:
.:. Extensibility:The connection design framework provides for the basic components of all
connection types, an extensible hierarchy of connection onelisers. and a flexible
connection model. As a result, new connection types and their specializations can be
incorporated in the framework with relative ease. Thegraphical user interface has a simple,
intuitive layout which enhances effective connection design and proper record keeping
without being limited to the implemented connection types. Apart from being extensible
on the surface, its underlying software architecture isclearly structured and extensible too .
•:. External parameters: The design paradigm of the South African code was implemented in
such a way as to allow, as far as possible, for future modifications. Thiswas achieved by
placing the variable parameters prescribed by the code in an external XMLdocument and
Microsoft Access database and therefore not fixing the parameters programmatically .
•:. The framework and gui was built on an existing architecture that allows for structural
analysis,structural steel member design and connection design within a single application.
Forcesand moments for both the member design and the connection design are obtained
directly from the structural analysis model, and member data required for connection
design is, in turn, directly available from the member design model. This insures the
consistency and effectiveness of the complete design process. The underlying architecture
also supportsdistributed collaboration in a communication network.
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<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!-- This file contains all data used for calculations. This data includes
factors used in the SABS codes, yield strengths of welds, ens. -->
<!DOCTYPE FACTORS [
<!-- Element FACTORS contains all the different factors needed for different
uses and categories. -->
<!ELEMENT FACTORS (BBF,HDBF,FWF,GWF»
<!-- Element BBFrefers to Bearing Bolt Factors. This consist of attributes
tensionFactor(tF), shearFactor(sF), bearingFactor(bF), tensionShear-
ResistanceFactor(tSRF) and a bearingResistanceFactor(bRF). -->
<!ELEMENT BBF (#PCDATA»
<!ATTLISTBBF tF CDATA #FIXED "0.75"
sF CDATA #FIXED "0.60"
bF CDATA #FIXED "3.0"
tSRF CDATA #FIXED "0.80"
bRF CDAT A #FIXED "0.67">
<!-- Element HDBF refers to HoldingDown Bolt Factors. This also consist of
attributes tensionFactor(tF), shearFactor(sF), bearingFactor(bF),
tensionShearResistanceFactor(tSRF) and a bearingResistanceFactor(bRF). -->
<!ELEMENT HDBF (#PCDATA»
<!ATTLISTHDBF tF CDATA #FIXED "1.00"
SF CDATA #FIXED "0.60"
bF CDATA #FIXED "1.12"
tSRF CDATA #FIXED "0.67"
bRF CDATA #FIXED "0.60">
<!-- Element FWF refers to Fillet Weld Factors. This consist of attributes
tensionFactor(tF), shearFactor(sF) and a resistanceFactor(rF). -->
<!ELEMENT HDBF (#PCDATA»
<!ATTLISTFWF tF CDATA #FIXED "0.67"
sF CDATA #FIXED "0.67"
rF CDATA #FIXED "0.67">
<!- Element GWF refers to Groove Weld Factors. This also consist of attributes
tensionFactor(tF), shearFactor(sF) and a resistanceFactor(rF). -->
<!ELEMENT GWF (#PCDATA»
<!ATTLISTGWF tF CDATA #FIXED "1.00"
sF CDATA #FIXED "0.67"
rF CDATA #FIXED "0.67">
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<!-- Element PLATESrefers to Plate Factors. This only consist of attribute
resistanceFactor(rF). -->
<!ELEMENT PLATES(#PCDATA»
<!ATTLISTPLATESrF CDATA #FIXED "0.90">
]>
<FACTORS>
<BBF tF="0.75"
sF="0.60"
bF="3.0"
tSRF="O.80"
bRF="0.67">Bearing Bolt Factors</BBF>
<HDBF tF="l.OO"
sF="0.60"
bF="1.12"
tSRF="0.67"
bRF="0.60">Holdingdown Bolt Factors</HDBF>
<FWF tF="0.67"
sF="0.67"
rF="0.67">Filiet Weld Factors</FWF>
<GWF tF="l.OO"
sF="0.67"
rF="0.67">Groove Weld Factors</GWF>
<PLATES rF="0.90">Plate Factors</PLATES>
</FACTORS>
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APPENDIX B
Database Tables
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Bolts:
Diameter
~~ -Ft~~60+ -16 70_ _ -+20 70-t 801-
24 3 80 ~L100•3_5 100
~ ..
_j20t
4 12,01 1§OI
. ol Ol
Fiêd Size
FomIat
~maiPIaces
Input Mask
Caption
OefaultValue
Validation Rule
Validation Text
Required
Indexed
Smart Tags
v
_iThe piU:!! of thé _ __ ~dfÏc bOl"tSiïe --==-_ -
TThe re~l!!en~Q_ eQ_~ distanfe a for the specific bolt size _ _ _rThe r~commended pitch distance s fur the ~fic bolt ~~_ _iThe re~endeg ed__g~~Afe ~Ë. rOlleq~~ _ _ . _ _ _
~The minimum si~ an.9~ d_eat ~ccomm_Qdate the .specific bolt size_inan angie _connedio!1
lThe horisontal edge dis~ce of the bolts g~il'!!l throl!9b _!be_beam 'rel~tive ~ the '~.!!'c=.':= '-4.--.1
A field name CZIn be ~ to 64
char-acters long, inducing
spaces. Press F1 for help on
field names.
University of Stellenbosch
Double
General Number
o
~--------------------------~
o
Department of Civil Engineering
No
Yes
Bolt Grades:
1220j
400
420
r 5'00
600
800,
430
o
1~of8
r"~ - - '=J~ ~-. BoltGrades : Table-
'Field Name 1 Data Type A
'\11I- 1
Text ~_g!aQ_e of the bolt . I~._- - _._-- -- ----1...5fu er __ The tensile strength of the bolt--- - -
I- !i -- Number - ~ _yi~ld str~s of the bolt __ - -
- - +--- - m'll'J
Field Properties
General lLookup I
Field Size SO
FOrmat
Input Mask
caption
Default value
A field name can be ~ mvalidation Rule
Validation Text
64 characters: long,
including spiKI!S. Press F 1
Required No for help on field names.
Allow Zero Length Yes
Indexed Yes(Nq Duplicates)
Unicode Compression Yes
IMEMode No Control
IMf Sentence Mode None
Smart Tags
~ ~
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VII
steel Grades:
General I Lookup I
Field Size SO
FOmtat
Input Mask
caption
Default Value
Validation Rule
Validation Text
Required No
"'low Zero Length Ves
Indexed res (No <Duplicates)
Unicode Compression Ves
IMEMode NoContrdl
IME Sentence Mode None
Smart Tags
A field name can be up
to 64 charac:iB"s long,
ir1duding spaces. Press
F 1 for help on field
names.
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VIII
Angle Thicknesses:
IThe _. _ ~icknesses for6o."Omm ~ ~~-
-tl The available thicknesses for 7O.01mm cleats
The av~1abIethicknesses for 80.0 ,mm~eats
The ~v~ !bicknesses for 90.0 mm~*deats
The ava!!_abIetbic!nesses for 100.0mm~ ~ts_
_ The ava~~ thicknesses for 120.0mm~ cleats
__ -l-The av~abIe thicknessesfor 1:50.0mm~dea~
FieldPnv~~
-t~umberNumberr - -
Number
Number
Number
Number
j_Number
General LLookup J
F1ek!Size LOA!l Inte<:Jer
Format
Decimal Places Auto
Input Mask
caption
Default Value 0
Validation Rule
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Required No
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r.. - - _- ~ILall~,,- Welds:_ Table
Field Name I DataTvce I A
~I Text -- The electrode dassification
~~
t- fuw Number The nominal ten~1e strength of the electrode -JY - Number _ lThe minimum y!eld strength of the weld metalt- -- - - -
Field Properties
General l Lookup I
Field Size 50
Format -
Input Mask
Caption
~fault Value A field name can be ~
validation Rule to &4 charactErs long,
Validation Text indudilg spaces. Press
Required Yes Fl for help on field
Allow Zero Length No names.
Indexed Yes (No Duplic.ates)
Unicode Compression Yes
itMEMode No Control
[ME Senten~ Mode None
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(f":_ - - - .... - - - __"..... bJ~l:il~,. WeldTbickness: Table-
IField Name I DataTvce ".,
l'lil +Num~ ~The weldsize -- 1,--
Ill.'"I- - Field Properties
General ll.oolcLp]
Field Size Double
Format General Number
Decimal Plaas 0
Input Mask
A field name CZII'1 be upcaption to 64 characters long,
Default Value 0 including spaces. Press
Validation Rule Fl for .. on field
\Ialidation Text names.
Required No
Indexed Yes (No Dldcates)_
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Plate Thicknesses:
- - bJ~) ~.. PlateThickness : Table .,..... .,~
Field Name DataTwe 1,Ai
JlI - Number The avadable plate thicknesses -~-
~
Field Properties
General lLookup I
Field Size Double
Format General Number
Decimal PIa~ 0
~tMask A field name can be
Caption LP to 64 characters
Default Value 0 long, inducing
Validation Rule spaces. Press F1 far
Validation Text help on field names.
Required No
Indexed Yes (No Duclicates)
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